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Freddy's Ready. 
FUTABA'S GOT THE SYSTEM FOR READY-TO-FLY RC. 

The l'ul• ba "SDly S•'811c" Tl'lllaer. 
prc-llab hed aad rcady-10-Uy. 

Radio gear by Futaba is what makes these 
slick new ready-to-go flyers an instant 
sensat ion. Our Futaba Trainer is designed 
perfectly for the novice pilot, pre-finished, 
assembled and equipped with a gutsy K& B 
.19 throttle-control led engine. And you 
also get the one th ing that"s missing from 
every other RTF available ... genuine 
Futaba electronics. Select our 3FN/ Trainer 
combo and you get three-channel. three 
servo control with full NiCad power, plus 
the reliability and per formance that has 
made us the leader in radio control. 

Boating·s your th ing? 
Head out to sea with the 
latest in pre-built speedboats 
. ... Futaba"s electric Z-60, 
it's sure to make waves at the 
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local pond. If you 're ready for radio 
control , then Freddy Futaba is ready 
for you. Fldaba 

Fu1 aba Industries. U.S.A. 
630 W. Carob S1rcct 
Complo n. CA/ 90220 
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From the Shop 
DON DEWEY 

The unsung heroes ... that's 
what I ' ve always 

considered those valiant 
individuals who edit the club 
newsletters throughout the 
country. This is, without a 
doubt, the most thankless job 
in any organization. When 
you take on the job of 
" editing" a club 's monthly 
newsletter, you generally find 
that you end up writing the 
whole thing yourself. And 
may the the Toy Airplane God help you if you don't approach 
the quality and content of a commercial publication with 
regards to the material contained in each issue. Of course, 
getting anyone in the club to write a "how-to" article, or 
anything else for that matter, is somewhat akin to flying a 
thermal soarer in a monsoon. And , when the newsletter editor 
would rather be out flying with the rest of the club, he's stuck 
behind the typewriter trying to figure out how to fill up the pages 
for the monthly issue with non-existent material. Yet, it is the 
club newsletter that is the catalyst for most radio control clubs. 
So, it takes a special breed of cat to fill this all important job. 

And, I have found one such editor who is truly a guy after my 
own heart. I'm referring to George Privateer, Editor of the "Star 
Dust", the monthly publication of the Southern Tier Aero Radio 
Society, Inc., of Allegheny, New York. 

As George explains, he is the president of the club and, 
about six or seven years ago, took on voluntarily the job of 
newsletter editor. The "Star Dust" has grown like Topsy over 
those years and, rather than being technical in nature, is more 
of a diary of the club's activities. 

What endeared George to me forever was his editorial 
philosophy, which is --- "never give a sucker an even break --
when he's down --- kick him!" In addition, as editor of the club 
publication, George refuses to be sued for libel, defamation of 
character or perjury. Referred to as "Mr. Clean'', George 
Privateer refuses to castigate himself as editor of their 
newsletter, thus he comes out clean all the time. We 
understand he is also called "Popsicle" by his club members 
since he always freezes on the stick! 

The Southern Tier Aero Radio Society, Inc., has over thirty 
members in their club composed of professionals which 
include engineers, college personnel, an oral surgeon, 
draftsman, utility workers, and others. The club feels a sense 
of pride in the fact that they have not only gone to Quarter 
Scale ships to a large extent, but believe that they are the first 
to have a complete squadron of Quarter Scale ships --- in this 
case, Bristol Scouts. 

The STARS have established a crash point system and, 
each year, a Bonehead of the Year Award is made to the 
member who acts the most stupid in one given year. Here, for 
your edification, are a couple of excerpts from the STAR 
publication , the "Star Dust": 

" It is your editor's considered opinion that in view of the 
events that took place on our weekend in K-W as well as 
previous events that have taken place, the STARS is totally 
and completely comprised of the greatest assemblage of B-B 
brains this writer has ever seen or ever will see. That so many 
absolutely absurd events can take place so frequently and so 
casually belies everything one considers normal for the 
human race. Daring to be repetitious I can only say that, 
excepting me of course, STARS is the greatest collection of 
dolts, morons, imbeciles, idiots and cretins, ever known to 
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The ACM staff was sent to Las Vegas to cover the Quarter Scale 
Assoc iation of America Fly-In. How can they explain the goofing 
off ev idenced in this post-fllght photo of their ride In Scenic 
Airlines' Ford Tri-Motor? L to R: Dick Kidd, Pat Potega, John 
Brodbeck, Walt Schroder, Capt H.C. Borgesdlng (pilot), Lee 
Taylor, and Dick Tichenor. 

mankind. How any one group can make so many mistakes is 
absolutely unbelievable." 

Here's another ... 
"Last but not least is Al Foxall. Your leader and editor was 

amazed at how fast he has gone downhill in a year's time. Thin 
and scrawny with a nervous tic and bags under his eyes, he 
looked like the epitome of the walking dead! Than, as I found 
out, the reason why he looks like death warmed over is that 
this is his third year as president of the Flying Dutchman." 

Or, how about this one . .. 
"Now for the Awards. To 'Inverted Including His Brains' 

Messer, who stood around with an expression not usually 
seen on a glazed doughnut, goes 5 crash points for being 
responsible for wiping out the very first Quarter Scale ship in 
STARS. In addition, 'Micro Brain' gets 2 crash points for the 
damage to his ship - a grand total of 7 crash points. But wait, 
that's not al l. To our present Bonehead of the Year --- please 
take note that the damage to Bristol Scout 7057 was not the 
result of the mid-air collision with the Sopwith Triplane. Rather, 
he just plain forgot to bolt his engine to the firewall securely. 
Mr. Bonehead Nellis, we respectfully submit that 'Inverted 
(you fil l in the rest)' Messer be placed in the running for this 
year's Bonehead Award. " 

Like I said ... a guy I can really identify with. And, for all you 
other newsletter editors, take heart --- the day of retribution is 
coming. For an ideal text on how to get even with your fellow 
club members for their monthly non-contributions and their 
never ending gripes about what wasn't in the newsletter this 
month, get on the exchange newsletter program with the 
STARS. Just drop a line to George Privateer, Fortune Drive, 
Allegheny, New York 14705. 

Keep up the good work, George ... 

• The following is an amusing tale from Tracy Losh of 
Concordia, Kansas. 

Four Mice Hijack Plane 
It was August 30th when I took my new red radio control 

airplane out to the club's flying field of Concordia. I had just 
built a Headmaster by Top Flite and, being a new member of 
the North Central Kansas Region Control Club, I was out on 

to page 184 



15,000 choosy RCers studied this very special radio 
and decided it was the one to buy. 

711e range is so extreme that many HL6 
radios ca11 be flown reliably with partially 
extended antennas. ---------

Hobby Lobby radios /1a•e 
very low current drain ... 
riley fly longer on a charge 
a11d you 71 11ever need a fi•ld 
charger. A ba11ery condition 
meter shows remaining 
capari~•· 

11iere is a 6 mo111h guara111te. 
Repairs are done right here 
ar /lobby Lobby. 

Bec..ause our 4 main servos have 110 

electronics inside them they are very low 
priced . .. 011(1" S/4 each! Yo11 can 
equip a second four channel pla11e wirh 
4 ser.-os for jusr S56! \ 

American design a11d engi11eeri11g. 

Did ••011 ei·er 1wed a sen·o that 
rotat~d in 1he opposite direction? 
You ca11 c7wnge tire direc1io11 of 
rora1io11 of our servos 111 Ir.SS than a 
minute.I 

Our radio ls so precise that the sen.vs center 
within I /1' of the same center el"tr)' rime. 

B<'ginning RCers nee1I a strong stick center· 
ing 1ensio11: experrs want lighter tension. 
Our control sticks ha•·e ADJUSTABI.£ 
Ct'ntering tension. 

You are NEVER the test 
pilot for a 11ew llobby Lobby 
radio design . Our circuit de· 
sign is so wt!ll·proren ""'·a·t 
11e••er needed to change it. 

The sen•o t1/ecrronics are Jo. 
cared insidP the receiver case 
instead of inside rite seraios. 
71tis contribu1es great(•· to re· 
liability because sen•o>. whie/1 
are rightly mow11ed ro tile vib· 
rating airframe. are the worst 
plact' 10 p111 delicar~- electronics. 

Airbome weight with 4 serms is 011(1· 11 M o:. 
Yet. 1hi1 ligl11weig/11 system has enongh sera·IJ 
power 10 fly tllf biggest I /4 scale RC planes. 

"" ----We use Dea11s Gold-plated connectors. 
Thel' 're more re/ioh/e because vou can 
re1igl11e11 them. · 

0 HOBBY LOBBY 6 DIGITAL PROPORTIONAL.. ~: :: $219.00 HOBBY LOBBY 3 CHANNEL SYSTEMS (27 or 72 mhz. frequencies) 
(Includes Transmitter. Receiver. 4 servos, Rechargeable nicads for 
transmitter and airborne, Charger, 6 month limited warranty. extra 
servo outputs, mounting ijrommets, Illustrated Owner's Manual. Avail
able on all 27 mhz. and 72.75 mhz. frequencies. 

0 with 2 servos . . . ... . ........ . .. ..... .. ... . ... . f; • • $119.00 
0 with 3 servos ... . . . .... . .......... .. . . .. . ·1,, .t: ~ . $129.00 
0 with 3 servos and airborne nicads, charger .. ... , . '!:. : ·: : . . $145.00 

( ) I enclose check for$~ plus $1.80 handling. ( ) Charge to my BankAmericard No. Expires ___ _ 
( ) Charge to my Master Charge No. Expires ( ) Ship C.0.D. $2.75 handling for C.0.D. and bank card orders. 

Name 

Address 

City-State-Zip 

Rt. 3, Franklin Pike Circle, Brentwood, TN 37027 • 615/373-1444 

O Would you like a copy of Hobby Lobby 6 Illustrated Owner's Manual? Send $1.00 and we'll send you one by First Class return mail. 



BULK PllCKllGE BfJlK PllCKllCE 
Mi'ni Nylon 8 Wltee/s 

Pln Hln9es . onty IS.99 
Hi~1~es only i3.99 ~.~:~',s~~%" 'i 

Compare at S8.58 ~ "' 

//// j JJ!li :· ; Com pm at 
----- •. ,.... St0.76 

BtllK PllCKllGE BULK MCKllCE BtllK PllCKllGE 
RC Steel Units Fle1t Ctlble W/119 Fttsteners 
witlt 10" Rods Pusltrod 20 threaded wood blocks 

25 Links ~A 91~ 20 feet nylon tubing 20 11-20 nylon bolts 
only ,,.?. 7 20 feet 1/16" bronze Compare 11 $6.50 

S Compm~.25 ca~~/y 13.99 only 13.99 

BULK PACKllGE 
10 FEET 
Sur9let1/ 

Fuel line Tubi119 

BULK PllCKllGE 
Mlnl Nylon 

Pop Cle11lses 
wltlt 10" Rods 

Thne are lightweight. high 
8(Jl/( P/ICK/l(;l qu1lhy air·intl11ed wheels 

Tllret1ded ~~bs~tr~~g t~~~d~~es~yla~~ 
Bt11/ Lin/ts comparable 10, or beuer 

thin wheels 1h11 sell for 10 Sets /J 99 iw1ce 1he puce. We absol· 
only • u1ely gu1ran1ee that you11 

;;- r ··1. ~@-:. t:= '-~·1 '?. .. . • 
...... ,_,, <...... ..... ~< =. 
~- -· " 

SI G R/ C KITS 

"ti A 
~;.~ 

Sig COLT ......................... S17.99 
List pria• $20.95 

45" span foam wing. 3 channel 
trainer. For .09 to .15 engine. 

Sig KAVALIER ..•............ $34.38 
Lisi µriet? $40.00 

Good first aileron airplane. For 
4 channels and .29 to .40 engine. 

Sig KOMMANOER .......... S34.38 
List priu: $110.00 

4 Channel Trainer. For .30 to 
.50 engine. 62" span. 

Sig PIPER J-3 ................. $34.38 
Lis· prn.t· $110.00 

Scale Kit. Big 71" span for . 19 
to .35 engine. 4 channels. 

8Ullt 8'1.Sll WOOD 
20-1/16x3x36 ll11 
20-1/16x4x36 Ill.I/ 
20-3/32x3x36 
15-3/32x4x36 
10-1 /8x4x36 
10-3/16x4x36 
10-1 /4x3x36 

19.99 
Ill.II 
18.88 
19.99 
ll11 

l1ttntl N~w /Nsl911! lower Prlc•I 
STARTS, CHARGES, LIGHTS, 

FILLS, DE-FUELS, TESTS! 
Hobby Lobby 

POWER CENTER 

11188 
List price 

$29.95 

•: 
11
." ' POWER P~NEl 

I • 
·~ ..... . 

This is the ideal field box accessory. With your 12 volt battery 
you can run your staner, your electric fuel pump and fill or de· 
fuel right from the Panell It will also fast charge your airborne 
Nicad pack and your transmitter battery right at the fly ing 
field. It will power your 114 volt glow plug on the " HI" plug 
posi tion and a 2 volt plug on the " LO" position . .. or you can 
use it to burn off too much fu el prime on your 114 volt glow 
plug on the "LO" posi tion. The meter gives indication of glow 
plug condition and current flow during fast charging. It won't 
fly the plane or clean it up when you go home, but it sure will 
just about do everfrhing else you need in starting and getting 
your plane fueled, started and staying in the air. Size: 6" x 3 518". 

Assembles in an evening- fly it tha next day. Ready-built fuse· 
lage, fo am wings that only need joining. Designed to be flown 
by a beginner with NO HE LP FRO M AN EXPERIENCED 
RCer. 2 channels required and a Cox Babe Bee. 

TRY US OUT: A.G. did ... 

/ ~ like them. If you don't 
E.1...LJ think 1hey're comparable 

~ 
10 wheels 1h11 sell for 
twice 1he price, return 

i them end we'll give you 
your SS.99 back. 

Com part at SB.SO CC9 

SPlC/llll 
G.l. Nlcltel· Ctldmlum 

/Jtttterles 
t.2 vol! SOO mah. Pencell size 

f. fo,.19.99 
H•11111.1t SJ :70 t~._. h 

11 

' This is rhe high quali1y G.E. cell 
1ha1's original- equipment in the 
btsl radio outfits. Cells have 
soldei iabs. 

NO ADAPTERS NEEDED! 
These will fit any engine! 

KAVAN ALUMINUM SPINNERS 

rn" (40mm) diameter ...... ....... $4.80 
1%" (45mm) diam eter . . . . . .. .. .. . . $5.10 
2" (50mm) diameter .. . . . ........ $5.40 
2%" (55mm) diameter .... . ........ $5.70 
2%" (60mm) diameter ............. $6.00 
Kavan Four-way wrench . . ....... ... $2.50 
The deeply in-set fl ange is held directly against the prop by the 
prop nut eliminating adapter bolts. You can use a socket wrench 
or the Kavan 4-way wrench to tighten the prop nut. A soft 
rubber plug caps the spinner. Spinne~ are cast and pol11hed 
aluminum that'll last when used with an electric uaner. 

... ,. .,, 

.. 

Clean engine parts quickly I 
SONAC CLEANER ..... . . S24.95 

SON AC vibrates at a low frequency. It uses R&S Engine Cleaning 
Solution as the cleaner (odorless, water soluble, and not harmful 
to plastic parts). 30 minutes cleaning will usually clean the 
dirt iest pans. 

R&S Engine Cleaning Solution, 8 oz . ...... S2.50 

SURE-HITE A-R-F 
FOAM KITS 

Prices in effect until 
December 25. 1978. 

SPITFIRE MK I .... $24.88 
Lisl price $37 .9 5 

Brand new injection molded all 
foam kit. Clear canopy and mold· 
ed rad1atori. Decal sheet. 50" 
span. 450 sq. in. wing area. For 
2 10 4 channels, .29-.40 engine. 

~ 

• 
CESSNA SKYLANE 182 

FOAM ARF .............. $24.88 
L"I pr..,. $37.95 

For , tS ·. t9 engine. SJ"" span. 420 
sq. inch area, 2 10 4 channels 
S1eerahle nose gear, 2 hour assem· 
bly. 

PIPER J.J CUB FOAM 
ARF ...................... $24.88 

Lisl or ice S37 .9 5 
For . t5-. t9 engine. 52'" span, 442 
sq. inch t rea. 2 10 4 channels. 
Includes semi·scale engine cylin· 
ders. vinyl numbers, stripes, Cub 
decals. sleerable 1ail wheel 

HOWARD " PETE"" $16.88 
LISI pri~ $2'1.95 

36" span, 250 sq. inch wing area. 
all foam for .05 t •. t 0 engines. 
Classic racer of t930's, includes 
decals, hardware, nylon pushrod 
ll'alerial . For 2 RC Channels. 

" .. . Thank you for (the) quick response
Your excellent service is what makes 
dealing with you worthwhile. " 

------------Bud Nosen BIG Kits 
(prices in effect unlil December 25. 1978) 

A.G. - New York .. ·. 
:...~ 

• 
Nosen Aeronco Champ .... 577.88 Nosen Mister Mull ig1n .... $109.88 Nosen P-510 .....•.......•.... s12g.88 

Lisi price $99.95 List !)rice $139.95 Lisi OfiCC $ 169.9 5 

1 N TERNATIONAL Rt 3, Franklin Pike Circle, Brentwood, TN. 37027 • 615/373-1444 



SUPER-LOW PRICES ON 
EK-LOGICTRO LRADIOS! 

EK-01ampion, EK- Super Pro, 
5 cha1111el. 7 channel. 
List $370 ..... S225.00 list $420 ..... S255.00 
Attention Owners of EK-LOGICTROL 
Radios: We have an excellent Radio 
Service Department. We specialize in re
pairing EK and Hobby Lobby radios. 
We will return your radio to you, properly 
repaired, 5 working days after we receive 
it from you. 

R/CBOOKS 

.~I 
RCM Magazine's . . . 
Flight Training Course, 

LARGE SIZE 
EPOXY GLUES 

SIJPER EKTRll SPEC/All 
ONE-TIME OFFER -

QUA NTITY LIMITED 
Midwest Products LOVE MACHINE 

Regular SUPER 
list price $48.95 fflML Ill.II 

You·ve got no way to go wrong on a deal like 
this ... Even if you don't WANT this plane, 
it'd be worth $19.99 to have it: It's a very 
easy-to·build plane, and it 's a fin e sport flyer 
or stunt pattern trainer depending on engine 
size. 

ACCESSORIES FOR . . . 

EVRll 110 ENGINE 
Evra Aluminum Engine Mount with 

Lord Mounts ..................... $19.00 
The aluminum engine 
mounl portion is our reg· 
ular $15 mount with lhe 
rear drilled and tapped to 
li t 4 Lord Shock Mounts 
which are included. The 4 
Lord rubber Mounts have 
a Y.·20x%" stud on their 
firewall side. 
All full scale aircraft 
engines are shock·mounted 
to the airframe by rubber 
mounts. We have copied 
this. The reduction of 
vibration to the model's 
airframe when using this 
shock mount is spectacular . With the engine running at full 
speed or running through its maximum vibration RPM it was 
hard to detect any vibration at tho firewall I 
This shock mount enables use of our huge Evra 190 engine on 
large RC aircraft of very light weight and delicate construction. 
Fragile scale vintage models are now a possibility in the 114 
scale (and larger) category. 

Individual lord Shock Mo11111 ......... $1.25 

7" Exhaust Stack 
for Evra 190 .. $10. 00 

This is a straight cast aluminum 
exhaust pipe which you simply 
hacksaw off where it exits from 
the cowling. 

"Fish Scaler" 
Muffler for Evra 190 
Price ............... $9.00 

A simple and lightweight muffler 
that looks like a fish scaler. This kit is terrific: Foam wings, durable gloss stock sheeting, one

piece balsa fuselage sides. super clear plan, simple sheet balsa 
stab & fin, and HARDWARE lhat's darn near COMPLETE
metal engine mount, hinges, control horns, clevises, re·inforcing DEANS Co11nectors ELECTRIC 

STARTERS 
Prices in effect until 
December 25. 1978. 

tape, pushrods, with all finings, truly deluxe canopy, beautiful • 
decals, even a spinnL'l'I . . • 

Volume 1 ..•...••............ S10.00 GMP Kwik·Set 6 minute Epoxy, 
Flight Training Course 10 oz. set ...................... S6.95 

Volume 2 ............. .' ....•. $10.00 GMP Half·Fasi 10 Minute Epoxy, 

Better call or write quickly because there are R d 
I I. · d b f h L M h. eplace ol worn connectors on y a 1m1te num er o t ese ove ac me wiih ihesc gold·plaied male· 

The RC Engine, Vol. 1 .....• $ 3.95 10 oz. sel ........••............ $5.95 Kits availab le. female connector srn. Deans 
Connectors can be retightened 
for secure fit . The RC Engine, Vol. 2 ...... S 6.95 

A re you wondering what to buy 
your favorite RC nut for Christmas? 

HOW ABOUT HOBBY LOBBY 
GIFT CERTIFICATES? 

These are in $20 denominations and are print· 
ed on heavy embossed paper to make a fancy 
appearance when opened up for Christmas. 

Hobby Lobby Gift Certificate ...... S20.00 each 

Hobby Lobby CataloR- S2.00. By First Class Mail-SJ.OD 

SPECIAL PRICE ENGINES for the 
LOVE MACHINE 

(Special engine prices apply only to engines ordered at the same 
t\me as the Love Machine Kit) 

FOX 36 RC ........ Lisi price $37. 95 .... SPECIAL S24. 99 
FOX 40 RC ....... Lisi price $45.95 .... SPECIA L $29. 99 
K&B 35 R C ....... Lisi price $34.95 .... SPECIA L $23.99 

Balance 
ANYTHING ! 

Would you ever believe it's possible 
to balance not only a prop, but also 
1he prop NUT? Don't laugh-this 
thing'll do 1u1t that . It'll also balance 
spinners, flywheels, boat props
anything that's got a 1/8" to 3/8" 
hole in i1. Beautifully made. 

High Point 
Balancer ...... Sl 9.95 

0 I ENC LOSE CHECK FOR$ _ __ _ 

DEANS ... 
3 Pin Connector set ...... Sl .15 Sullivan Slarter .............. $22.88 
4 Pin Connector set ..••.. $1.20 lisl price $36.95 
6 Pin Conneclor set ...... $1.40 Astro Flight Mini Slarter ... S14.97 
8 Pin Connector set ...... $1.50 Lill price $16.95 

CALL US! (615) 373-1444 
for FAST SERVIC E, C.O.D. or CREDIT CARD 

ORDERS- ADVICE 

I \ 

) 
JIM 

A 
DICK EZELL GREG 

We've got over 75 years of RC experience 
among us (we are older than we look). Call us 
with your RC problems. 
Except as noted prices good to Jan. 30, '79 

ADD $1.80 HAN.DUNG 

0CHARGE TO MY BankAmericard 
OcHARGE TO MY Master Charge 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CARD NO·- ---------
EXPIRES _ ___ _ 
($2. 75 HANDLING) 

0 SHIP C.O.D. 
($2.75 HANDLING) 

Rt. 3, Franklin Pike Circle, Brentwood, TN 37027 • 615/373-1444 
We always try 10 ship your order the same day we recei11e it j i·om y ou.I 



Hobby Lobby's 4 Channel tJeginner's Plane 

" .• . you instructors out there, the next time 
you are asked to recommend a kit to a 
beginner, remember the Hobby Lobby 
Junion Telemaster.''(from Flying Models 
~ Produc t Review.) 

~~....--, 

Hobby Lobby JUNIOR TELEMASTER .. . "''""l- " /33.ff 
LISI price 'l> .. L .:1::> 

We thought TIGER was only good looking . .. 
YOU WOULDN'T BELIEVE HOW WELL IT FLIES! 

Hobby Lobby/Trueline TIGER .. .. . . . .. .. . . . . /66.00 
List price $89.95 

With a K& B 40 and (of all things) a Grish 3 bladed 9-6 nylon prop, ou r 
TIGER does victory rolls straight up and out of sight, holds a kni fe 
edge attitude as long as you want it to, and then slows down like a 
trainer for landings. In the ai r it's the best looking plane we've seen. 
All this for a kit that includes a fully obechi-sheeted wing and the 
simplest balsa fuselage construction imaginable. 

One of the EASIEST-TO-BUILD balsa & plywood kits you'll ever see! One piece 
fuselage sides, machine cut wing ribs, dropout die-cut plywood fuselage formers for 
strength, dural landing gear, and plywood & balsa wheel pants. 42Y." span, 317 sq. in. 
wing area, for 2 or 3 RC channels. Words can't do this kit justice-you've got to see it! 

Hobby Lobby CESSNA .0.9 . .... .. .,.., " "" . . . ... . -128.91 
List price 'l>J0 .:1::> 

" . .. Received the Taig Lathe 
the other day and it sure looks 
like it will do what I want it 
to ... I am a machinist and 
took it down to the shop to 
show the other fellows ... 
my boss called out the big 
boss and to ld him they should 
have a small one like hhe Taig) 
. .. I have a Unimat and the 
Unimat looks sick compared 
to the Taig." 

W.L.- Hayward, Calif. 

Hobby Lobbyl Taig 
MICRO LATHE 

$199.95 
About hall the price of competitive precision metal-working lathes! Tai P, lathe is a heavily 
overbuilt machine that was originally designed fo r light industrial use. 4Y,' turning diameter, 
7%" length capacity. Cross slide travel 1 %". Accuracy 5/10,000". Included are Taig 15" 
bed lathe, 1/10 HP Dayton motor, mounting board, 3 jaw chuck, 1/4" Jacobs drill chuck, 7 
piece tool set, tailstock, stepped pulley & belt set, self-adjusting motor bracket. Many other 
accessories are also available. 

EASIEST TO APPLY! TREM ENDOUS SHRIN KABILITY! STRONG! 
NO AIR BUBBLES! REQU IRES LOW HEAT! INVISIBLE JOINTS ! 
GREAT FOR FOAM AIRPLANES! RESISTS SAGGING! 

SUPERKOTE 27" wide, 6 foot roll Lisi price $6.95 
Cessna White Ryan Orange Terra Green 13.99 
Beechcraft Red Aero (light) Blue Taylorcraft Cream Met. Blue 

Met. Green 
Met. Plum 

Piper Yellow Midnight Black Metallic Gold 
Waco (dark) Blue Campaign Brown Aluminum 

PAPILLON 
•45Y," wing span 
•278 sq. in . wing 

area 
•2-Channel 

powered glider, 
slope soarer 
and sport plane! 

ONL Y 

111.96 

Hobby Lobby SENIOR 
TELEMASTER . . 199.SO 
95" wing span, for .40-.60 engines, 4 
channels. Been described as "best kit 
ever produced", and as "greatest flying 
RC airplane in history." 

NEW! BUILD YOUR OWN CRUISE MISSILE I 

DELTA 40 -WILD high speed per· 
formance with axial rolls you won't 
believe! Bu~ it slows down like a 
glider forvery easy landings. 53" 
lonlk 744 sq.in. area, very light-
31 /3 lb~ with. radio. For 3 
cha11nels1 .29-.45 engines. 
Balsa & nardwood With Roha· 
cell foam wing. Elavon 
mixer included. 

Hobby Lobby/Wik-Madelle DEL TA 40 . . . · · · · · · · · · · · 1#.SO 

Rt 3, Franklin Pike Circle, Brentwood, TN. 37027 • 615/373-1444 



CANAIJIANI! CANAIJIANI! CANAIJIANI! 
Order from Hobby Lobby CANADA! 

FAST SERVICE! LOWEST PRICES! C.O.D. - Master Charge - Visa 
All your R/C needs! Phone (403) 477-3456 

Astra Flight Electric Engines 
Astra Flight .05 Engine 
Astra Flight .10 Engine 
Astra Flight .15 Engine 
Astra Flight .25 Engine 
Fox Mfg. Co. 
Fox .15 Schneurle ... . ... . .. . 
Fox .19 Engine .... ... . . .. . . 
Fox .36 Engine ..... .. ..... . 
Fox .45 Engine ............ . 
Super Tiger 
Super Tiger Bluehead .60 ..... . 
Super Tiger .35 . . . ...... . .. . 
Muffler for Super Tiger .60 ... . 
Muffler for Super Tiger .35 . .. . 
K&B 

$ 48.95 
$ 86.95 
$ 97.95 
$11 3.95 

$ 44.89 
s 40.66 
s 54.95 
s 82.95 

$109.95 
$ 44.95 
$ 16.95 
$ 16.95 

K&B 2.5 Outboard ......... .. $109.95 
K&B .61 with pump ..... . ... $129.95 
K&B .40 RC . ...... . ...... $ 72.95 
K&B .19 RC .............. $ 48.95 
OS Max 
OS10SSR .............. $ 36.95 
OS 10 SSR Marine ......... . $ 42.95 
OS 15 RC ...... . ....... $ 41.95 
OS 20 RC . ............. $ 45.95 
OS 20 F RS Car Engine ... .. ... $ 69.95 
OS 25 RC . ..... . ... .. .. $ 47 .97 
OS 25 FSR ........ . . . ... $ 68.95 
OS 30 RC .............. $ 48.95 
OS35 RC ........ .. .. .. $ 51.95 
OS 40 RC . . ..... . ..... . $ 77.95 
OS 40 FSR . . ........ . ... $ 94.95 

OS 45 RSR Marine ......... . $142.95 
OS 60 FSR RC . . .... .. .. .. $159.95 
OS 60 FSR with perry pump 

and Carburetor .......... $187 .95 
OS 65 PSR Marine . ........ . $223.95 
OS Wankel ... . . . .... . ... $126.95 

H088Y l088Y 6 RADIO 1299 
The most reliable radio system 
is now the lowest priced radio 
in CA NADA! 
Car Kits (continued ... ) 
Gas Car complete with Cox TD · 

and Radio . ..... . ... . . $260.00 
Jerobee Electric 6 Cell complete 

with Radio ..... . ..... . $260.00 
6 Cell complete less Radio ...... $ 61.95 

(We carry parts for all cars listed) 

Peerless 
Spearfish .... .. .......... $ 84.95 
Capri Cabin Cruiser .. . . .. . . . . $ 84.95 
Kyosho · 
Speed Master 200 ... ..... . . $ 39.95 
Speed Master 400 . . ........ $ 47.95 
Transonic 400 . .. ......... $ 58.95 
Susanoh 20 .. . .... .... .. . $ 49 .95 
Susanoh 40 . . . . .. . ..... . . $ 61.95 

Dremel Helicopters 
Dremel 371 Mato Kit .. . ... .. $ 68.95 Revolution 40 without Motor .... $269 .98 
Dremel Mota Shop . .. ....... $ 92.98 Revolution 60 ............ $329.95 
Miller Dope Sprayers Revolution Jet Ranger .. . .. . . . $399 .95 
Complete Kit, No. 2017 ...... $ 72.95 Kavan Jet Ranger . . ........ $479.95 
Miller No. AB100 .. . ....... $ 9.95 Sureflite 
Miller No. AB200 . . . .... . .. $ 16.95 Sureflite J-3 Cub A- R-F . .... .. . $ 37.45 
Propellent . . .... . ... . . .. $ 3. 75 Surefli te Cessna A- R-F ........ $ 37 .45 
Epoxies and Glues Sureflite Spitfire ........ .. $ 37.45 
GMP 6 minute, 10 oz. Epoxy .... $ 6.75 Top Flite 
GMP 10 minute, 10 oz. Epoxy . . .. $ 5.75 Top Flite Contender ........ $ 49.95 
Devcon Dev-Tube 5 min. . . . ... $ 2.19 Top Flite P-51 Mustang ........ $ 62.9 5 
Devcon Seal -It Silicone ........ $ 2.99 Top Flite Airacobra . . ........ $ 67.95 
Car Kits P-47 Thunderbolt Kit ........ $ 89.66 
Peerless 1 /12th Scale Electric Cars: Skyglass 
Lamborghini ... .. .. . . .. . . . $ 99 .95 Phoenix 6 .... .. ........ $ 72.99 
Lancia Stratos . ... . ....... $ 99.95 Phoenix 5 .... .. .... .' ... $ 58.99 
Porsche ....... .. ...... . $ 99 .95 Bear Cat ...... . ... .. .... $ 72.95 
Associated 1 /12th Scale Electric Cars: Jap Zero ........ . .... ... $ 62.95 
6 Cell complete with Futaba Radio $329.95 Nut Cracker .. ..... · · . .... $ 72.99 
6 Cell car only, complete ...... $129.95 Intruder · ... ..... - ...... $ 62.95 
1 /8th Scale Gas Cars: Sig 
Complete Car less engine and radio $ 94.75 Sig Cessna 150 ......... . ... ... $ 71 .95 
Complete Car with K&B Veko 19 .. $152.95 Sig J-3 Cub ... . .. . ... . ... $ 43.95 

Pilot Kits 
Box Fly .... .. .. . .... . .. $ 34.95 
Box Fly 40 . .. ... . . . .. .. . $ 49.99 
Shell Fly 20 .............. $ 99.95 
Shell Fly 205 . .. ... . . . ... $ 75.95 
Skywagon . . .. . . ... . .... $ 79.95 
Mermaid . .......... . .. . . $119.95 
Cessna 150 ... ... . ... . .. . $ 99.95 
T ristar ...... . ........ . .. $ 79.95 

M.E.N. -
Trainer . .. . .. ... . . . .... $ 29.95 
Trainer 40 . . .. . .. . ... . . . $ 62.85 
Piper J-3 .. . . . ....... .. .. $ 56.45 
Buzzard ....... .. . ...... $ 62.95 
Lanier 
Transit . . .......... .. .. $ 49.95 
Cessna ... . . . . ........ . $ 51.95 
Jester II .. ... . . . .. .. .. .. $ 72.49 

Bridi 
Basic Trainer . . .. .... . ... . . $ 46.95 
Bridi Kaos ...... . ... .. . . $ 79.95 
Bridi Kaos 40 . ... .. .. . ... $ 62.56 
Super Kaas 60 ... .... . ... . $ 73.95 
Dirty Birdy 60 ............ $ 99.98 
Dirty Birdy 60 Fiberglass ... ... $172.95 

Hobby Lobby 
Senior Telemaster . ... .. .... $139.95 
Junior Telemaster ..... .... . $ 42.95 
.09 Cessna Trainer .......... $ 28.95 
Recruit .... . ..... ..... . $ 29.95 
Big Lift . ..... . . . .... . .. $159.95 
Radios 
EK Nimbus ... ... . . .. .. .. $289 .95 
Hobby Lobby 6 . ....... . ... $299 .95 
Frequency Flags ... ... . ..... $ .79 
Hobby Lobby Superkote, 6' roll . . $ 4.99 
Hobby Lobby Superkote, 12' roll .. $ 9. 79 
Hobby Lobby Power Center . . .. $ 26.95 
H L Electric Fuel Pump .. . . . . . . $ 10.95 
S. L.E.C. 10" Multi Prop . .. . .. $ 12.50 
S. L.E.C. 12" Multi Prop . . . ... $ 13.95 
Hobby Lobby Bulk Packages 
H L Bul k Control Horns ... ... . . $ 
H L Bulk Poly Hinges ........ $ 
H L Bulk RC Metal Clevises mm. . . $ 
HL Bulk RC Steel Links 

with 10" rods mm ........ . $ 
H L Bui k Flex Cable Push rod .. . . $ 
H L Bulk Wing Fasteners .. . . . . $ 
H L Bui k Fuel Filters . ... .... $ 
H L Bulk Nylon Tube Push rod . . . . $ 
H L Bulk Wheels (8) .......... $ 
H L Bulk Nylon Clevises . . . . .. $ 
H L Bulk Silicone Fuel 

Tubing, 1 O' .. . ..... .. .. $ 
J.L. Modelcraft Kits 

4.98 
4.25 
6.49 

6.49 
5.95 
5.28 
5.95 
5.95 
6.45 
5.95 

2.99 

Harpoon Flying Boat .. ...... $ 88.00 
Easy Flyer ........ .. . . .. $ 77.00 
Gemini Bipe ...... .. . ... .. $ 99.00 
CF-5 Tige r .. .. .... ... . .. $ 99.00 
Mini Star .... . .......... . $ 77.00 
Cessna Skyhawk ..... . .... $ 88.00 RC 100, complete kit .... .... $125.95 Sig Kiwi .. ... .. .. . . .... . $ 39 .95 

RC 200 Racing Kit. ......... $195.00 Sig Colt ......... .... . .. $ 24.95 ~ 
M RP 1 /12th Scale Electric: Sig Kavalier .. . .......... . $ 34.95 
6 Cell complete with Radio .... $267.00 Sig Commander ...... .. . . . . $ 41.95 • 
6 Cell complete less Radio ...... $ 00.00 Sig Kadet ..... . .. . ..... $ 37.95 

5821 - 118th Avenue, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T5B 4M4 - (403) 477-3456 CANADA 
(Prices in this ad are Canad ia n Dollar prices fo r Canadia n Orders placed with Ho bby Lobb y CANA DA, and no t Hobby Lobby Internatio nal, U.S.A.) 



B efore we get into th e real 
"meat" of this month's column, 
I would li ke to pass along 

something that I think would be of 
interest to a lot of my fellow RC'ers. I 
have been reading a book by Len 
Deighton, "Fighter, The True Story of 
the Battle of Britain." This is really an 
outstanding book, wr i tten by an 
outstanding writer, and one that almost 
all of us will find very fascinating. Mr. 
Deighton goes into the events in 
Germany and England leading up to 
WWI I, with main emphasis on the 
development of fighter aircraft in the two 
countries just prior to the war. I learned 
many things that I did not know about the 
design of the fighters, construction of 
them, armament , and so on. Fo r 
example, did you know that the design of 
the Hawker Hurricane was taken directly 
from the earlier biplane Hawker Fury? 
Did you know that the Hurricane, unlike 
the other main fighters of WWI I was 
mai nl y bu ilt of wood , with fabric 
covering? Did you know that the 
Messerschmitt Bf 109 was an extension 
of design philosophy developed by 
Willie Messerschmitt while designing 
gliders in Germany after WWI? Or, did 
you know that the wings of the Bf 109 
were too thin to mount machine guns, so 
had to be re-designed when the German 
high command found out that the British 
were bui lding eight guns into the wings 
of the Spitfire and the Hurricane rather 
than the two guns in the nose of the Bf 
109? 

I am only half through the book due to 
the press of business lately, but I have 
found in half of th e book enou gh 
fascinating inform ation to keep me 
digging my nose into it every chance that 
I get. 

* This fall the flying weather in our part 
of the country has really been terrific, 
warm days, but no Texas wind, which 
plagues us most of the year. Just about 
every Saturday has been beautiful, with 
light and variable winds --- perfect flying 
weather to teach beginners how to get 
started in the air. 

I have been helping a couple of friends 
of mine to learn to fly, and also have 
found a few beginners at the field who 
needed a helping hand, and this brings 
me to a story that I want to tell you. It is 
not intended to embarrass the man who 
is the focal point, but to point out to 
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Lazy Ace & Claus Van Den Moek 
weari ng wooden shoes to keep feet 
dry in soaky Holland. 

beginners some of the pitfalls of doing it 
yourself, and to an instructor some of the 
pitfalls of helping. 

We were out a couple of Saturdays 
ago doing our thing. I had my Lazy Ace 
out for my flying enjoyment and the 
Lucky Lady out for Steve to get some 
stick time on. Another car pulled up and 
a man and his young son began 
unloading airplanes, etc., into the pit 
area. I asked him what his frequency 
was, and told him mine, and then went 
ahead refueling and talking to Steve. 
The newcomer set about his work with a 
business-like approach, so I didn't pay 
any more attention to him. He fired up his 
engine, started to taxi down to the 
runway, but the aircraft (a Sig Kouger) 
turned, came at the tail of my big Lazy 
Ace bipe, and then turned off of the taxi 
way, hit a clump of weeds, and the prop 
stopped. By this time I was just a little bit 
interested in what was going on. The 
man walked over, picked up his airplane, 
looked at me and said, "Well, that was 
the maiden flight on the aircraft, and on 
me too." So, here it is all over again, a 
beginner, trying to teach himself, not 
asking for help, with an aircraft not 
designed for the rank beginner, and an 
aircraft that was designed to fly with a 
.40 but sporting a Kraft .61 in the nose. 
Exactly all of the wrong combinations. 

Here I've spent the past fifteen years 
wri t i ng abou t t h e p rob l e m s o f 
newcomers, and how they should seek 
help, how to start, what type of aircraft to 
buy, etc., and it suddenly dawned upon 
me that the man who wants to start 
makes hi s pu rc hases fir s t , and 
sometime later gets hooked on reading 
magazines, and will take some advice 

from me, or the many, many others who 
are now dishing out similar information. 
How to get the informati on to the 
beginner before he begins is really a 
problem. But, back to our man. 

I asked him if I could help him, and he 
thought about it for a minute, and 
decided that a little help wouldn't hurt. 
He was ready to fire up the engine again, 
but I asked him to wait until I could check 
over the controls and the aircraft. First, I 
pulled up elevator on the stick, and the 
ailerons moved. Whoops! Running 
through all of the controls, I found out 
that the only thing that worked correctly 
was that the nose gear turned correctly 
with the rudder movement, but this took 
place when you moved the throttle stick. 
My man told me that he wondered how 
you knew what to do, so he had put strips 
of adhesive tape on the transmitter face, 
and marked in ink what stick did what to 
what surface. Also, he had taken the 
aircraft to the hobby shop where he had 
purchased the equipment (over much 
protest I found out later, they tried to get 
him into a trainer, but he started out 
wanting an F-51 with retracts, etc.). 
They had checked out the balance on 
the aircraft, and looked at the pushrods 
and hinging and had pronounced it okay 
but, since he had not brought his 
transmitter to the shop they could not 
check out the control movement. We 
removed the wing, plugged the servos 
into the correct spot on the receiver, 
checked over all of the innards of the 
aircraft, and the hinging, which was all 
good, checked the movement of each 
surface, set the ailerons at neutral to 
each other, and put everything back 
together again. The aircraft was a bit 
nose heavy, so I increased the elevator 
throw to help lift the nose on landing. We 
fired up the bird, and taxied down to the 
runway and took off. The Kougar is a 
nice airplane, especially so with a .40 in 
the nose, but with a Kraft .61 it moves out 
like a scalded-tail cat, just a bit fast for a 
trainer in anyone's book. Flying about 
half throttle made it okay for my new 
friend and his son to get some stick time, 
so several flights were made that day 
with them, all of the time I preached that 
it would be much better to start building a 
trainer, and save this bird for a later day. 
I have heard from several of my friends 
since that time, that our newcomer is 
around the fie ld seeking help, and 

to page 177 





T his past month I received a 
phone call from John 
Brodbeck, Sr., who most of you 

already know is the " B" of K & B 
Manufacturing. John had received a 
letter from a fellow who was a bit upset 
over what he considered to be the short 
life of two K & B 3.5 (.21) inboard marine 
engines. Since the letter was sent to 
K & Band not Engine Clinic, I will not run 
it but, in short, one engine had 20 hours 
of running time and the other 16V2 hours 
before poth suffered rod failure. The 
gentleman was quite distressed at the 
short life span of these engines as they 
had only been run on standard fuel 
containing no nitre, since he resides in 
England where their National MPBA 
racing rules prohibit nitre. 

In actua li ty 16 to 20 hours o f 
compet ition racing time for a high 
performance engine is quite a bit of 
running and considerably longer than 
what might be expected. Many engines 
last only a few hours and, in some cases, 
only minutes before something lets go. 
John thought a discussion on exactly 
what could be expected in the way of life 
expectancy for a high performance 
racing engine would be good material for 
the column, so let's kick around this life 
expectancy business this month. I am 
sure many of you readers, at some time 
or another, have had an engine that did 
not last as long as you had hoped for and 
were a bit unhappy - especially if you 
were into Formula I racing, boats or cars. 
These three events subject engines to 
their hardest form of use. 

It is very strange, but fellows just do 
not seem to realize the amount o f 
horsepower our small engines are 
developing and the loads being imposed 
on the internal parts. Many of the 
competition .40's, for example, now 
approach 2V2 horsepower. This is over 5 
horsepower per cubic inch - something 
no other internal combustion engine can 
come c lose to equalling with the 
exception of some of your full scale 
blown dragsters. And these, like our 
model engines, have a pretty short life 
expectancy when subjected to the high 
stresses encountered when you are 
after horsepower. 

Even though the best materials are 
used in the manufacture of a model 
engine, when you ge t into high 
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horsepower/rpm, the loads and stresses 
are beyond the ability of the material and 
something is going to give. In a racing 
engine this is us ually the rod or 
crankshaft. All model engine connecting 
rods are fabricated from aluminum --
usually 2024-T4 or 7075-T6. These 
have proven to be the strongest 
aluminums available for rod use. If a rod 
fails there is no other choice of material 
- the only solution being to beef the rod 
up. However, a point is reached where 
size and weight become a factor and, if 
the rod is too heavy, vibration enters the 
picture. So a compromise has to be 
reached between weight and strength. 
There is one material that would solve 
the rod breakage problems but it is 
extremely difficult to machine and 
prohibitive cost-wise. That is Titanium. 
To put a titanium rod in an engine would 
increase the cost of the engine 
$35.00-$45.00. Many of you would 
gladly pay the price for a titanium rod, 
but a manufacturer has to think in terms 
of quantity distribution. For the handful 
of guys who would pay the extra price, 
there are thousands of others unaware 
of the advantage of titanium and would 
only know that brand A engine costs 
$45.00 more than brand B and even 
though brand B broke, a rod once in 
awhile, the $45.00 savings would justify 
its purchase. Manufacturers have to 
keep their prices competitive with their 
competition. To bring out a specialized 
item or engine and only sel l a few 
hundred would soo n put the 
manufacturer out of business. 

If our model ·engines were a lways 
operated under ideal conditions and 
always treated with tender loving care 
they could be expected to last many 
hundreds of hours. However, not one 
out of a hundred model engines ever 
sees this kind of treatment and shorter 
life is the result. The glow plug and fuels 
we use are a large contributing factor. 
Unlike your automobile engine that has 
fixed jets in the carburetor so you cannot 
tamper with the mixture, and spark 
ignition that fires the combustion cycles 
at exactly the r ight time, our model 
engines are semi-diesel in operation. 
Compression pressure and heat aided 
by the glow plug ignite the mixture. This 
is uncontrolled ignition at its best. In 
humid weather, or if too much nitre is 

being used for the rpm the engine is 
turning, you will experience pre-ignition. 
That is the "frying egg" sound most of 
you have probably heard at one time or 
another and was caused by too hot of a 
heat range glow plug, too much nitre, hot 
humid weather, etc. Unfortunately, 
although glow engines are the ultimate 
in simplicity they are also affected in 
operation by an unlimited number of 
variables. Because changes in weather 
and temperature affect the ignition 
timing and mixture we have to have a 
means of adjusting the mixture - hence 
the needle valve. Naturally everyone 
tries for every bit of power they can get 
so most engines are always run slightly 
on the lean side. This means higher 
operating temperature - many times 
close to the breaking down point of the 
lubricating oil used in the fuel. Then 
throw in dirt and holes in the fuel line that 
lean the engine out so that it practically 
melts, dirt going down the carburetor 
lapping and grinding away the internal 
parts, etc., and it can well be understood 
why an engine might not last as long as 
might be desired. 

Th e above problems are ones 
common to all model engines. When we 
get into specialized events like Formula I 
and quarter Midget racing, boating and 
R/C cars, there is a whole new crop of 
engine killers involved. 

All internal combustion reciprocating 
engines have to be operated under load, 
i.e., they can not be allowed to wind up to 
maximum rpm running free. If you were 
to start up your automobile engine and 
floor board the gas pedal, how long do 
you think it would run before a rod came 
out the side of the block or out the bottom 
of the the pan? Not very long I can 
assure you. How often is your car 
operated at full throttle? Very seldom, 
and yet your model engines are 
operated at full throttle the majority of the 
time. If nothing more was done than to 
operate our model engines at half 
throttle they would have an unlimited life 
expectancy if an air filter were used to 
keep rocks and dirt out of the intake. 

Of all forms of model activity, model 
boating is probably harder on engines 
than any other event. The engines are 
fired up on the beach with no cooling 
whatsoever - the engines peaked out 

to page 12 



lHE ULTIMATE IN RC Fl YING 
FOX 20~C OPPOSED TWIN 

The Fox Twin is the finest two cylinder model airplane motor ever 
produced. Every design consideration and manufacturing care has 
been taken to make the Fox Twin a really practical power plant. 

The two cylinder opposed simultaneous firing configuration was 
selected because equal and opposite piston motions cancel each 
other out vibration wise and produces a smoother running configura
tion than the alternate firing in line motor. In addition, the opposed 
cylinder configuration cools better and fits most scale models better. 

The cylinder configuration is of the most modern and advanced 
schneurle porting, featuring Fox exclusive angle side flow bypasses. 
The cylinder is glass hard and the pistons are 
made of the hardest piston alloy available. 
The crankshaft is of hardened steel, and ex-

twins, where a single carburetor would result in one cylinder running 
rich and the other lean. Although the Fox Twin can turn a 17, 18 or 19 
inch propeller faster than most chain saw engines of equal displace
ment, its true potential is achieved by letting it rev up. The result is the 
ability to fly your airplane in a realistic manner, using a scale type pro
peller, but if you are performance minded, then put on a smaller pro
peller and really move out. We recommend a 15-6 for average models. 

Each Fox Twin is factory run at full power, assuring you that when 
you buy this and put it in your model, you can fly. The carburetor has 
been adjusted and synchronized for atmospheric conditions at the 

factory. Unless you are at a rather high al
titude, no further adjustments should be 
necessary. 

TWIN Fox Twin ... .............. . ... .$250.00 
SPECIFICATIONS: 
Bore ....•...........••.. • •••.... . ..... . . 907 
Stroke . . ..• • .•. •. .. ... .. . .. • . ••• . .. • . .•. 937 
H.P. (at 14,000 RPM) ...... . . . .. .. ...... 3 plus 

tremely massive compared to any other 
motor you have seen. The massive 
crankshaft construction was necessary be
cause the terrific power of earlier experimen
tal cranks twisted in two for conventionally 
proportioned shafts. The dual carburetion 
makes possible adjusting each cylinder for 
maximum power, a failing of most earlier 

MANUFACTURING CO. Weight .. .. .... . . . ...•.... . . . • ... .. . • 2# Soz. 
Standard accessories: Flrewall type motor 
mount, carburetor Interlink, fuel line "Y" fi tt ing. 

5305 TOWSON AVE. FOAT SMITH, ARK. 7290 1 
PHONE 501 ·646· 1656 

For More Information· C811: 1-501-646-1656. 



THE M.E.N. C·25 
AUTOMATIC CHARGER 
The M.E.N. C-25 chorger moy be used to chorge 
12 voh Gelled Electrolyte boneries, or 12 volt motor
cycle batteries The unique design fecnure of cut-off 

~"c1~'7if~e~ir :,', ~::,~e:'0U;:.ie:~~~e,~:'~f 
c~rge the Ll.o. indicator is activated indicating 
thot chorg;ng is completed The M E.N. C-25 
charger uses all solid ~uote construction to sense 
charge voltage and te rminate charging. Thi! charg
e rs outputs moy be shorted with no damage to 
the circuits. 

11 0-1 20 volt A.C. outlet. The chorger will then 
charge. your battery until the bonery voltage Is the 
prooer vofue. The chorger then stops and lights the 
L E.0. If you plug the charger in to on outlet before 
connec1ing to your battery the charger will not 
opera1e Unplug the chorger f rom the outlet, con· 
nKt the charger feods, replug the charger t o re-set 
the charge circuits 

The red ltod is positive and should be connecte-d to 
the posit ive terminal of your battery, the black, 
n egative, connec ts to the negat ive terminal of your 
batte ry. To operate the charger connect both leads 
to your bottery before plugging the charger into o 

M.E.N.~~; 
Model Engineering of Norwalk 
54 Chesinut Hill • Norwalk Connect1cu1 06851 

M.E.N. INTRODUCES 
GELLED 
ELECTROLYTE 
PB 660 BATTERIES 
• Economlcor rechargeable. Dlschargeable In 
any p oslllon. Small and compact. Sale. Reliable. 
No permanent cell reversal. Serles o r parralfel 
connection. High Impact plastic c ase • M.E.N. 
packages two PB 660, 4 matching plugs, 8 
matching femafe pln1, and speclflcallon and 
warranty sheet In a 1l ngle box to provide 
12V· 6A.H.A. to the user • The M.E.N.'1 gelled 
e lectrolyte ba ttery, PB 660, Is a 6 Volt·& Amp 
Hour Rate battery. 

requires only rechnrging. There ore no llulds l o 
a dd , liquid levels to check , or routine 
maintenance to perform on the PB 660 M.E N."s 
gelled electrolyte ends your problems ot fjnding 
proper fluids and gelling it Into the bauery When 
tilted or Inverted. lull capacity Is obtained with 
M.EN 's PB 660 because the gelled electrolyte 
""ill no t now away from lhe plates If totally 
d ischarged no permanent cell reversa l wi ll 
occur, however. to obtain maximum cycle life 
observe the recommended cut oft vollage 
M E N 's PB 660 batteues may be connec ted in 
seres or parrellel to obtain higher voltages or 
higher capacily ME N 's high lmpac1 
non-conductive plastic case cannot cause short 
cucuUs. will not rust . or cause couosion to other 
equipment 

The ltex1bihty ol 1wo ballenes. tot 6 Volt boats 
and fuel pumps. and separa te placement in lllte 
boxes tor balancing. 1s a unique feature . M E N ·s 
ba11eries otter 25" more amp·h our c apacity 
thon our competitors The M EN battery 

ENGINE CLINIC 

from page 10 

for maximum rpm - just winding up free 
with no load with the rpm often touching 
30,000, then dropped in the water where 
the red hot cylinder is now quenched 
with cooling water and subject to thermal 
shock. If the boat should flip the engine 
gets to wind up free before becoming 
immersed and filling with water. Water in 
the combustion chamber results in a 
hydraulic lock that does great things to 
the connecting rod with the sudden stop 
from 20,000 rpm plus. Naturally a few 
runs later when the rod lets go there is no 
associati'on with prior treatment the 
engine has received. Of course this is 
true in all the other events as well. 
Fellows will nose their Formula I ships 
up on take-off letting the prop and the 
engine run free for many minutes before 
finally getting it shut off. A flight or two 
later when the crank breaks or the rod 
lets go no thought is given to the 
previous free running. The same thing 
with R/C cars - how many times are 
cars f lipped on their backs with the 
engine winding up free for several 
minutes before shut down? 

So guys, when it gets down to this life 
expectancy bit there is no set of figures 
that can be given. I receive letters from 
readers all the time wanting to know how 
many hours of running time they can 

12 

M.E.N.~~~ 
Model Engineering of Norwalk 
54 Chestnul Holl • Norwalk, Connecticut 06851 

expect from an engine. They would like 
me to come back with 100 hours, etc. 
However, there is no way that this can be 
done. Life expectancy of our model 
engines can be from only a few minutes 
(if you fire it up and let it die lean a few 
times finding the initial needle valve 
setting when new), to hundreds of hours 
if the engine is always run slightly on the 
rich s ide, fuel used with ample 
lubrication, no dirt or rocks ever go down 
the intake, etc. In the case of competition 
engines, the story is a bit different. When 
you get to turning high rpm and using 
high nitro fuel you are placing stresses 
and loads on the engines that the 
material cannot take. I know this will 
come as a big shock to many of you but if 
you are going to use your engine , 
whether it be in an airplane, boat or car, 
and run it at high rpm - usually with 
more nitro than can safely be tolerated, 
then you can expect a life expectancy of 
only a few hours. The fact that the 
gentleman whose letter initiated the idea 
for this article this month had run his 
engines 16V2 and 20 hours respectively 
in boat racing competition is surprising 
- surprising that they lasted that long. 
Naturally I have no way of knowing if the 
engines were ever allowed to wind up 
free, submerged in the water, run just a 
little on the lean side a time or two, etc. 
Chances are pretty good that they were 
at one time or another. 

If you are going to race, then you are 

going to have to pay the consequences. 
This is true in all racing events whether 
model or full scale. How about the 
Rolls-Royce engines used in the P-51 's 
and hydroplanes for Unlimited class 
racing. They are probably the finest 
engine manufactured today, however, 
when used for Unlimited racing and 
pushed beyond its design limitations, 
parts start letting go. The same thing is 
true with blown fuel drag racers, Indy 
cars, etc. If you are going to race then be 
prepared to accept short engine life as 
part of the game. 

Dear Mr. Lee; 
I read your column regularly with 

great interest. I would like to assemble 
two .60 size engines directly opposed 
using gears to drive a common prop 
shaft. This unit will power my 1 /3 scale 
Pitts S1 . I would like to have both 
exhaust ports pointing down. On my old 
Super Cyclone, I can rotate the cylinder 
casting 180 on the vertical axis and 
throw the exhaust left or right. 

Could you tell me which of the new 
.60 engines can be rotated this way? I 
am especially interested in the .56 and 
not interested in a high speed racing 
engine. 

Thank you, 
Bob Shores 

Plant City, Fla. 
I don't know of any present day .60's 

to page 170 



the ONE set that does it ALL ... 

(CLOSED STICK SHOWN ABOVE) 

OPEN STICK 

SINGLE STI CK 

CHOICE of SERVOS 

RS-5 
POWE R 

-

CANADA: 

RS-4 
FAST, 

SMOOTH, 
RESPONSE 

Ron Shettler Enterprises 
Pottery Road, RR 3 
Vernon, BC, Canada 
V 1T6L6 

The performance-proven Super Sport is the ONE set you need for ALL 
your radio needs. Built in Denver by modelers for modelers, the Super 
Sport is light enough for the smallest models and strong enough for the 
largest models. Super Sport was first w it h IC decoders, first w ith FE7 
Mixers, first with 3-wire servo systems, and f irst to give an UNCONDI
TIONAL 90-day guarantee. Super Sport has it all ... just for you. 

6-CHANNEL SYSTEM WITH ONE $11!9.AI ~95 
PROPORTIONAL AU X ILIA RY ...... _..., 
CONTROL AND RETRACT SWITCH. WITH 4 SERVOS 

See your dealer first. To order direct, add $7.50 postage in the U.S. 

SUPER SPORT .~;,'J,,~;"tJ!,~~,~,f/,'!f:,~'!!Jf~u~yr, ,w.~,w,rr:f.' 

• ~~!~~T~~~~; ·-.,, Sf• .. {i(5f 6iY: • .. ·1 
borne system weighs only 12. 3 ~ •. :. _ __,, 
oz. -. GUARANTEE ·:~ 

• M O RE FLY I NG TI ME: Up to ~;~ Roya l Electron ics Corp. will !,l=Jil 
TWICE the flying time of any ~'.i repair any Super Sport ra- .·~!;~ 
comparable system. ~~- dio control system FREE ,~ 

~' for 90-days from date of ~ 
• CH OI CE OF FREQUENCY : ~:.:.· '.·~,-... ~ purchase regardless of rea- , ~ 

7 2 . 08, 7 2. 1 6, 7 2 .24, 72.3 2, ~=: son , including crash dam· /~ 
72.40, 72.96, _75.64 ~:• age, w ith NO exceptions. ::~ 

. UNCONDITIONAL 90-DAY ~=· ::~ 
GUARANTEE: No exceptions or ~)'. ,

011 
al ·;:-q 

fine print. ~-,. ::;~ 
~~:. ;~ 

~~ei:IJ'.'A~n~ii~~ii~=~gif.~~:z~ 
ELECTRONICS CORP. 
3535 S. Irv ing 
Englewood, CO 80110 
303/761 -5960 

BANKAMERICAR D 



As you gain experience you wi ll demand 
more from your radio, so insist on a 
Logictrol Super Pro the RIC system that 
has more to off er. 

The Super Pro 7 channel is available in 
either dual or single stick config uration. 
Both systems feature our exclusive ad
justable tension stick assembly, with a 
toggle switch for retract landing gear 
and two levers for auxiliary controls. 
The Super Pro transmitter is equipped 
with an expanded scale voltmeter (ESV) 
for an accurate indication of battery 
condition. 

The receiver features a solid-state 
superheterodyne, and all si licon transis
tor circuit with a double tuned front 
end. It also features an RF amplifier for 
an improved signal to noise ratio and 
unexcelled selectivity. 

The Super Pro comes with four of the 
Super-mini (SM) servos which weigh 
only 1.2 oz. each. This light weight 
servo with its rugged gear train has an 
output thrust of over 4 pounds. The SM 
servo wi ll handle any model from V2 A 
to V4 scale. 

The Super Pro is backed by the oldest 
Digital Proportional Radio Manufacturer 
in the world, and is covered by an exclu
sive one year limited warranty which 
even covers crash damage for the first 
ninety days and is renewable for the 
second year. 

Add it all up and you' ll see 
the Super Pro noses out the 
competion. 

For our full line brochure, write LOGICTROL INTERNATIONAL CORP., 3300 
STOVALL ST. IRVING, TEX 75061, U.S.A. Distributors and Dealers contact us for 

our new merchandising program. 



S unday Fliers, arise! No longer 
need ye hide your head in 
shame for your dum-dum 

actions. You have been vindicated. In 
fact, you have reason to proclaim that 
even the best of professionals have their 
Sunday flier days! 

As is my wont, each September, I 
enjoy going to Morgan Hill Air Museum 
for the Annual World War I Western 
Front Jamboree, staged by the Hill 
Country Flyers. This year I could only 
attend on the first day, because of a 
scheduled slope race hosted by the 
South Bay Soaring Society on the 
Sunday, and in which I wanted to test my 
new Sportsman Class racer. But I 
figured the loss of a day's practice 
wouldn't change things too much, and I 
especially wanted to go to the Western 
Front Jamboree. 

So I did. 
On arrival, I made a quick tour of 

inspection of the fabulous models . 
Some thirty-seven were entered by 
thirty-two fliers, and the workmanship 
was outstanding in every case. 

But the one I wanted to see most 
hadn't arrived. I inquired - and was told 
that it probably wouldn't be there. It was 
a Bleriot monoplane, complete with all 
the virtual birdcage of guy wires, 
turnbuckles, delicate framework, and 
intricate cockpit detail. But the day 
before the Jamboree started, the model 
crashed on a test flight --- its first flight 
after months of painstaking effort. There 
was no way it could be repaired in time. 

Wrong. Along about mid-morning it 
showed up. Admittedly, there were 
wrinkles here and there in the covering, 
but it was in flying condition. I even 
observed that the wrinkle~ should serve 
to give it more scale points --- because 
the original airplane also had them. In 
any event, it was a Herculean effort on 
the part of the builder, who admitted it 
took fourteen hours of frantic effort (with 
an occasional soothing dose of vodka -
about a fifth 's worth) to get it back 
together in time. 

" So what happened on the test 
flight?" I inquired. 

" It flew out of range." 
"Boy, that's too bad. Must have been 

that your transmitter wasn't properly 
tuned to the receiver, eh?" 

"Uh-h-h, not exactly. The receiver 

antenna was too short. " 
"What did you do? Cut it off so it would 

fit the plane?" 
" No. I forgot to uncoil it when I 

installed the radio!" 
Stunned silence on my part. Here was 

the guru, the high priest of professional 
RIC flying, with uncounted hours in sport 
R/C, Formula I racing, and contractor 
with both governmental agencies and 
private industry in t he flying of 
multimillion do ll ar RPV's, - - - Mr. 
Dum-duml 

Unfortunately, the contest ended last 
July, so he didn't qualify in time. Matter 
of fact, he didn't even enter. But, for a 
performance well calculated to win high 
honors, I hereby give a special award to 
my friend Gary Korpi - the title First 
Assistance Chief Sunday Flierl 

And Photo No. 1 is a picture of Gary's 
beautifully detailed Bleriot monoplane, 
with its intricate wiring, and crate-like 
engine mounting structure. Also, note 
the realistic strain lines on the covering 
on the side of the fuselage. 

Here's another example of the real 
spirit of the true Sunday flier . Erv 
Solberg of Seattle, Washington, came 
all the way down to Morgan Hill to fly his 
Fokker Eindecker. Picture #2 shows Erv 
with his airplane - and his flying 
costume - boots, flight coat, helmet, 

medals (including, of course, the Blue 
Max) - all the trappings! Now, can you 
imagine trying to fly a model in that outfit, 
with the temperature hovering around 
100°? Well , he tried - and tried - and 
tried. Finally, in total exasperation, he 
bellowed "Howinell do you expect me to 
get this thing off on a Saturday? I'm a 
Sunday flier!" 

Maybe so, but he certainly did a job of 
building with the detailed machine gun 
under the cabane structure. And that 
cowl - made right from a cooking pot 
that he picked up at K-Mart ! The pilot 
was made by his daughter Nancy, using 
a Barbie Doll as the basic figure. A true 
Sunday flier-great builder, not much of 
a flier, but has more fun than any of the 
contest winners in racing, precision, or 
whatever! 

Photo #3 shows two of the greatest 
scale modelers in the sport - the 
Williams brothers, Granger and Larry. 

Granger's Nieuport 28 is the same 
aircraft with which he won AMA scale at 
the Nats in 1968 - ten years ago, and 
still flying! Larry's Pfaltz B3a is powered 
by a K & B .40. The real power plant is 
buried in the intricate motor detail. That's 
what I mean when I say they're great 
scale builders. Put that together with 
their flying expertise, and you can easily 
see why they have trophies coming out 
the gazoo. 

Picture #4 depicts an 8' span model of 
the SE-5. At 8' span, the model is 
somewhere in-between Quarter Scale 
and One Third Scale of the real thing. 
The builders , Dwight Hale , Norm 
Jensen, and Joe Vierra, from Fremont, 
brought it to the Jamboree just for a 
demonstration, and it was a sensation, 
naturally . It weighs 34 pounds, is 
powered by a Quadra engine swinging a 

to page 165 
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savings To .... 

SO°lo Off 
OUR LOWEST PRICE EVER 

RETAIL 
$37.95 

2211 
SALE 420/oOFF SALE 600/o OFF SALE 340/oOFF SALE 440/oOFF 

HOBBY SHACK HOBBY SHACK HOBBY SHACK 

POWER PANEL THUNDERBOLT CESSNA 150 r 

HOBBY SHACK 

RETAIL 
$28.95 

SALE 

THUNDER 
TIGER 

.25 R/C 
WITH 

MUFFLER 

RETAIL 
$34.95 

SALE 

RETAIL 
$26.95 

\ R/C LONG 
) GLOW 

' - PLUGS 
1676 $9.00 

HANDIPUMP 
•Easy to use 
e No ba tteries 
•Nylo n gears 
e Stro ng plastic case 

e Vac~um fo~med . lage • FIBERGLASS 
e Wings buil t & film covered GEL COATED 

RETAIL 
$49.95 2497 HULL 

•ALL RUNNING 
HARDWARE INCLUDED 
•COMPLETE HARDWARE 

PACKAGE INCLUDED 
OE 1 STEAM ENGINE & 

OBl BOILER & BURNER 
The new Sai to OE 1 S1eam Engine is beautifully factory built 
and ready for insta llation. The OB 1 Boiler is made of brass, ;and 
is housed in a metal shell . The burner is a simple alcohol burn· 
ing type wh ich slides in under the boiler. Once fired up, the 
engine will run for 12 · I 5 minu tes. Complete direct io ns a re 
provided for bo th installation and running the Engine/ Boiler 
set up in the Ccrvia boal. 

CERVIA HARBOR TUGBOAT 

SPECI Fl CATIONS 
Length: 600 mm 
Height : 310 m m 
Boiler: OBl 
Beam: 160 mm 
Engine: OEl 
Rad io : l channel 

Retail $90.00 . .. .. . . . . ..... .. . . SALE $59. 99 
OB1 BOILER & OE1 ENGINE 

· Retail $36.95 .. . . . ..... . ....... SALE $27 .99 



•~ sHoP BY PHONE Habbv Shack sHoP BY MAIL 
~ ..- Area 963 9881 18480 BANDILIER CIRCLE 

CHARGE IT 714 • SUPERMARKET OF HOBBY GOODS FO~=l~~N9~:JkEY, 
SALE 40o/oOFF 12¥ SALE 35o/o0FF SALE 33o/oOFF 

HOBBY SHACK BRIDI RCM AIRTRONl.CS JiQLYMPIC ... , "" . ... 
~ . ~ I 
' :.. 

l(Clfll&UBl£ 
STllKER BIHERV 

H S l'JN S.S-•• 

SALE 

12¥ HARGER RCM TRAINER 60 ~ _ _, ·~:--.- -! II 

1199 

RETAIL 
$8.95 
~ 7 

676 RETAIL 
$62.95 

400/o OFF 
DU -BRO 

CTWOcr0~0~~ 
FUEL PUMP 

t 4 ' 091 RETAIL 
$49.95 3346 
SALE 43% OfF 

VEEBIRD HOBBY SHACK SEALED 
CELL 

300/oOFF SALE 50%0FF SALE 36%0FF SALE 36o/oOFF 
HOBBY SHACK w~ANDERE8/ ~ SURE FLITE Howard's 
~A S.S. T. CHICKEN STICK ~"- M~s-- / ..,...~ 'PETE' . 

~- All Foam \ ~ .,. · .051 • - ---~,,......- RETAIL . .lo engines 

72 . $24.91!. l . mch span '-' 

1747 RETAIL 69' RETAIL 1276 15lj 
$1.40 $19.95 

With variable speed control e 
RETAIL 4547 RETAIL 
$69.95 $42.95 

50%0FF HOBBY SHACK 

RADIO CONTROL Cessna 
INJECTION MOLD ED 

ALL FOAM _____ 80 Kit 
Span: 41 in. 
Area: 250 sq.in. 
Engine: .049 
Radio: 2 channel 

2511 
40%0FF 

SPAN: 44% in. 
AREA: 31 Osq.in. 
ENGINE: .20 
RADIO: 3 · 4 channel 

HOBBY SHACK-PILOT 

DAS BOX FLY 

SPORTY 
BIPLANE 

•Beautiful balsa & plywood 
parts • Wire landing gear • 
Engi ne mount• Il lustrated 
construction guide• 

save 
16.00 



Habby Shack: CHRISTMAS SALE 
All Special Sale Prices Good Until January 20, 1979 

SALE SALE 403 
MILLER OFF 
SPRAY OUTFIT 

HEAT GUN 

e Glue 
e All high IZl • Motor, on-orr switch 

quality plywood Ill • Heat conllol on-orr switch 
- parts e All hardware 

e Plan with building views 
Ill • Spreader bar for e\•en heal flow 
!2J • Air flow control 
121 • Light weight 
!21 • Easy to use 
!21 • Just the right heat for film covering materials 

Wi ll hold: 1 gallon fuel, tools 
transmitter, electric starter and 
battery, pu mp, props , starting 

RETA LSatve$etc,. 31995 IZ)Rirc~rlglt$! s,7(/~o~nl 286 
$32.95 $29.95 • 7 

OVER 22 " LONG 
TRACTOR ENGAGES AND 
DISENGAGES TRAILER AUTOMATICALLY 
Radio Control Variable 
Speed Radio Control Steering 

SALE 300/oOFF SALE 34'¥o0FF SALE 300/oOFF SALE 23'¥o0FF 
Fuji .099SR/C PILOT-HOBBY SHACK HOBBY SHACK PILOT 

with muffler Q.B. 2500 TACHOMETER 
R/C GLIDER--..n-

A.RJ. 

RETAIL 2299 RETAIL 2495 RETAIL 2656 RETA L 
$32.95 $37.95 $37.95 $38.95 

SALE 40'¥o0FF SALE 300/oOFF SALE 34'¥o0FF SALE 
HOBBY 'OU ~etui&e' HOBBY SHA~K SURE HITE J-3 cue 
sGa.~w PLUG CLIP ELECTRAPUMP 

~ With batte ry wires & 
alligator clips. 

\ ~ •Built to last e Voltage 
_ I •C°' '~ versatility e Magnetic - - ~ ~I gripePower cable eThree 

way switch e 

RETAIL ' 89' RETAI L 9 76 RETAIL 
$1.50 $13.95 $37.95 2495 RETAIL 

$54.95 

I 
3511 



c;. 
CHARGE IT 

sHoP nv PHONE Habby Shack. 
~~~ 963-9881 SUPERMARKET OF HOBBY GOODS 

SHOP BY MAIL 
18480 BANDILIER CIRCLE 

FOUNTAIN VALLEY, 
CALIF. 92708 

HOBBY SHACK -PILOT SS-4 
AO<rfo ELECTRIC 

ff STARTER 

HOBBY SHACK-AQUA HOBBY SHACK-SPEED BUILT 

AMAZON ~C:JF=t55C::l--IE5 
~ MARTINI PORSCHE 

SUPER 200 ¥7 935 TURBO 

For the sport flyer who is looking for a smaller, TheAMAZONSUPER-2oo;,a1unahboatth.1t;sroally 
easy to carry, easy to use, compact electric engine Almost Ready , 0 Gol It feetu'9San A.o.s. plast;c hull end 
Starter that Will Start engines from .10 thru .40, dock. You build tho motor mount PVlon (m11er;o1s;,,. 

then this new SS-4 starter is for you. So is the price! ~~·~~~::C,=i:1ttmtndengin1,and 

Save Save 
~E9::~L $16.58 2337 :,~~~L $11/.96 4999 

Habby Shack. 

Cessna 1eo 
Total Pak 

With the 

RADIO & ENGINE INSTALLED 
COMPLETLY READY TO FLY 
10 MINUTES OUT OF THE BOX 

brand new Cessna 180 
Total Pak, you can fl y, .~::;;;.;;.ii~iiill'i~~~:;:::; SPAN: 41 inches 
radio contro l a t the lo" AREA: 250 sq.in. 
est price with the least ENGINE: Testor .049 
amount of effort. This RADIO: 2 channel 
package is complete 
with the radio system 
insta lled, the pushrods 
in place, plus the Testor 
engine is a lready mounted and 
ready to start. Just epoxy on the 

RETAIL 
$149.95 

SALE 

RADIO CONTROL 09·10ENGINE 2CHANNEL 

e Forward/reverse, steering and engine speed con
trol with only a two channe l system• Four wheel 
independant suspension e High impact, pre-colored 
plastic body - no painting! eoie cast racing wheels 

Also available: LAMBORGHINI COUNTACH, 
FERRARI 512GT4BB & LA NCIA STRATOS 

Complete less (I 

~l~~~f ~adio$2., a1Vi9~68 7 99 
$109.95 • . --------------~ : Habby Shack. : 

'THE MOST IMPORTANT' 
HOBBY CATALOG 

• 200 LOADED PAGES FULL OF YOUR MODELING NEEDS•BO 
PAGES OF FULL COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS• DISCOUNT PRICES 
FROM COVER TO COVER e LARGEST SELECTION FROM All 
OVER THE WORLO•MANY BRAND NEW ITEMS • elevator and rudder, mount the aluminum land

ing gear, gas it up and go flying! The total pack
age is less cost than most two channe ls retail for 
alone ! If you are looking for another model to 
fly, or you have a friend who wants to try radio 
control - then ge t our Cessna 180 Total Pak! 11999 

D I om enclosing $2.00 for your new fully ii/us/roted 
modelers catulog. Please rush it to me today! 
MAIL THISCOUPONTO: 

HOBBY SHACK 
18480 BANDILIER C IRCLE, 
FOUNTAIN VALLEY, CA 92708 

LOCAL Habbv Shac!i SHOPPING 

FOUNTAIN VALLEY 
Main warellous~ stor~ or mail ordtr shopping 

18480 BANDILIER CIRCLE, 
FOUNTAIN VALLEY, CA 92708 

(714) 963-9881 
S.O. FRW Y - EUCLID Off RAMP 

ENCINO 
5541 BALBOA BLVD ., 
ENCINO, CA 91316 

COR NER BALBOA & BUR BANK BLVOS. 

LA HABRA 
1401 SOUTH BEACH BLVD., 

LA HABRA, CA 90631 
(714) 994- 5721 
(21 3) 947 -2574 

CORNER BEACH BLVD. & IMPERIAL HWY. 

RIVERSIDE 
6135 VAN BUREN BLVD., 

RIVERSIDE, CA 92503 
(714) 785- 6773 

CORNER VAN BUREN & ARLINGTON 

CHARGE IT 

•

BANKAMERICARD 
' . VISA OR ~ MASTER CHARGE ~ CARDS 

STORE HOURS: 
Monday thru Friday ... 10 - 9 
Saturday ...... . .... 10 - 6 
Sunday .. . ......... 10 - 3 

Name: ___________ _ 

Address:----------
City: _ _ _ ________ _ 

State: Zip: - ---

POSTAGE & HANDLING INFORMATION 
$ 0.00to $ 5.00odd $ .90 11 5.01 to $20.00 add $1.60 
$ 5.01 to$ 8.00 •dd $1.00 $20.01 10 $30.00 add $2.50 
S 8.01 to $l5.00add $1.20 $30.01 to $50.00add 12.75 

Order over $50.00 add $3.00 

L. California residents add 6% State Sales Tax I ---------------



AL KINCRICK 

I n the land where the humidity 
and temperature race for top 
honors, and the humidity 

generally wins, Mr. FAI held his finals to 
determine a winning team to represent 
the United States at Belgium in July 
1979. 

Confronted with the task of twelve 
flights of picture perfect performance, 
four men survived the heartaches of 
broken sailplanes, misjudged turns, 
radio problems, bad tows, and plain old 
down air. In attendance were Steve 
Work with his Bird of Time (see page 40 
for construction article), Terry Koplan 
and his Viki n g, Skip M i ller and 
his Aquila and Jack Hiner as an alternate 
and team worker. As of this writing a 
team captain has not been selected. 

Terry Koplan with his Viking he used 
to place on the U.S. FAI team. 

The rubber stamp method of model 
identification is a very poor way to 
identify model parts; a sticker should be 
affixed to model parts and signed in ink. 
This sticker should be inspected and 
recorded before and after every flight. 
Preparation time could be started for the 
waiting group of pilots, while the working 
time is being counted off for the group 
that is flying. Sure this is great you say, 
but what about help? A contest or trial of 
this magnitude should have lots of it. 
Without enough help the contest director 
is spread too thin - - - he cannot be every 
place at one time and cannot make 
decisive decisions when bombarded 
with requests and questions. The rule of 
thumb for this caliber of trial - - - one 
official (not just a body with a pretty hat 
on) for each contestant entered, and 
each official has a specific job to do and 
he does it. 

Most of all is the true understanding of 
all FAI rules, presented on a level so that 
every pilot understands. 

I lift my lid to all of the 41 pilots who 
made it to the finals, the helpers that Rae 
had, the Hurricane that bypassed 
Florida, and all of the wives and friends 
who helped make this memorable affair, 
and to wish our U.S. team all of the best 
air possible in Belgium in 1 979. The rest 
of us will go on building and flying hoping 
to come across the "Utopian" sailplane 
that will stand up under the rigors of 
speed, distance, and thermaling, to 
enter in the FAI tryouts in 1980. 

The Soaring Union of Los Angeles, 
(SULA) a member of (SC) 2 has 
publis h ed a handbook fo r a 
pilot/modeler who is interested in 
sailplaning. It discusses all of the most 
asked questions, terms used, ground 
rules, suggestions on which sailplane is 
best suited for a beginner, and contest 
types and rules. It is very well done and 
required a lot of thought. If interested, 
send a self-addressed , s tamped 
enve lope to Don Simon , 13900 

to page 22 
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MODIFY ALL •RIBS AS SHOWN 

Not being able to attend this conclave 
of superior sail plane pi lots collected 
from all corners of the U.S. I interviewed 
many participants to arrive at my 

;;~~~~,::£~:~~1o:~~~~f:~~l ~~::::;:::;c::c~=========::::::::::::::::::::~~~ ,,,,, •• c,.,,,, .. _:·.=~.i::, _._,· . . ... 

what he had to wo<k with. The - i ~ 
instrumentation and surveyors 
equipment used for the speed run and 
d ista nce r u ns were exce ll en t ; 
procedures were good. 
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"SHORT SOAR" 
MOD. SQUARE SOAR KIT 

ONE CLASS SLOPE RACER 



Meet CURTIS CROKER, 
National AMA Champion at II! 

If you asked young Curtis Croker what he does just for f un, he'd probably say, " Fly my helicopter." And 
fly he does! ... well enough to outscore all contestants in the Novice Class at the 1978 AMA Helicopter Nation
als. Flying a stock Rev-olution, aided by an HB .40 engine, Futaba radio, and his pal, Snoopy, Curtis' highest 
point round was 875 out of a possible 900 points, proving once again that practice pays. Curtis had a ball, and 
we fee l it cou ldn't have happened to a finer young man. Now 12, he is stil l qu iet and unassuming .. but don't let 
that fool you ; if our guess is correct, you 'll be hear ing a lot more about this young champion! 

Prices Subject to Change. 

NEW! . .. UNIQUE! Traditional 
American Eagle or the winsome 
symbol of rotary w inged fl ight -
the Hummingbird, each exqui 
sitely designed and crafted in 
classic pewter on a si lver tone 
chain. Beautifu lly gift boxed. 

$9.95 each 
Eagle necklace .. ....... A010 
Hummingbird necklace . . A011 

STICKPINS - $6.95 each 
(Not Shown, Slightly Smaller) 
Eagle . ....... .... A012 
Hummingbird . . ... A013 

NEW! NECKLACES & STICKPINS 

Available at your Dealer or Direct. Dealer Inquiries Invited. 

R/C Hc l ico1 >te rs.1 nc. 

23811 Via Fabricantc · Suite I 02 ·Mission Viejo, Cali fornia 92691 · Telephone (714) 837-2676 



TURN YOUR 60 INTO A IZO 
WI TH A 

60 Mahnls#.M. Fits Smaller Engines, Too 

IT'S HARD TO BE HUMBLE 
WHEN YOU'VE GOT A WINNER 

Sales have been fantastic, and with good reason! Superior design and 
construction lead to outstanding performance in any product and the 60 
MAX IMIZER·ui1.has it all in abundance, WITH IMPROVEMENTS!! A NEW 
ONE Pl·ECE ECCENTRIC SHAFT FOR MORE ACCURATE ALIGN
MENT AND A HEAVIER DAMPENER FOR EASIER STARTING. 

Your super size airplane 
will REALLY perform 
with the 60 MAXIMIZEFf"t 
and your smooth reliable 
60 . No need to buy a super 
size engine you can't use if 
you changll airplane size. 
Simply swap your engine. 

The 60 MAXIMIZERT.M. 
fits eng ines with %" shafts 
and adapts to 5/16" shafts 

( LOOK .HOW COMP'ACT IT IS lll) or smaller engines. Con-
st ruction is a sturdy cast aluminum alloy frame, balanced parts, Aircraft 
quality bearings and long life double belts for engine safety. Weighs only 
21 ounces. 

PRICE STILL $85.00 DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 

Stewart Aircraft Corporation 
11420 St•I• Route 165 SALEM, OHIO 44460 

TELEPHONE: 216/ 332·0865 

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA'S 
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LARGEST 
DISCOUNT 

HOBBY SHOP 
•RADIOS 
•KITS 
•ENGINES 

ALL DISCOUNT PRICES 
--- _':,r, 

SOARING 

from page 20 

Alax Mladineo and Chris Adams have 
that fierce look of competition. You 
guessed it, speed run. 

Marquesas Way, Marina Del Ray, 
California 90291, and I'm sure he would 
send you a copy. 

* Mike Burke of the South Bay Soaring 
Society has come up with a very good · 
modification of a standard sailplane if 
you are thinking about slope racing. 

" Approximately two years ago, I 
entered my first limited slope race. The 
race was overrun with Hobie Hawks and 
thermal sailplanes, but there were a few 
brave souls who had built racing ships. 
These racing ships won the top three 
places in the race. 

"During the next two years, limited 
class slope racing evolved into a very 
sophisticated form of racing but, in doing 
so, it has lost many of the tiers who are 
needed to make the race successful. 

"In my opinion, the main reason for 
this is the great amount of time involved 
to build a racer and the fact that, with all 
the time and effort, the airplane may turn 
out to be a dog! Enough of this; here is 
my idea to get more people into slope 
racing: . 

" One design slope racing using a 
strong, easy to build, and cheap airplane 
is the way to go. The airplane with all of 
these qualities is the Short Soar. The 
Short Soar, is a clipped wing Square 
Soar with the front half of the wing 
sheeted. It builds very fast and has a 
hardwood spar, a hardwood leading 
edge , and a plywood fuselage for 
strength. The best part of it is that it's fun 
to fly. It loops, rolls, spins, yet it is very 

to page 164 



Semi-big fun scale Fokker D VII 

Accessories included: 5" scale wheels • Spandau machine 
guns • Scale pilot • Self adhesive decals 
Hardware package includes: Aluminium motor mounts 
• Pinned hinges • Snap-links • Control horns • Nylon 
bolts • Landing gear straps • Socket head bolts and b lind 
nuts. 
First in a series of vintage aircraft. Prototypes flew great with a 
K&B .61 and 14-4 prop. Dealer and distributor inquiries invited. 

Gentle and stable, a trainer that looks like an airplane with 
performance to suit the discriminating flyer. 
Quick build up 
Engines .60 - .80 

KIT OL 781 

&;750 
Wing span 72" 
Wing area 1488 sq. In. See your dealer 
Weight 10 lbs. or order d.irect 
4 channel radio required postpaid 
Kit features: 2 full size rolled plans (wing and fuselage) • Step 
by step Instruction manual with photographs • Quality die 
stamped balsa ports • Machine cut hardwood ports 
• Machine cut and pre-sanded plywood ports • Pre-formed 
balsa blocks • Pre-formed leading and trailing edges 
• Heavy duty one piece ABS cowl • Pre-formed landing 
gear and cabines. 

ORLINE, INC. • P.O. BOX 12725 • SALEM. OREGON 97309 
Telephone 503/792-3627 



1fu'! KADET 
AILERON KIT 

MAKES A GREAT 
TRAINER EVEN 

MORE VERSATILE 
In the few years since its introduction, t he Sig Kadet has become the standard by which 
other RC trainers are judged. Sig dealers have sold ten's of thousands--proof of the ac
ceptance of our " Learn To Fly RC The Sig Way" program, which suggests that beginners start 
with rudder control on 3-channels and the Kadet. The use of the Kadet rudder on the trans
mitter aileron stick prepares the student pilot for easy transition to our next step aileron 
trainers, the Komander & Kavalier. Some club instructors prefer to teach beginners using 
aileron control from the start and have recommended to us that the Kadet be equipped 
with ailerons for those who wish to use them. So, for several years we have observed with 
interest and have check flown aileron equipped Kadets that have been brought to Montezuma 
or to Fun Fly events. These had a variety of dihedral amounts and both strip and barn door 
ai lerons. It was evident that the Kadet was a "natural" for ailerons. Some high wing, flat
bottomed models don't perform well on ailerons, but not so in the case of the Kadet. The 
standard old-faithful Kadet design with unchanged dihedral turned out to be ideal for a 
simple installation of strip ailerons. The handling characteristics are just right for the novice 
flier and we feel all builders of the Kadet will want to consider installation of ailerons at the 
time of construction. 

We are still going to recommend starting with 3 channels and rudder control, but now an easy 
half step up in learning to fly RC can be accomplished by plugging in the ailerons and get
t ing in some easy, gentle, forgiving 4 channel flight t ime before moving on to a faster aileron 
trainer. Our feeling is that the transition will be much easier following this progression. 
Also it should greatly reduce the amount of personal t ime and attention from an instructor 
since the novice can advance farther safely on his own. 

A secondary advantage has been found by builders of aileron Kadets-they are simply fun 
to fly! So even after the owners have advanced to fast, low wing pattern designs, they keep 
their aileron Kadet in action for relaxing Sunday flying sessions. It is great for hauling loads 
like smoke cartridges or bombs, does fine on floats, wi ll even fly inverted! 

KIWI FEATURES: Built-Up Wing 

J im Woodard of Oskaloosa, IA was one of the fliers 
who brought t heir aileron equipped Kadets to Monte
zuma and let us fly them. 

AILERON KIT INCLUDES: 
Full Size Aileron Installation Plan 

(To be used in conjunction with Kadet plan) 
Illustrated Step-By-Step Instructions 
Shaped Aileron Stock ~-SIG ,...--.'-~. 
Shaped Trailing Edge Stock 
Formed Wire Aileron Horns 
Molded Plastic Hinges 
Die-Cut Plywood Parts 

HERE'S THE 
OTHER PART 
OF THE COMBO! 

RP-AK-331 

$3.50 

KADET 
Length : 42" 
Wing Span: 57" 
Engines : .19-.35 

RC-31 

$34.95 

KIWI Die-Cut Sig Balsa and Plywood 
Printed Balsa Fuselage Sides

Aluminum Motor Mounts 
Nylon Strip Hinges 
Nylon Control Homs 

RC SPORT PATTERN 
Designed by HANK POHLMANN 

Build Di rectly on the Wood 
Sheet Balsa Tail Surfaces 
Hardwood Parts 
Clea r Bubble Canopy 
Pre-Bent Torsion Bar Main Landing Gear 
Coil Spring Nose Gear 
Nylon Nose Gear Bearing and St eering Arm 

Wing Span: 54" 
Engines: .35-.45 
Suggested Radio: 4 Channel 

Wire Aileron Torque Rods 
Nylon Wing Bolts 
RC Links and Threaded Rods 
Screws, Blind Nuts, Small Hardware 
Full Size Plan 
Illustrated Instruction Book 
Decal Sheet 

KIT RC-42 

$37.50 
See your dealer first! To order direct, add $1 postage under $10, postage free over $10. No C.0 .0 . 

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW FOR SIG 'S LATEST COMPLETE CATALOG - $2 .00 PPD. 

SIG MANUFACTURING CO., INC ... Montezuma, Iowa 50171 



KAVALIER RATED ''EXCELLENT" IN MAGAZINE REVIEW 
The Following Is Exerpted From The September Issue Of RC Sportsman 

THUODIR rRORI 
Down UftDIR 

by Tony Stinson 

. When Sig first asked me to field test the Ka' alier in Australia, I 
was delighted since at the lime I had three students all trying to learn 
on different types of models-none of which could be called good basic 
trainers. Sig also said that the basic trainer for R/ C in kit form must 
be capable of being successfully put together by a person who has no 
experience at all with modeling. So we put that objective to the test. 

I asked Col Phelps, a complete newcomer to R/ C (but eager to learn) 
and neighborhood friend, lo build the Kavalier. Col had been making 
some early flights with a plastic A.R.F. trainer and had not met with 
much success. We decided to equip the Kavalier with a new MRC 
radio rig and power it with an Enya 40. 

The Kavalier is an all-balsa and plywood kit with the exception of a 
very well molded ABS plastic cowl. The kit contains a 31-page instruc
tion manual in which Claude McCullough carefu lly explains each step 
of the way. The hardware package is very complete and includes pieces 
for mounting the wing either with bolts or by rubber bands over dowels. 
Col chose the rubber band method since that tends to do less damage 
to the ship in the event of a "sudden arrival." The Kavalier design is 
very solid and built lo take a reasonable amount of punishment. 

The first indication of good design quality was the generous proportion 
of area for the tail feathers. When we came to test flying the ship its 
stability on all axes and lack of bad habits showed the wisdom of pro
viding the trainer with large tail surfaces. 

The plans which come with the Kavalier kit are very detailed with cut
away sections being used to clarify construction. All ~he parts are drawn 
out on the plans, which makes it very easy to identify components from 
the kit. 

A real effort has been made to keep the tail section light by having the 
stab made up as a frame with 1/ 16-in. balsa sheeting on both sides. 
I'm sure this factor contributed to the ship balancing out correctly 
on completion with no ballast required. 

Now, ye keen budding student Col whilst being inexperienced al model 
construction also happens to he a very meticulous guy. I gave him the 
kit, asked him to read the instructions then go build it. The fact that 
Col was able to do this and produce a model which flew right off the 

deck with no trim changes required says loads about Sig's skill at pro
ducing top grade model airplane kits .... 

The Kavalier has plenty of room for installation of radio gear. There 
is one less slot to cut in the fuselage by the routing of the elevator 
pushrod straight out the tail. The Enya 40 was mounted at a 45-degree 
angle and fitted very neatly m the cowl. Incidentally, the way in which 
the cowl and canopy blend in with the rest of the ship on the Kavalier 
design really help to give the professional look. 

FL YlNG (the best part) 

So, with our freshly trimmed and painted Kavalier carefully loaded, 
your Downunder scribe and Col headed for the local flying field. On 
assembling the Kavalier, we were surrounded by onlookers with com
ments that would gladden the hearts of Sig and Claude McCullough. 
Wish I'd had a tape recorder on the spot. The basis of the comments 
was that "a trainer looking that good just has to fly well." Fortunately 
for us they were right. I just couldn't face Sig on his home ground next 
month and tell him the first Kavalier lo reach Australia is a re-kit job! 

Anyway, after checking the controls and fuel flow in the nose-up posi
tion, we decided to head fo r the sky. The Kavalier lifted off in about 
20 feel and flew out smoothly as if it had been long-sinced sorted out 
trimwise. It showed no tendency to tip stall at any time and only needed 
the elevator moved down another notch on the pushrod to soften il a 
little for Col to handle with ease. 

The Kavalier not only proved an extremely easy ship to handle for the 
student but was a general delight to fly through all maneuvers. The 
choice of the Enya 40 might have been a little on the strong side, with 
the ship weighing out at 5 lb. 4 oz. If you are looking al a Kavalier as 
your first model, it would handle well with a 29 or 35. It flew vertically 
almost out of sight with the Enya 40 opened up. The MRC radio per
formed faultlessly on the new 29 Mhz frequency band now operating 
in Australia. 

It is important lo stress here that the Kavalier is very much an "in
structor's airplane." In other words , referring back to what I said earlier 
this is one trainer on which the instructor should be able to keep the 
student out of trouble. After all, it is stick time-not building time
that teaches a student to fly. 

To sum up the Sig Kavalier, I think it would be true to say that, consider
ing the amount of material which comes wit h the kit, the qualit)' of the 
design and completeness of the instructions- all for S39.95- you could 
be forgiven for wondering how some kits with less of these thing~ are 
on the market for almost double the price. 

Glen Sigafoose and Claude McCullough are lo be sincerely congratulated 
on an excellent product. RCS 

THE AILERON TRAINER WITH A DIFFERENCE Wing Span: 55-1/2" 
Engines: .29-.40 

~SIG5{ 
KIT RC-39 

$39.95 

. . .. SPECIAL WING GIVES SUPERIOR STABILITY AND CONTROL 

Designed by CLAUDE MCCULLOUGH 

KIT FEATURES: 

FULL SIZE PLAN 
ILLUSTRATED INSTRUCTION BOOK 
DIE-CUT BALSA AND PLYWOOD 
MOLDED COWLING 
FORMED ALUMINUM MAIN GEAR 
NYLON CONTROL HORNS 

5/32" SPRING STEEL NOSE GEAR 
HANDY PRINTED FUSELAGE SIDES 
· BUILD DIRECTLY ON THE WOOD 

MOLDED CANOPY WITH FRAMING 
HARDWARE PACK 
CHOICE OF NYLON BOLT OR 

- RUBBER BAND WING MOUNTING 
PLUS MUCH MORE! 



the ultimate 
1;4 size and 1/3 size 
power plant 

Quality 
The Homelite Division of Textron and EWH Specialties 
have melded together their years of experience to 
produce the definitive answer to % size and 113 size 
engines. No fly-by-night obscure manufacturer, 
Homelite has 57 years of experience building high 
quality and high reliability 2-cycle engines. Roller 
bearings are used on both ends of the crankshaft as 
well as both ends of the connecting rod. Crankshaft 
counterweights are equal in weight to minimize 
vibration and prolong engine life. A transistor ignition 
is used on the Super Hustler. No cumbersome flywheel 
and magneto to cause vibration, radio interference, or 
front bearing wear. 
Reliability · 
The Super Hustler is loop scavenged for excellent 
breathing and power. Hemi-head combustion 
chamber provides smooth id ling and easy starting. 
Roller bearings are used at all wear points. The choke 
is in the carburetor. Each engine comes with the EWH 
6-bolt Prop Hub to allow adjustment of prop tip 
tracking . 
Power 
The Super Hustler has super power. 
2.6 cu. in. displacement. Burning gasoline and chain 
saw oil , delivers 23-24 pounds of thrust on a 20" X 8" 
prop at 6,800 to 7, 100 rpm. Any prop from 18" X 6" to 
20" X 8" is well within the operational range of the 
Super Hustler. 
After all the hours and all the dollars you put into 
your large size aircraft, don' t gamble on 
what's-their-name's engine. 

All Aluminum 
Engine Mount 

Wal bro 
Diaphragm 
Pump Carb. 

All Aluminum Muffler 
and Stacks 

0 HEr LARGE SCALE PRODUCTS 

~WH HUSTLER engine . .. ......... List $199.95 
SPECIAL $179.95 

EWH" Heavy Duty Servo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29.95 
EWH Heavy Duty Tailwheel . . . . . . . . . . . 9.95 
EWH HUSTLER PROPS 
20 x 8" ... . ............. .. ... .. . . . . . . 
18 x 6" (not recommended for Hustler) . 
EWH Aileron Hinge Kit .... . .... . .... . 
Spark Plugs ...... . .... ....... . ... .. . . 
Fuel Line {by the foot) ........ . . .. .. . . 
33 oz. Metal Tank Kit (for 

7.95 
7.95 

14.95 
1.95 

.65 

gasoline/with clunk) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.95 
High Point Prop Balancer . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19.95 

call or write - ·get on our mailing list · 
for perodic special price list 

Disclaimer - EWH has furnished the finest 
products aW'ailablo for this engine but we 
cannot be responsible for misuse or unsafe 
operation of this. product. 

prices subject to change without notice 

EWH Specialties Inc. 
607 East Abram St. 

Arlington, Texas 76010 
817/461-1274 



~~~~~~1Ci i1 Beautifu---.... 

BY CICK PHILLIPS ___________________ ...,. 

M ore good things this month for 
the Super Scale enthusiast. 
William Brothers, who have 

been around the scale scene for many 
years with good things, have come out 
with some great items for the Super 
Scaler: 

A Quarter Scale pilot figure measuring 
4" in height is made from high impact 
styrene. The figure can re ad ily be 
painted to your needs and the goggles 
are removable if you wish. Price is $2.95 
at your local hobby shop. 

The engine cylinder (may it be the first 
of many!) is for the Gnome Rotary in 
Quarter Scale. It, too, is styrene, but my 
information does not indicate whether or 
not it requires painting, or is colored 
correctly and requires only assembly. 
Price is $1.95 each. 

The vi nt age wheels have 
semi-pneumatic tires and brass bushed 
hubs. They're 65/a" in diameter and 
match the Golden Age wheels which are 
similar in design, the same size, and 
should dress up your Super Scale job. 
Both are $17.95 per pair. 

Bill Hannan mentioned in his letter to 
me that The Williams Brothers have 
been receivi ng many requests for 
accessories to suit the larger models 
and the above items are the initial 
results. While Bill did not actually say so, 
I'm ho!)ing these are the forerunners of 
many more Quarter Scale accessories 
from this same firm whose products 
have become so well known over many 
years. 

••• 
Have you ever had a problem when 

needing to fasten aluminum together for 
some part of a model? A good friend in 
Seattle solved the problem for me and I 
wanted to pass the information along in 
case it might be of help to others. I don't 
know many of us who have been willing 
to tackle aluminum welding as it is 
appar~ntly a pretty sophisticated 
procedure requiring loads of skill and 
experience. There have even been a 
few attempts to glue aluminum joints but 
I've never seen a successful one. One 

potential answe r co me s from 
Thermecote Welco Company, 32311 
Stephenson Hwy., Madison Heights, 
Michigan 48071 . Their package 
contains 6 ounces of # 1 O alloy and 4 
ounces of # 10 flux, and the idea is to 
solder (or braze if you like) aluminum. 
Instructions come with the kit available 
for about $5.00 at your local welding 
supply house. You may have to fool 
around with the right heat a bit. I'm still 
playing with my first batch (using an 
acetylene torch) and to date I have made 
molten lumps out of quite a collection of 
aluminum parts. However, I know it can 
be done as I've seen samples. Strength 
is up into the 30,000 pounds plus area, 
so it should stand up to our big birds. I 
must admit part of my problem is that I 
don't have any experience with a torch 
and my next move is to get some 
professional help and, I hasten to add, 
from a welder, not a psychiatrist! 

By the way, be sure to observe the 
warning regarding the flux itself. It is 
potentially harmful as are so many 
products we use, but with proper care 
and observation of the cautions, no 
harm should come to you. 

Landing gear have been a problem 
with the larger birds. It's darn difficult to 
make a gear strong enough to take the 
landing loads of our much heavier than 
usual models. If we do make them really 
strong , then on a hard landing , 
something has to give and we end up 
with either the gear broken, or more 
likely, the gear ripped out of the bottom 
of the model. 

••• 
Don't forget the wheel geometry that 

will make your model handle well on the 
ground. The wheels should be toed-in 
which will give much better steering on 
the ground and the wheels should be 
mounted so the top of the wheels are 
further apart than the bottoms. Most 
large models tend to float and, ground 
effect is usually appreciable so that a 
little excessive toe-in tends to slow the 
model down a bit more rapidly than 
might be the case with less toe-in. It 
doesn't seem to bother the model much 
when power is applied, but does help a 
bit to get some of the speed bled off on 
landing. When you first fly one of these 
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H·P ENGINES 
HIRTENBERGER - AUSTRIA 

NEW PRODUCTION SERIES WITH FINEST QUALITY AND 
PERFORMANCE EVER OBTAINED BY HIRTENBERG. 

HP40F U/C. Placed 2nd at World 
U/C Championships. Compact 
crankcase and light weight (1 O oz) 
is ideal for U IC and free flight. 

HP40F R/C. Light weight powerhouse for 
pattern flying, scale, and class pylon 
racing. Super idle and quick starting. 
Over one horsepower. 

HP61 FS R/C. For R/C pattern and 
scale flying. Long life bearings and 
rugged internal parts makes for 
reliable contest flying. 1.6 + 
horsepower. 

(silencer and glow plug not Included) 

All HP engines feature "schneurle" porting, forged piston / 
connecting rod / crankshaft, double ball bearings, excellent 
craftsmanship, light weight, smooth running, optional tuned 
silencer pipe for 40 and 61 , parts available. MW 777.3 

Available at your favorite dealer 

larger birds, especially if the length of 
your strip is restricted, you'll find yourself 
doing lots of go-arounds as you' ll 
misinterpret your altitude on final and fly 
past your eyes about the middle of the 
strip, at which time you'll realize you're 
going to be much too long on the strip 
and another crack at it is going to be 
necessary. When you do get down low 
enough to get in 'on the numbers' you'll 
feel as if you are far too low. It takes a 
while to get used to but it makes touch 
and goes loads of fun (as well as 
frequent!). The extra toe-in mentioned 
above will help slow you down when you 
do get the aircraft down to altitude zero. 
Too much toe-in can cause noseovers 
so you'll have to use the toe-in thing 
judiciously. • •• • 

I had some news of Bud Nosen's 
activities second hand recently and I 
must say I'm delighted to pass along the 
news. Bud recently flew his P-47 using a 
Ouadra engine. The Jug flew 
'effortlessly'. Bud has been using a 
standard airfoil on his large models for 
some time now and the Jug is a 
departure from that practice in that he 
has tried a new airfoil (sorry, purists, I 
don't have the number for the new one). , 
On the second day of test flying, Bud 
made seven flights all without any 
problems. Bud claims the 4 7 is even 
better than his P-51 because of the 
power of the Quadra. 

Bud has a couple of Evra 190's on the 
way from Hobby Lobby and I'm sure 
we'll see some more large, gas powered 
models from the Nosen stable in the 
months ahead. The Evra is a 1.9 cu. in. 
gasoline fueled engine with electronic 
ignition and electronic advance as well. 
It is a beam mounted engine as our 
model glow engines have been for many 
years. Bud has a couple of these on the 
way and they are selling in the U.S. at 
$97.50 

••• Now that we are in the middle of 
winter, those of you who don't stop flying 
just because there is a little snow on the 
ground may be interested to hear of a set 
of skiis being marketed for the larger 
models. The main gear ski is 4" x 20", 
made of a very sturdy plastic material 
which requires no care or maintenance 
and no waxing. The claim is that it will 
handle any snow condition with ease. A 
full set of two mains and a tail ski retails 
at $39.95 from Minoru Model Ltd., P.O. 
Box 23142, Vancouver AMF B.C. V7B 
1 V6 (Canada). 

Minoru will also have a kit for the Gute 
Fahrte (Good Trip) which is a Stand-Off 
Scale approximation of the Fokker 
Eindecker. This kit should be along in 
the near future. Minoru is also planning 
floats for the Super Scale model. 

Minoru will also be marketing the Bud 
Barkley Super Scale Tiger Moth kit, 
designed and flown by fellow Canadian 
Barkely this past summer. o 
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Serious RC Car enthusiasts will find 
the Associated RCl 2E famil iar. 

That's because we've designed our 
l : 12 scale electric from the lessons 
learned in winning the 1977 World 

RC Car Championships and in dom
inating RC Car raci ng internationally 

since 1971. And the RCl 2 E is 
designed to get the same results 
Associated is famous for ... like 

sweeping the first four places in the 
1977 ROAR NATS in its competition 

debut. Check out some of our 
winning features: 

Burch Kroell's rocrory Assocloled RC200· l :B scale. 
gos powered RC car. 1977's World RC Cor Champion. 

ITSHllll. 

TEAM ASSOCIATED 

· Kits priced from $54. 95. 
· Fiberglass chassis plale/pre-cut 
and drilled. 
· Racing slicks/bonded and trued 
on rugged, lightweight nylon 
wheels. 
· Mid-engine configuration/for race
winning handling. 
· Servo saver/to protect expensive 

· servos from abuse. 
· Cam-lock positive gear 
alignment/3 nylon spur and 3 
machined steel pinion gears for 9 
different gear ratios. 
· ROAR Legal 

Associated Electrics/l 928 East Edinger/Santo Ano/CA/92705 (714 ) 54 7-4986 
- DISTRIBUTORS AND RETAILERS: WRITE OR CALL FOR OUR SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PACKAGE. 



T he Klampon Kai is a sport trainer tunnel huil boat that 
can also be used for racing. The most outstanding 
aspect of this model is its angular aspect - a little 

disturbing at first, but very pleasing once the model is built up. 
It is certainly different from the " run of the mill" streamlined 
model, and the lines have no adverse effect on handling. 
Because of the line, it was decided to decorate the model in 
Team Lotus colors; black with a gold trim, and as the photo 
shows, it really does look sharp. 

Construction follows traditional method, except that the 
model is built up on a foam block, which ensures that the hull 
comes out absolutely symmetrical, a very important point 
where high speed boats are concerned. The base of the tunnel 
is pinned to the foam block, the formers glued in place together 
with the inner tunnel sides, and all the stringers added. At this 
stage , the model was left 48 hours to dry out completely, and 
then taken off the block to chamfer all the stringers, in order to 
provide am ple seating for the skins. The skins were fitted, as 
far as possible, on the foam block, since it is at this stage that 
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Midwest Models 
KLAMPON KAI 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Name ........ . ..... . ........................... KLAMPON KAI 
Boat Type ..... . ............................. Tunnel Hull Hydro 
Manufactured By .............................. Midwest Products 

400 S. Indiana Street 
Hobart, Indiana 46342 

Mfg. Suggested Retail Price ........................ . .... S44.95 
Available From ... ..... . . . ............. . ..... Both Mfg. & Retail 
Mfg. Rec. Usage ........................... . .... Sport & Racing 
Length ....................................... . ..... 31 Inches 
Beam .............. . .... . . . . . ...................... 13 Inches 
Height ....................... . ...... .. .............. 5 Inches 
Mfg. Rec. Engine Range .. . ... . ............. K & B 3.5cc Outboard 
Mfg. Rec. Fuel Tank Size .............................. B Ounce 
Recommended No. Of Channels ....... . ..................... .. 2 
Recommended Control Functions ............... Steering & Throttle 
Basic Materials Used In Construction: 

Hull ................... . ....... . ............ Ply and Spruce 
Plan Size ............. . .............. . .............. See Text 
Kit Includes .......................... Pre-Cut Parts & Strip Wood 

ACM PROTOTYPE 
Finishing materials used ............................... See Text 
Engine Make & Disp ........................ K & B 3.5cc Outboard 
Muffler Used ........................... . ......... . ... Integral 
Radio Used ......... . ................. . ............. Not Given 
Tank Size Used ............... . ...... . .... . ........ . . . B Ounce 
Weight Ready To Run ................................ 66 Ounces 

warps can easily appear, and the block keeps the alignment 
nicely. Once the m ajority of the skins have been fitted, there is 
little danger of warping, due to the torsion-box effect. All skins 
were fitted using a 30 minute epoxy glue, to a llow plenty of time 
to shuffle each skin exactly into position. Pins and masking 
tape were used to hold them in place while the glue set. No 
difficulty was experienced in fittir:ig these skins, which are very 
accurately cut out. 

The hatch was bui lt as per the plan, but without the forward 
hold-down on the hull top. This was because the servos used, 
being very large, would not permit the use of the radio box 
provided in the k it in parts form. It was, therefore, decided to 
use the whole of the forward compartment as a radio box, and 
so thin sponge rubber tape was glued to the underneath of the 
hatch, and held in place with two Allen bolts screwing into two 
blocks of hardwood located at each end. There is no doubt that 
for the average modern radio there would be plenty of room in 
the radio box provided. 

The inside o f the boat was given two thick coats of epoxy 
paint, in order to thoroughly waterproof the wood, before fitting 
out. The outside was rubbed down and given two coats of 
sanding sealer, followed by seven coats of acrylic black paint, 
rubbing down with 240 wet and dry paper for the first four 
coats, and 600 for the last three. The gold mylar self-adhesive 
trim was applied, ar:id this was followed by three thin coats of 
epoxy clear varnish. 

T he K & B Outboard was mounted by drilling four holes in 
the transom, after making quite sure that it was at exactly the 
height indicated on the plans. This is most important, since it is 
difficult to change the height afterwards. Once bolted in place, 
the two control runs were installed, after fixing the servos in 
place in the radio compartment in quick-release trays. The 
rudder control used two short Kwik-Links soldered securely 
into a 3/16" diameter brass tube, to avoid any bending under 
load. The throttle control is a motorcycle throttle cable inside a 
Sullivan flexible outer, with soldered Kwik-Links. This set-up is 

to page 162 



Pity the poor guy who 
hasn't tried 
Super MonoKote~ ..... ~ 
and EconoKote 

If you're tired of the fuss, mess, bother and 
hair-pulling you get from painting, now's the time 
to switch. The next time you want a really great 
looking bird but want it faster, easier, stronger, 
and lighter, remember these winning ideas from 
Top Flite. 

• Super MonoKote 
There are a lot of good reasons more modelers 
choose SUPER MONOKOTE than any other 
iron-on covering. Super Strong Yet Lightweight 
- Long Lasting - Fuel And Moisture Proof -
Puncture Resistant - Odorless - Won't Induce 
Warping - Quickly Cleaned - Built-in Finish -
And A Wide Selection Of Colors To Choose 
From. 

• EconoKote 
The perfect companion to Super MonoKote, 
ECONOKOTE has many of the same outstand
ing features but, since it requires a lower iron-on 
temperature, it's the perfect covering for foam 
wings. EconoKote is an excellent trim material 
for any covering or finish . Its easy handling also 
makes it ideal for covering fuselages and other 

compound curved surfaces ... and EconoKote's 
low cost is a real advantage, too. 

• Trim Sheets 
&Markings 

With MonoKote self-sticking TRIM SHEETS and 
MARKINGS you can finish off your planes with 
all of the beautiful detail you want without count
less hours of painting and masking. 

• Irons & Heat Guns 
For the best and most professional looking fin ish 
possible apply Super MonoKote and EconoKote 
with a Top Flite IRON and HEAT GUN. Both 
work great on other heat sealing coverings, too. 

More good reasons why Top Flite continues to 
be the choice of champions. 



TUBE • 0 • 

Maybe··· just maybe··· if 

you have the spirit of 

adventure and the desire 

for something different, 

the Tube-0-Roo will fly. It 

takes a Sullivan foam 

wing, a mailing tube, and 

a sense of humor to 

construct.Top it off with a 

.45 to .60 engine, and ... 

I think it will fly!! If you share a 
spirit of adventure, a desire for 
something different and a 

sense of humor when you first think 
about it, find a mailing tube, a Sullivan 
wing and let's share a unique modeling 
e x p e ri ence together --- the 
Tube-0-Roo. 

I have toyed with the idea for some 
time of a highly swept wing airplane, and 
the T ube - 0 - Roo was bui lt fo r 
experimentation on this type of model --
and just for the fun of it. 

Herein are the detailed instructions 
a nd plans, along with helpful 
suggestions to assist in eliminating 
potential problem areas. The narrative 
will follow the actual co nstruct ion 
sequence, which begins with the wing. 

CONSTRUCTION 
Wing: 

A Sullivan wing is a nice complement 
to the Tube-0-Roo fuselage. This wing 
is strong, but light, and very easy to work 
with as far as installing aileron guides, 
sheeting, etc. 
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By William W. Bal dig a 

TUBE-0-ROO 
Designed By : Bill Baldiga 

TYPE AIRCRAFT 
Sport & Pattern 

WINGSPAN 
48 Inches 

WING CHORD 
121h"' at Root 

TOTAL WING AREA 
610 Square Inches 
WING LOCATION 

Low Wing 
AIRFOIL 

Symmetrical 
WING PLANFORM 

Swept 30° 
DIHEDRAL, EACH TIP 

None 
OVERALL FUSELAGE LENGTH 

46 Inches 
RADIO COMPARTMENT AREA 

(L) 11'/a "' x (W) 31'2'" x (H) 2%" 
STABILIZER SPAN 

24 Inches 
STABILIZER CHORD (incl. elev.) 

7" (Avg .) 
STABILIZER AREA 
168 Square Inches 

STAB AIRFOIL SECTION 
Flat 

STABILIZER LOCATION 
Mid-Fuselage 

VERTICAL FIN HEIGHT 
6\14 Inches 

VERTICAL FIN WIDTH (incl. rudder) 
7V2" (Avg.) 

REC. ENGINE SIZE 
.45-.60 Cubic Inch 
FUEL TANK SIZE 

12 Ounce 
LANDING GEAR 

Tricycle 
REC. NO. OF CHANNELS 

4 
CONTROL FUNCTIONS 

Rud. , Elev. , Throt. , Ail. 
BASIC MATERIALS USED IN CONSTRUCTION 

Fuselage . ........ Cardboard mail tube & ply 
Wing . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . Foam & Balsa 

(Sullivan Wing Kit) 
Empennage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Balsa 
Wt. Ready-To-Fly ......•...... 104 Ounces 
Wing Loading .......... . . 24.5 Oz/Sq. Ft. 

ROO 
Begin by cutting a 30° sweep into each 

wing half. To cut the 30° sweep, lay a 
30°-60° triangle against the leading edge 
of the wing. Push both up against a wall 
or anything flat and mark a line in the 
center section where a cut will be made. 
I jigged my wing halves up on a table 
saw and simply pushed them through at 
the proper angle. If a saw of this type is 
not available, follow the center section 
mark carefully ,with a saw, knife or hot 
wire. 

Since the wing spar slots now have an 
angle of 30° on both wing halves 
meeting in the center, I used a piece of 
1/8" aluminum bent to fit the angle. Glue 
it in later when ready to join wing halves. 

To install NyRod or other aileron 
guides, temporarily tape wing halves 
together. Plan to lay the aileron servo on 
its side as far forward as the spar will 
allow; next marking where the arm of the 
servo and control wires will meet. (I have 
my servo' buried low in the wing with 
control wire connected to the top of the 
servo arm.) 

To have a smooth, no-bind aileron 
movement, it is essential that the wire 
and guides be run straight out from the 
servo before bending back to the trail ing 
edges, as shown on the plans. To install 
aileron cable guide tubing, simply mark 
the top of any intersecting foam ribs and 
spar with a pen, notch the foam and 
insert tubing. After proper al ignment and 
fitting, it can then be glued in place. 

Next, turn your attention to the landing 
gear hardwood blocks. I installed these 
at an odd angle to take advantage of 
gluing it next to the molded rib that is now 
at a 30° angle. When the landing gear 
blocks are first laid in place and resting 
beside the rib to which it will be glued, 
you will notice that the back side will be 
high so mark with a pen the shape 
dictated by the rib and sand to shape. 
The slots in the landing gear blocks to 
hold the landing gear wires are the same 



as all others, except that they are at a 
different angle. You wi ll find that bending 
the main gear wires takes a little more 
planning, but it is not difficult. 

After the landing gear blocks and 
aileron cable guides are installed , you 
are ready for wing sheeting. You can 
sheet the wing halves according to the 
plans, or in any fashion you like best. 

On the plans you will notice an air 
space between the trailing edge of the 
foam wing and where the top and bottom 
trailing edge sheets meet. I thought it 
would be tricky to fill in the void with 
expandable foam, but it caused minor 
problems, and I hesitate to recommend 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

Wllllam W. Baldlga was born In Dayton, Ohio 
and currently resides w ith h is wife In 
Alexandria, Virginia. He Is a Production Artist 
for an exhibit firm (graphic art, models, 
technamstlon, sllk screening, drafting, etc.). Biii 
became Interested In model planes at the age of 
8, starting out with aolld balsa airplanes snd 
progresalng to a control llne A.J. Flrebsll In 
1941. Due to numerous moves during WW II due 
to his father's occupation as an aircraft 
engineer, his Interest waned. He pursued his 
Interest In real aircraft, and obtained a private 
pllots license In 1952. Bill's Interest was 
rane-d In 1967, when he attended an RIC 
contest at Andrews Air Force Base. He started 
building In that year and has been enjoying the 
hobby for the last 1 O years. 

this. Instead, glue a trailing edge balsa 
filler to the back of the foam trailing edge 
and sheet over it. 

Before the wing halves are glued 
together, tape them together again and 
cut off the front part as shown on the 
plans to eliminate the point. Next, cut out 
a notched section at the trailing edge. 

After taking the wing halves apart, lay 
one on each side of the fuselage and 
mark the airfoil contour that wi ll have to 
be cut in the fuselage later. Since the 
contour marks represent the center 
section of the wing, the leading edge will 
drop down a little steeper then indicated 
because of the width of the fuselage and 
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the wing sweep, so take a carpenter's 
contour gauge, if handy, and move out 
on each wing half the distance each side 
of the fuselage would take and re-mark 
the slight change in contour. 

After cutting out the ailerons to the 
dimensions shown on the plans and 
temporarily hinging and installing the 
aileron horns, the wing can be glued 
together. 

I had a small opening in the leading 
edge where the hold-down dowels were 
to be glued in place, due to the hollow 
moldings made into the wing kit itself, 
and due to its being cut at an angle. Fill 
the void with expandable foam or other 
material, and the dowels will hold nicely. 
Seal the leading and trailing edge center 
sections with a th in piece of 1/8" 
plywood. 
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(#1) Cut slots in bottom of ailerons, cut bottom off aileron 
horn and glue in place. (#2) Main landlng gear slots run at 
an angle perpendicular to wing rather than parallel because 
of rib mouldings being at a 30° angle. (# 3) Glimpse of wing 
hold down rings. Glue in place along with hard wood hold 
down before firewall is glued in place. You will get a good fit 
because of being able to look inside fuselage. (#4) Slide 
stab, then fin in place like a 15e glider model. Determine 
where you want control horns placed before anything is 
glued in place. Elevator horn is made from brass tube 
flattened in vise and then drilled. 

Fuselage: 
A 4" inside diameter cardboard 

mailing tube serves as the fuselage for 
the Tube-0-Roo. Paper packaging or 
carpet warehouses should have a tube 
to suit your needs. Look for a hard, but 
thin , paper tube not over 1/8" in 
thickness to hold weight down. 

If you have decided to use MonoKote 
covering on the fuselage, then first sheet 
the tube with 1/16" or 1/32" balsa before 
marking the airfoil center section on the 
side of the fuselage as described in the 
last part of Wing Construction. Note: 
Use water base type contact cement on 
the foam wing only and lacquer-type 
i::ontact cement on the balsa sheeting. If 
water base contact cement is used on 
balsa, it tends to bend and curl. 

To cut out the wing saddle area, I used 

a band saw. To keep the tube from 
roll ing, I cut out two square pieces of 
foam core with holes the diameter of the 
fuselage and slipped them on the 
fuselage, taped them tight, and made 
my cuts. If a band saw is not used, then 
either cut the wing saddle area with an 
X-Acto knife or a small coping saw. 

Next fit the fuselage over the 
assembled wing and make any small 
adjustments to the wing saddle contour. 
Now is a good time to look inside the 
fuselage from the front opening and glue 
in the wing saddle doublers and the 
t rai ling edge hold-down rings and 
hardwood pieces. By looking inside the 
fuselage you can adjust everything for a 
perfect fit. Now is also a good time to 
finish the wing saddle area in whatever 
manner you choose. 



Next draw air intakes on each side of 
the fuselage and cut out with an X-Acto 
knife. To help guide the knife, cut out a 
hard paper or thin aluminum pattern and 
hold in place while cutting. After cutting 
out the air intakes, I soaked them in 
lacquer thinner to separate the balsa 
sheeting from the cardboard and simply 
reversed the contour of the balsa 
cut-outs and glued in place to create air · 
intakes. 

Before you can cut slots in the back of 
the fuselage for the vertical fin and 
horizontal stabilizer, tick marks must be 
made on the back of the fuselage to 
make sure that the tail section will, in 
fact, be horizontal and vertical in relation 
to the wing. To do this, simply cut out a 
circle of heavy paper to fit within the 
inside diameter of the fuselage, mark a 

(#5) Do not glue firewall in place until last, gives more room 
to reach Inside to flt doublers, hook-up wing hold down, etc. 
(# 6) Install engine, then cut a round 1/8" plywood piece to fit 
behind spinner back plate, make It 1/8" smaller In diameter 
than spinner to allow for two (2) wrap around sheets of balsa 
1/16" each. Allow 1/16" space between back plate and 
plywood nose piece. Now make a paper pattern to flt 
between cowl hold ring and plywood piece behind spinner 
back plate. Cut two (2) pieces of 1/16" balsa to pattern 
shape, wet and wrap around forming cowl, hold In place with 
rubber bands until dry. Give final trim and glue first one In 
place to plywood behind spinner only If you want cowl 
removable. Then glue second sheet on top of the first. 
Fiberglass both Inside and outside and drill four or five hold 
down screw holes. (# 7) Cowling complete and ready to 
attach to firewall. 

vertical and horizontal line at dead 
center, slip the paper gauge in the end of 
the fuselage and then, holding a triangle 
against the end of the fuselage, adjust 
the vertical line on the round paper 
gauge to match the vertical line of the 
triangle. Make sure that the fuselage is 
resting snugly on the wing while doing 
this. Transfer the vertical and horizontal 
lines to the end of the fuselage; repeat 
the same thing to the front end of the 
tube so that the firewall, with attached 
engine mount, can be glued at the 
proper horizontal angle. Before gluing 
the fi rewall in place, make sure the 
engine mount (which is side mounted) 
has been previously drilled for landing 
gear wire. ' 

Using thi s technique, the engine 
mount serves two functions: to hold the 

engine and to hold the landing gear wire. 
Make sure the plywood fi rewall has 
vertical and horizontal lines marked on it 
with the engine mounted dead center at 
a horizontal angle. Glue on the extra 
pieces behind the firewall as shown on 
plans. This gives extra gluing area and 
bearing to front hold-down dowels. Cowl 
hold-down ring can be glued on the 
firewall after the firewall is glued in place. 
With the firewall glued in place and the 
wing taped in position, drill two holes 
through the firewall and into the wing to 
install the leading edge hold-down 
dowels. Next drill through the centerline 
of the trailing edge to tap and thread a 
1/4" x 20" nylon hold-down bolt. 

To cut the slots in back of fuselage to 
accept the fin and stabilizer, I used a 

text to page 161 
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FIN PATTERN- CUT FROM V4"SHEET BALSA 
SUTT-JOIN 3"0R 4"WIOTHS TO OBTAIN 
NECESSARY OVERALL WIDTH. 

NOTE SLIGHT BEVEL (COWL 
IS C01·SHAPEOI 

1/8''PLY--..._ 

• SOLID CORE ~,z; _,/ ~~~~;VAN FOAM .. %Nf .t:Ji~i:~AN ALSO BE USED. r _/./ I 

.,,, .. '"""' ~// 
BALSA LEADING EDGE 
(SANDED TO SHAPE! 

' LEADING EDGE IS 
SWEPT SACK AT 30° 

~~//· r? lt' SPAR CAN BE STRAIGH 
IF SOLID FOAM A' 
WING IS US~ 
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1/16"X 1/4" CAP STRIPS 
(8 PLACES. TOP ANO 
BOTTOM) - CR
ALL OF WING CAN BE 
SHEETED (lllG"STOCK) 
IF SO DESIRED. 

AILERON WEDGE W2 
( 8 REQUIRED) 

~ 

// 
/I 
r! 
\' 

AILERON CONSTRUCTION DETAIL 

INSTALL HINGES UNDER TOP SHEETING 

0 .. 0 • • • \ 

: .. :\~°5d. ~::.."'~~ .. "'lli:"'.'""--
.::;..;c.--~-,,7~ --· 0 

/ 
AFTER CUTTING AILERON OUT OF WING, INSTALL 

NOTE: 

SMALL WEDGES TO MAINTAIN ANGLE BETWEEN 
TOP ANO BOTTOM SHEETING. THEN CAP FRONT 
OF AILERON WITH STRIP CUT FROM VIG" SHEET. 

LONG CONTROL 
HORN TRIMMED 
TO SIZE SHOWN 

IJ • -.o 4, o • 

II

'.\ '.:y·-.·~'.~.9·) 
?-\ :~· .-,. ?·· ' 
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/. 
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l/8"ALUMINUM SPAR, BENT TO FIT 
INTO REMAIN ING L.G. SLOT. FILL IN 

/ EXCESS SLOT AREA WITH SCRAP 
SLICES OF WING FOAM. 

'--..., NO 
FU 
AR 

l'I -r -=il~_L 

FIN FITS INTO 
THIS SLOT 

J 
II' 

LENGTH OF COWL WILL VARY, DEPENDI NG ON ENGINE 
USED ANO PLACEMENT ON ENGINE MOUNT "WING" BRANO LONG CANOPY 

DRILL 5/32" HOLES VERTICALLY THROUGH 
MOUNT FOR NOSE GEAR WIRE 

FOX 45 ENGINE ANO MOUNT ARE 
SIDE MOUNTED ON CENTER LINE 

~ 
DOUBLERS (SHADED AREA) ARE MADE 
FROM TUBE LEFT-OVERS ATTACH WING, 
REACH INSIDE FRONT OF TUBE ANO 
GLUE IN PLACE BEFORE INSTALLING 
FIREWALL COMPONENTS 181, 82 8 83). 

~NOTE: 

T HREE LOR-2 SERVOS, SIDE BY SIDE 
(CAN BE SHIFTED TO ADJUST BALANCE) 

I 'I 1t-RING 
11.. 

j1 11 
t----4-rt.-· ----1 I --

l ,1 

:: NO.I :: -RINGN~0.2 

1---11 r - - I h ... - 112" X 3/4" HARO WOOD 
-/~ lk- - _ ]~ WING HOLD-DOWN 

DRILL AN O TAP FOR 
l/4"X20 SOLT 

AFTER CUTTING OUT WING SADDLE 
AREA TO ACCEPT 11-118" ROOT CHORD 
OF WING. FASTEN WING TO TUBE WITH 
RUBBER SANOS SO REAR OF TUBE CAN 
SE ACCURATELY MARKED FOR FIN ANO 

5/32" WIRE MAIN L.G. STRUTS ( MAKE 
ONE RIGHT ANO ONE LEFT). 

l·V2"01A. KRAFT 
"SLIMLINE" NOSE WHEEL 

STABILIZER SLOTS. 



FULL SIZE PLANS AVAILABLE - SEE PAGE 186 

WING CHORO IS 11·1/S"(AT CU 

'>----F18ERGLASS REINFORCEMENT-TOP AND 
80TTOM OF WING CENTER SECTION 

NOTCH TOP OF FOAM RIBS TO ACCEPT CABLE TYPE 
NY-ROD. EXIT AT BOTTOM OF WING, THEN MARK 
POSITION OF AILERON HORNS. SEE PHOTO 

AFTER WING SHEETING HAS 
BEEN COMPLETED, AILERONS ARE 
CUT OUT TO SIZE SHOWN. SEE AILERON 
CONSTRUCTION DETAIL, FAR LEFT. 

-~"'""'"\ 
~--1-~~~~~--1-~-======--1-~~ I 

1/4" SHEET BALSA 

I // 
I • c J• o, ' c 

0 • • 0 

• 

WING TIPS ARE TWO 114" BALSA SHEETS, 
LAMINATED {IF MORE ROUNDED TIPS 
ARE DESIRED, CAN BE SEVERAL 
LAMINATIONS THICKER) \ 

\ 
\ 
) 

.' I\ I 
) I j( 

'' '' 

SECTION A-A 
(AIR DUCTS DETAIL) 

-·- -- ------ --E::;:=========:::r=======t~ • 
STABILIZER SLOT STARTS HERE .J \ 

\ 
\ 

1/16" BALSA SHEETING OVER TUBE (IF TUBE IS 
TO BE PAINTED, SHEETING IS NOT NECESSARY) 

@RCM - ALL COMMERCIAL RIGIHS RESERVED. 

TUBE-A-ROO 
DESIGNED BY BILL BALDIGA 

0 

TRACED BY PAUL PLECAN 

6 8 

PLAN NO. 749 
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A Bit Of 

SCALE UNLIMITED HYDROS 
By Dick Tichenor 

A visit to Legg Lake in Los Angeles, California, for a NA MBA District IX monthly race, 
caught the glamour event of power boat racing in action. TheUnlimiteds feature scale 

detailing and fantastic finishes that duplicate their full size counterparts. 

Joe Monohan has a transport trailer for his U-80. Lynn Miller tinkers with his Atlas Van Lines among these 
beauties. 

Pal Jennings drives Miss Bardahl. Ira Cotton was 1977 
champion with Miss Technicolor. 
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Leonard Feedback is NAMBA Dist IX scale registrar, 
placed Third. 



.._, 

U-74 Valu-Mart is Red Blackford's pride and joy. 

U-7 Notre Dame owned by Russ Komlnltsky was 
Second Place winner. 

John Perry has set a new NAMBA world record of 
66.60 mph with his U-31 Circus Circus. 

Don Reutlinger ' s Miss Budweiser has an 
impressive track record. 

Jack Garcia gives John Brodbeck's U-12 a good 
launch. 

CA-3 is driven to First Place by Les Ruggles. 

Ralph and Jim Henry run the U-77. Small U-77 is a 
sport .40. 

I l.-.J 
And the scale boaters look almost as sharp as their 
boats. 
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The indomitable and intrepid 
Dave Thornburg strikes again with 
the final version of a competition 
sailplane that has made its mark in 
contest circles. Despite Dave, the 
Bird of Time helped put Steve 
Work in the number one slot on 
the American FAI team - - -

• I 



H ere's the " final" version of a 
sailplane that's done fairly well 
on the west coast contest 

circuit for over three years, and helped 
put Steve Work, of New Mexico, in the 
number one slot on the new American 
FAI team. Steve flew his Bi rd just 
one-tenth of a second slower than the 
fastest time recorded at the team Finals, 
and did it at only 9.4 ounces per square 
foot, while the other competitors were 
having to ballast up to over twelve just to 
stay in the race. 

What was his secret? Besides very 
smooth flying, which Steve is master of, 
it took a few s i mple tr i cks of 
aerodynamics: a thin airfoil (9%) with a 
lot of Phillips' Entry, a rearward CG, and 
a clean machine. All these 
characteristics (except the piloting skill) 
are built into the Bird of Time. The design 
is based on the simple principle that full 
scale glider folk stumbled onto way back 
in the fifties : the only thing more 
important than m inimum sink is 
maximum go. 

The reasoning behind this principle is 
that virtually anything - - - hang gliders, 
bumblebees , Ugly Stiks, magazine 
editors - - - will soar like an albatross in 
good lift; the real challenge is to develop 
planes that are clean enough and fast 
enough to outrun the sink! Once you find 
your thermal, you're home free - - - what 
you need is a plane that will get you to it 
with maximum speed and efficiency. 

Well and good. So you need a nice 
fast cruise speed, then. It sounds like all 
you have to do is add lead to your 
"Whistler 900," and presto! you have a 
modern design. And that works pretty 
well - - - until ... 

Until you try to slow it down for a 
precision landing. Then you begin 
wishing you could spray your ballast out 
in a fine mist, the way the big boys do. Or 
until that early morning contest round 
when you have to ride 6' diameter 

Photos this page show Steve Work 
assembling his Bird at the Pensacola 

FAI Finals. Black hat is a must: 
Thornburg always takes his off on the 

last flight, and loses. 

bubbles down a 15 mph wind for seven 
long, cold minutes! Then you wish you 
could drop your ballast in the lift, and 
pick it up again when it's time to move 
back upwind! 

So raising your wing loading isn't the 
all-round solution - - - as anyone who's 
flown the Graupner "Cumulus" can tell 

BIRD OF TIME 
Designed By : Dave Thornburg 

TYPE AIRCRAFT 
Competition Sailplane 

WINGSPAN 
118 Inches 

WING CHORD 
Center - 10" 

Tip Taper - 11 :Y• to 3" 
TOTAL WING AREA 
1070 Square Inches 

WING LOCATION 
Shoulder Wing 

AIRFOIL 
Flat Bottom 

WING PLANFORM 
Constant Chord Center 

Tapered Tips 
DIHEDRAL, EACH TIP 

1 Y2' · polyhedral - 5" at tips 
OVERALL FUSELAGE LENGTH 

49V. Inches 
RADIO COMPARTMENT AREA 
(L) 9" x (W) 1 'h" x (H) 2Y4' 

STABILIZER SPAN 
29 Inches 

STABILIZER CHORD (incl. elev.) 
4" (Avg.) 

STABILIZER AREA 
130 Square Inches 

STABILIZER AIRFOIL SECTION 
Symmetrical 

STABILIZER LOCATION 
Fin-Mounted 

VERTICAL FIN HEIGHT 
11 Inches 

VERTICAL FIN WIDTH (incl. rudder) 
8" (Avg.) 

REC. ENGINE SIZE 
NA 

FUEL TANK SIZE 
NA 

LANDING GEAR 
NA 

REC. NO. OF CHANNELS 
2 or 3 

CONTROL FUNCTIONS 
Rud., Stabilator, (rel. tow hook) 

BASIC MATERIALS USED IN CONSTRUCTION 
Fuselage .. .. ............ Balsa, Spruce, Ply 
Wing ... .... ...... • . . . . Balsa, Spruce, Ply 
Empennage ........................ Balsa 
Wt. Ready-To-Fly . ...... . . . . . . . 41 Ounces 
Wing Loading .. . .... . . ... .. 5.5 Oz/Sq. Ft. 

you. (The Cumulus was one of the most 
efficient designs to come out of the 
sixties, an airplane that "flew better than 
it oughta" - but its 11 oz./ft. wing 
loading finally dragged it out of the skies, 
as far as U.S. competition goes.) 

We need a higher cruise speed 
without a sacrifice in weight, then. So 
what does the "Bird of Time" do about 
this quandry? Just what the big boys did: 
it goes after a better airfoil and a cleaner 
profile. 

The cleaner profile comes easy: get 
rid of excess frontal area, square 
corners, protruding dowels and skids 
and switches. Find a wing tip shape 
that's still quiet at 50 mph. Move the stab 
up out of the ·wing wash as far as 
prac ti cal, because down was h 
characteristics vary radically with 
airspeed, and nobody knows what the 
hell really happens to the air around our 
wings under actual flying conditions. 

The "better airfoil" is something else. 
I've suspected for a long time that our 
sailplanes generate far more lift than 
they need. (What?! Heresay! Too much 
lift? Thornburg's finally gone bonkers!) 
But even the slide rule disciples among 
us will admit that you pay a tremendous 
penalty in drag for every ounce of lift you 
extract from an airfoil --- that's one of 
those rare points on Which full scale 
theory and modeling practice seem to 
agree. 

And if, like me, you're naive enough to 
think that, in normal sport or contest 
conditions, the difference in sink rate 
between a high-lift airfoil (i.e., the 
Windrifter section) and a re lative ly 
low-camber section (i.e., the modified 
374 of the Windfree) is small enough to 
ignore, then you're ready to take the Two 
Giant Steps to a better sailplane airfoil: 

(1) Build it as skinny as possible. In 
the thirteen aircraft built so far in the 
'BoT' series, I've been down as low as 
8% thickness. (This is hardly radical: the 
"Legionaire" flies at 8%.) But the "BoT' 
shown on the plans is back to 9% ---1 just 
couldn't "feel" any real advantage to the 
thinner wings, and the sacrifice in 
structural rigidity wasn't worth it to me. 

(2) Raise the entry point of the airfoil. 
This is the big "secret" to the airplane 
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The fusela'ge is assembled from sheet and blocks. Not 
shown in photo is the noseblock and bottom block. 
Shaping is easy with a razor plane. 

Stabilizer halves, covered and uncovered. Transparent 
MonoKote is a must to show off the Bird's structure. 

The wing and stabilizer tips have that classic "Wolf Hirth" 
look from the thirties. Don't be fooled - it' s not simply a 
floater, but a carefully designed speed plane as well. 

Takes courage to build a wing over the plans without 
using waxed paper between. Not recommended for folks 
who go heavy on the glue. 

/ 

~* Wing construction is conventional , no tricks. 
Cyanoacrylate and baking soda good for gluing ribs to 
bottom sheeting. 

Wing is sheeted with 1/16" ~Grain balsa back to the 
spars. Cap strips on top only. 

that turned 12.8 seconds in the FAI 
speed run at the 1976 L.A. Semi-finals, 
while loaded to only 9.6 ounces/ft. It's 
the basis of the famous "Miller Mod" to 
the Aquila airfoil. 

Raising the entry point (adding 
"Phillips' entry") effectively lowers the 
mean camber of the airfoil. You do this, 
and you're going to sacrifice some lift, 
agreed. But you get a tremendous 
decrea se in the induced drag , 
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particularly at very low angles of attack. 
In short, you get a wing that moves 
quick, even at very low wing loadings. 
And that ain't a bad banana. 

(You still fretting about that lost lift? 
Then take another look at the lift formula: 
lift varies with the square of velocity. And 
I just gave you an increase in cruise 
speed, right? So you actually got back 
more lift than you threw away. I told you 
we had lift to burn.) 

So much for esoterics. 
People ask about the appearance of 

the Bird. "Why does it look so funny?" 
The fact is, if your aerodynamics are 
sound, you can wrap most any shape 
you choose around them. The "Bird of 
Time" is a kind of "copy from memory" of 
a Nordic glider from the early 'fifties 
called "Big Time". It appeared in Model 
Airplane News , but my ragged copy had 
its plans pirated by a razor blade 



decades ago. 
The wing shape was originated by 

Germany's most famous pre-war 
soaring pilot and designer, Wolf Hirth 
(who invented thermals, on a trip to 
America in 1930). The Hirth wing shape 
was popularized in the U.S. by Frank 
Zaic, unquestionably the dean of model 
soaring in the States. I could tell you 
what I suspect the trailing edge shape 
does to reduce interference drag at the 
polyhedral joint --- but I promised an end 
to esoterics. 

So I'll just say this, instead: Build 
yourself a "Bird of Time," and trim it to 
the rearward C.G. position shown on the 
plans . I think you'll find it to be the 
quietest sailplane you've ever flown. 

And that's the only measure of 
efficiency we currently have. 

CONSTRUCTION 
Wing: 

I usually begin with the wing, because 
once the ribs are cut, the plane is half 
built! There are a number of ways of 
duplicating the ribs: Xerox them off the 
plans, spray-g lue the Xeroxes to 
plywood or aluminum and cut masters 
(this if you can foresee building more 
than one plane, or have friends who 
might want one). Or spray-glue the 
Xeroxes directly to balsa and cut the ribs 
out two at a time. Or lay the balsa under 
the plan and "pinhole" the outlines onto 
it. Or use carbon paper. Or cut up the 
plan. 

LEFT: The wing tip shape is classic, makes the plane 
stand out immediately In a sky full of today's popular 
kit designs. May disappear in a flock of buzzards, 
however. BELOW LEFT: The Bird has some classic 
shapes, right out of the Golden Age of soaring. 
Designer' s debt to Wolf Hirth and Frank Zaic is 
obvious. BELOW: Four early Birds shown, two with 
radios installed. Plans show wider-fuselage version, 
more popular with folks who have fatflngers. 

, .. --r i :~ 

Cut from hard, C-grain, 1/16"x4" 
balsa four pieces 24" long and 35/e" wide 
(that's a top measurement; the bottom 
sheet is approx. 1/16" narrower). These 
are the top and bottom leading edge 
sheeting for the inboard wing panels. 
Glue the spruce spar in place on one of 
the pieces. Using masking tape, glue a 
leading edge to this same piece. Note 
that the leading edge doesn't join the 
sheeting at exactly 90°. Use a rib to get 
this angle correct. Pin this assembly 
lightly in place over the plan. Add the "A" 
ribs (but not the "Circle AA" ribs) using 
cyanoacrylate and starting at the spar. 
Roll each rib forward as you glue it, to be 
sure that the curve of the Phill ips" Entry 
is maintained. Now pin the assembly 
solidly in place over the plan and add the 
bottom center sheeting and the trailing 
edge. Use Titebond to join the ribs to the 
trailing edge. 

From hard 318" balsa cut the filler 
wedges that go above and below the 
fiberglass arrowshaft. Roughen the 
shaft with sandpaper and glue in place 
with 24-hour epoxy. Add all "Circle AA" 
ribs and the four plywood shear webs 
immediately. (You may want to 
shear-web the two middle bays of the 
shaft, just to hold the epoxy in place until 
it dries. Use 1/16" balsa, vertical grain.) 
Slice away portions of the polyhedral 
joint rib and epoxy in the leading edge 
brace and the polyhedral brace. Add the 
3/8" shear webs in all remaining bays, 
then glue the top spar in place. 

Installing the leading edge to sheeting 
is about the only tricky step in the wing 
construction. Here's how I do it: Block up 
the leading edge with 1/8" scrap balsa, 
so it will bear weight. Fit the top sheet to 
it and sand as necessary for a tight joint. 
Before gluing, run a piece of masking 
tape down this joint, but don't stick the 
tape to the leading edge yet --- stick it 
only to the 1 /16" sheeting. 

Now we're ready for glue. Using 
Titebond , lay a generous bead down the 
top spar, but don't spread it. Run a quick 
bead down each rib, then lay a thin bead 
across the 1 /16" sheeting, trying not to 
get too much on the masking tape. Put 
the front of the sheeting in place and 
tape it to the leading edge. Now spread 
the big bead on the spar, remove the 
excess, and quickly pull the sheeting 
down onto it. Use an inch of masking 
tape in each rib bay. Two good 
straight-edges are invaluable at this 
point: one down the front edge of the 
1 /16" sheet, the other right down the 
spar. Both need to be weighted with 
about three to four pounds. Be certain 
the sheet doesn't bow up in the middle 
as it dries --- make it follow the rib 
contours exactly. 

Add the center section sheet and 
capstrips, and you're ready to shape the 
leading edge. I make a simple female 
temp late from scrap plywood, and 
spend a little time getting a uniform 
shape to the entire leading edge. The 
first 10% of this airfoil is about as 
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ALL 'AA' ANO 'ti RIBS V8"HARO BALSA SHEET
CUT OUT 12 OF 'A' RIBS, 10 OF 'Ati RIBS 

0 

IN TIP PAN 

iOPANOB 

l/lfo HARO BALSA SHEAR WEBS, 
VERTICAL, IN THESE THREE BAV 

~~ 
~~ --~ 
~- ~~ ~ .--:: 
SECTIONRil 3/B"HARDBALSAFILL~ ~ ~"'-
re-= 3!~~-= :n = -=li:?OWSHAFT RIBS 'B'TO'K'V16'SHEET ('C' GRAIN) LEAOINGEDGESHAPINGGUIOE~ " " --.._ 
-' - = · - = - - <=-. 2 OF EACH SIZE REQUIRED OR TEMPLATE (SCRAP PLY) ~ V4 XI TRAILING EDGE 

l/16"SHEETt II 
II/ 

3/B"Xl/2"LEAOING EDGE 

- ._ 
I 

1/16" PLY SHEAR 

A B 
A:EBL5\0WN 

-

AA AA AA AA 

r -- , . 
K.._ 

R - - FILL IN WITH 1116" 
SCRAP SHEET 

- BALSA 
-

- -

-- -;::: -:=.-=...-;::::,..... 1/64" PLY NOSE DOUBLER 

( ~v))REO)J_> __> 

RECEIVER 
COMPARTMENT 

THJS PIECE CAN BE V2" THICK <DOTTED LINE) I 
IF7' MORE ROUNOEO NOSE SHAPE IS DESIRED~ 

NOTE, IN ORDER TO SHOW INNER DETAILS, FUSELAGE SIDE 
VIEW IS SHOWN MINUS LEFT SIDE SHEETING. 

I I 
__ _l.J_ _ _ 

ALL TOP SHEETING AND CAP 
STRIPS OMITTED TO CLARIFY 
WING CONSTRUCTION 

ll 

I 
__ _l_ _ _ _ 

HOOK RECOMMENDED. ROUTE ~ 
PULL CABLE THROUGH TUBING •- -..) TOP PIECE 

USE EPOXY GLUE O~ 
POLYHEDRAL JOINT 

s· 

REAR DOUBLER-

E.K OR RADIO SAILPLANES TOW· §3=· . --• --• 
TO KEEP BALLAST AREA CLEAR ~ ENOS HERE 

L_~~~~~~~~..=.....L'-~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
• II 

important as the last 90%. Don't make 
the L.E. radius too small, if you want to 
go fast. 

construction. Try to keep the dihedrals 
fairly close to what is shown on the 
plans. Exact dihedral angles are just 
solid numbers for insecure folks to cling 
to, but the dihedrals shown (1.5" plus 
5.0" ) seem to be a good all-round 
compromise for the Bird. 

The tips go together about like the 
inboard panels. Note that the top 
sheeting has to go "up and over" the 
larger ribs B, C, and D -- so its leading 
edge won't be a perfect straight line. 

Add the plywood root plate, and use 
the completed panel and steel rod to 
help align the root rib and arrowshaft of 
the second inboard pane l during 
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If you plan to land on the wingtips very 
often, shear web them all the way out, 



FULL SIZE PLANS AVAILABLE - SEE PAGE 186 
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NOTE THAT TIP AIRFOIL IS SYMMETRICAL 
FROM T·T SECTION TO WING TIP. 

FIN CORE IS l/4" HARO BALSA 1/16" PLY ROOT RIB- 2 REQUIRED. (CUT OVERSIZE 
SHEET. SANDWICHED BETWEEN ANO SANO TO MATCH FINISHED SHAPE OF WING) 
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SHIM PARTS 8 B 9 UP 1/3 2 (THIS ENSURES A SYMMETRICAL 
AIRFOIL) CUT CAP STRIFS IN PAIRS FROM MATCHED WOOO-
GLUE STRIPS SIMULTANEOUSLY TO RETAIN SYMMETRY 
COVER WITH MONOKOTE ANO SHRINK EVENLY 

IJI/ RUDDER/FIN SECTION R-R 

~
'\_:TE BEV!~ FOR HINGE ACTIO~ = 
"-1116" HOLE IFOR FRONT STABILATOR WIRE) 

"--3116" SQUARE BRASS TUBE 
~ .,....__TRIM THIS ENO OFF 

- USE 3/32"ALUMINUM TUBE AS PIVOT 

- GOLDBERG AILERON HORN 

TO NYROO PUSH ROO 

3 
@RCM- All COMMERCIAL RIGHTS RESERVED 

BIRD OF TIME 
DESIGNED BY DAVE THORNBURG PLANS BY PAUL PLECAN 

0 5 6 7 B 

PLAN NO. 751 

but be careful of weight build-up. Maybe 
I'm too fanatical about light tips, but 
when I breathe on my rudder stick I want 
that plane to turn now; and only properly 
placed dihedral breaks, plus very light 
tips, give me this kind of response on a 
1 o· airplane. 

The stabilizer needs little explanation. 
If one panel comes out warped or 
asymmetrical, toss it away and try again 
--- stabs are cheap. I glue my wires into 
one side permanently; this saves the 
weight of one pair of tubes, and keeps 
me from going to contests without them. 

The stabs, wi th wires and covering, 
should weigh 25 to 32 grams. Don't 
skimp on the main spar --- it carries most 
of the flying stresses. 
Fuselage: 

Some basic decisions have to be 
made here. Do you want the fastest, 
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cleanest possible Bird, or are you more. 
interested in ease of radio installation 
ahd maintenance? If you're looking for 

· top speeds, then you might want to 
consider slimming the fuselage down 
until it's only "battery pack wide" --- and 
that's a battery pack with the plastic case · 
removed, wrapped in one or two layers 
of electrical tape! The vertical dotted 
lines on F-1 show the fuselage width as I 
build.it for speed.' 

Don't be misled by full scale formulas 
for length' to width ratios; they simply 
don't apply to models. The top 
slope-racer designers will tell you: 
skinny planes go faster than fat ones, 
at the same wing loadings. 

The fuselage structure is very 
conventional. Use Titebond to glue the 
ply doublers to the sides, unless you 
have a very slow acting cyanoacrylate. 
Clamp them flat under a set of 
encyclopedias, or your fat aunt, until 
they're thoroughly dry. Afterwards, _go 
around all the edges with cyanoacrylate, 
just to be sure. 

Glue both sides to the noseblock with 
Titebond or epoxy; clamp them wit~ 
masking tape. Build up F-1 and F-3 and 
install the wing hold-downs before 
epoxying t~em in place. Don't omit the 
plywood doublers; I did that once, and 
pulled a wing off at a rather' important 
contest. It was embarrassing. 

Glue the fin in place with Titebond, so 
it can be shifted for fuselage alignment. 
Try to build the fuselage fairly straight; I 
rarely do, myself, but that's no excuse 
for you to be sloppy. All you have to do to 
insure good alignment is lay the nose 
(forward of F-1 ) flat on a flat surface and 
measure up to the centerline of the fin. 
Now flop it over on its side and measure 
the centerline again. Make both these 
measurements the same and your 
fuselage is straight. Epoxy in the 1/8" 
spruce stiffener and it will stay straight. 

Add the NyRods and the elevator 
bellcrank assembly. Use the cable-type 
pushrods; Du-Bro, Sullivan and 
Su-Pr-Line all make them. Epoxy the 
nylon every 3" along the fuselage sides, 
and keep them as straight as possible. 
Pin the square brass tubing to the 
bellcrank with zero slop, and drill the 
1 /16" hole for the front stab wire very 
accurately. 

At this point you may want to bury a 
piece of light plastic tubing down the 
inside of the fuselage to feed the 
antenna through later. Personally, I use 
one of the pushrod cables for an 
antenna, clipping off an equivalent 
amount .of the factory .antenna and 
soldering the remaining pigtail on with a 
short section of heatshrink, so that the 
servo doesn't flex the solder joint when it 
moves. I don't do this in my power 
planes, but I've flown glider competetion 
for four years this way, and I've never 
had a glitch. 

If I catch you running your antenna out 
from under the wing and straight back to 
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the tip of the rudder or stab, I will 
personally jump up and down on your 
Bird of Time until it is no more. Antennae 
go inside fuselages, out of the 
slipstream. The last radio I owned that 
needed a vertically polarized receiver 
antenna was a Berkeley Super Aerotrol, 
in 1956. · · 

Glue the 3/8" top and bottom balsa in 
place with Titebond. Install the towhook 
of your choice. I have used both EK and 
Radio Sailplanes releasable hooks, and 
both are 100% reliable .. People who tell 
you otherwise are mistaken. 

Mark the bottom/front fuselage outline 
on hard 1/2" balsa (or 3/8" stock, if you 
want to save weight); cut it out and glue it 
in place with Titebond or epoxy. Rough 
out the hatch from block balsa or two 
lay~rs of laminated 3/8" soft, and spot 
glue it in place while you carve the 
fuselage to shape. I start with a block 
plane, then move to 60-grit sandpaper 
on a.block: 

Before you can finish carving the tail, 
you'll want to add the hardwood block for 
the stabilizer main bearing. If at all 
possible, use a drill press to· make the 

· hole for the brass tube --- stabilizers 
always look better when they're square 
with the rest of the plane. (They probably 
fly better, too. I wouldn't know.) 
Remember that stabilizer neutral should 
be about zero degrees to the bottom of 
the wing, aft of the spar. This gives you a 
few degrees of positive decalage, and is 
a safe place to start trimming from. 

Use cyanoacrylate to install the 3/32" 
ID brass tube. Make sure the stab fits, 
and works smoothly through its full 
range (at least 1 /2" total throw, 
measured at the front wire). Then add 
the 1/4" dorsal fin andthe 1/16" sheeting 
to both sides. Shape the fin and blend it 
into the fuselage. Use a little Dap 
Spackling Compound to fill, if 
necessary. 

If you're a real weight fanatic, you'll 
want to build . up the rudder, using ribs 
and open bays --- or at least drill the one 
shown full of lightening· holes. In the 
past, I've done both. If you make it as 
shown, find absolutely punk 3/8" stock, 
stuff so light and weak that even the 
indoor builders have· passed it by: 
styrofoam with a grain. I mean light. 

Most folk who've built Birds have 
covered the fuselage with MonoKote. 
They all agree that it's easier than 
MonoKoting a golf ball, but not much 
easier. I use silk arid low-shrink Sig 
dope, back to the elevator bellcrank, 

· then Japanese tissue. If you decide to 
use glass cloth, you're on your own --
just remember that the entire plane 
should weigh right at 41 ounces, and the 
.wing is almost twenty ounces of that. 

The more flexible plastic. films 
·(Solarfilm, Econocote) will make life 
easier on the fuselage, but I wouldn't 
recommend arwthing but MonoKote for 
the wings. 

For a nose skid, I buy a cheap floormat 

from the auto department of K•Mart, and 
cut it perpendicular to the "treads." Cut 
away the MonoKote and cyanoacrylate 
it directly to the wood. 
Flying: 

Balance your Bird 1/4", or a little less, 
behind the spar. Hand glide it to see that 
the elevator setting is in the ball park. 
With the C.G. in this range, you'll find 
that the plane wm fly at a wide range of 
elevator settings, but it will only perform 
at one. To find that magic setting; you 
need flat, cool, morning air, preferably 
dead calm. I can't tell you where the 
setting is, but I guarantee you'll know it 
when you find it: the plane will speed up 
just a little and "go on step," and the UD 
will appear to double. i can tell you this 
much about looking for the setting: it's 
way off on the down elevator end of the 
spectrum. It's much closer to zero-zero 
trim than anything you've ever flow, 
unless you're an old hand launch glider 
flyer. 

When you find the magic setting, mark 
it on the side of the fin with a pen, so you 
can get it back when you want it. 
Remember, it will vary slightly with C.G. 
changes, and with extreme air-density 
changes, so you may need more than 
one mark. 

Now let's talk ballast. In flat, 
early-morning contest air, I usually fly 
dry, even up to a 15 mph wind. 
Sometimes this is the only way to max, 
and other times it's a mistake. The Bird 
penetrates better at 5.5 ounces/foot 
than any plane I've ever flown at that 
wing loading, and I often let this superior 
penetration go to my head. A clean 
design is no protection against 
turbulence,. especially the sort of wind 
shadows cast by trees and hills and 
tents and cars and pilots (like me) who 
stand directly upwind of a landing spot. 
The only sure protection against this 
kind of turbulence --- and against large 
patches of cqld, sinking air -- is inertia, 
and inertia takes weight. 

I strongly recommend that you make 
up two white pine blocks that fit exactly 
into the open areas in front and behind 
Former Two. Drill them out on top and 
pour molten lead or beebees and epoxy 
into them. both, until you bring the total 
weight of your Bird up to 52 ounces, 
without c.hanglng the Center of 
Gravity. Mark these two blocks "7 · 
oz./ft." and stow them in your field box. 

Learn when to use them. Don't be a 
dummy, like Thornburg, and go up into 
hot, violent afternoon air at 5.5 ounces. 
Ballast up to seven, and when you find 
yourself in a "square.city block" of pure 
sink, you'll have inertia enough to get out 
of it, before it sucks you into the ground, 
tail first. 

Then, when the contest calls for a 
speed event, make up another pair of 
blocks and load them to about 9.5 
ounces a foot (70 ounce flying weight). 
Practice the speed course with them to 
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T he Wanderer 99 is the latest effort of Mark's Models. 
It is hard to find the collective noun to cover all the 
Smiths. Most of you glider guiders have flown with 

Mark, you also know the head of the family Rod, but do you 
know the other Smith? He is Al Doig Smith, he wrote the book, 
the instruction book, that is. This is the bunch of Smiths that got 
together and put out the great Wanderer 99 kit. 

There are times when you are aware as you stand out there 
in the middle of the launch area, your plane in one hand, the 
transmitter in the other and a high start strung out to its 
maximum across the field that this plane is going to fly and fly 
well. In the Smith tradition (see page 16 of the instruction 
manual), it was never tested by hand launching out over the 
well-known field of soft grass. Here in Southern California the 
soft grass which grew so profusely during our past wet spring 
has now turned golden brown and the ground is the 
consistency of adobe bricks. It was just confidently attached to 
the high start and heaved into the air. It went straight up like an 
arrow without a single touch of the rudder control. The lift was 
not spectacular and in about 5 minutes it was low enough that 
it was deemed necessary to bring it back to the proximity of the 
field. Still too high she swept across the landing strip and 
gained a few feet, a quick turn brought her back over the field 
where more height was gained. By working the field, enough 
altitude was gained to go looking for another thermal. A 
fantastic plane, heavy enough to penetrate and light enough to 
soar on the weakest lift. 

When bui lding the plane, we discovered how easily it went 
together, it is a plane that can be built by a beginner as well as 
the expert. We were particularly impressed by the manner in 
which the dihedral was constructed into the wings using the 
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-

Name .................... . .................... WANDERER 99 
Aircraft Type ........... . . ...... . ............. .. ........ Glider 
Manufactured By ......................... .. ..... Mark's Models 

P.O. Box 2134 
Escondido, Calif. 92025 

Mfg. Suggested Retail Price ............. . ............ . . . S35.99 
Available From ........... . .................. IJoth Mfg. & Retail 
Mfg. Recommended Usage . . ................. Sport & Competition 
Wing Span ... .. ..... . ........................ . ..... 99 Inches 
Wing Chord . .. ....... . ............................. 9Yz Inches 
Total Wing Area .... . ...... . ................. 869 Square Inches 
Fuselage Length ...... . .... . . . ..................... . . 44 Inches 

· Radio Compartment Dimensions ........ (L) 83/4'' x (W) 2" x (H) 2%" 
Wing Location .............. . .... . .................. High Wing 
Airfoil ............ . .. . ..... . ...................... Flat Bottom 
Wing Planform ........... Constant Chord - double taper 2nd panel 
Dihedral (each tip) .. . ............................... 2Yz Inches 
Polyhedral . . ........ . ............ . . . . .............. . . 3 Inches 
Stabilizer Span ...................................... 23 Inches 
Stabilizer Chord (incl. elev.) ........................... 7" (Avg.) 
Total Stab Area .................................... 161 Sq. In. 
Stab Airfoil Secti on . .. .......... . .................. .. .. . . . Flat 
Stabilizer Location .............................. Top of Fuselage 
Vertical Fin Height .. . .................... . .. . ... . ..... 8 Inches 
Vertical Fin Width (incl. rud.) .......... . .. . ........... 7112 Inches 
Mfg . Rec. Engine Range ............................... .. ... NA 
Recommended Fuel Tank Size .......... . .................... NA 
Landing Gear ................ . .. . ........................ Skid 
Recommended No. Of Channels ........................ . ...... 2 
Recommended Control Functions . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rudder and Elevator 
Basic Materials Used In Construction: 

Fuselage . . . .. . .... .... .................... Bal~a . Spruce, Ply 
Wing . . .. .. . .. ... . . ............ . .......... Balsa, Spruce, Ply 
Tail Surfaces ....... . .... . ............................ Balsa 

Hardware Incl. In Kit . . .......... Wing wires, brass tub ing, towhook 
Plan Size . . ...... . . ... ..................... 49" x 36" (1 sheet) 
Building Instructions on Plan Sheets ............. . . . . . . . . .. .. Yes 
Instruction Manual .............................. Yes (17 pages) 
Construction Photos . . . .... . .......................... .. ... Yes 
Kit Includes ............. . ...... . ... . .... Shaped & Die-Cut Parts 
Mfg. Rec. Flying Weight ........ . ......... . .............. 46 Oz. 
Wing loading based on rec. flying wt. ............... 7.6 Oz./Sq. Ft. 

RCM PROTOTYPE 
Weight, Ready To Fly ............................... . 46 Ounces 
Wing Loading ........................ . ....... . .. 7.6 Oz.!Sq. Ft. 
Covering & finishing materials used . . Super MonoKote, MonoKote Trim 

and EconoKote 
Engine Make & Disp. . . .... ... ....... . . . .... . ... . . .. . ... . . . NA 
Muffler Used .... . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . . ...... . ... . .... . . . . ... . NA 
Radio Used . ....... . .. . . . ...... . ..................... . .. Kraft 
Tank Size Used ...................... . ............. . ...... NA 
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BASIC 
ACROBATICS 

FOR 
TRAI ERS 

By Mal. Ed Moorman 

W hen I first started flying R/C, I couldn 't wait to start 
doing acrobatics. All that flying straight and level was 
for the birds; I wanted to loop and roll. Now that I am 

instructing R/C, I find that most of my students like to learn a 
little aero as soon as they can , even before they can land, so I 
show thema few basic maneuvers that they can do with their 
trainers. All these maneuvers, loop, roll , Split-S, lmmelman, 
Cuban-8 and spin, are ones that virtually any trainer can do, 
whether it is an aileron trainer or just a 3-channel one. Let me 
list a few trainers that I have performed basic acrobatics with: 
Falcon 56; Sig Kadet; Sr. Falcon; Klipper; Super Sport; ACM 
Trainer; Ugly Stick; Middle Stick; Sweet Stick; Little Stick; 
Lanier Comet; Fledgling; A-Ray; Esquire and Headmaster. 
There are certainly other trainers that will perform acrobatics, 
but as you can see, this list covers the full range of aileron and 
rudder planes. 

If you have that urge to try some aero like I did , don't wait 
until you graduate to a pattern ship, read on and I'll explain how 
these maneuvers are done with trainer type planes. 

Before you take-off and start ir:ito aero, it is a good idea to 
give your plane a quick once over. Flying acrobatics will put 
more stress than normal on your plane, so give the wing and 
tail a check to see if they have any cracks. Most planes call for 
fiberglass and epoxy reinforcement on the wing's center 
section. If your plane doesn't have this, or at least all of the 
reinforcement called for on the plans, then don't attempt 
acrobatics as you may break the wing. It's better to be safe 
than sorry. You also need to give your engine a check to make 
sure it will hold full power, especially if the engine size is down 
near the lower displacement recommended for your plane. 
Let's face it, a . 19 will have a much harder time pulling a trainer 
designed for the .19 to .40 range than a .35 or a .40 will. The 
.19 will still take you through the maneuvers, but you'll 
probably have to get a " running start" by diving for some 
speed first. Now that your plane checks, let's get to the 
aero ... 

Your first and easiest acrobatic maneuver is the loop. It, 
along with the roll, is what you might call a base maneuver, 
since many acrobatic'maneuvers are made up of loop and roll 
combinations, as you will see later. Enter the loop at full power, 
with your wings level, at an altitude you feel comfortable flying 
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at, and on a course parallel to the runway. By the way, you'll 
use this set-up, full power, wings level, comfortable altitude, 
and parallel course, for all your maneuvers, so keep it in mind 
when you read about and try the others. To do a loop the 
easiest way, smoothly pull the elevator stick to full up and hold 
it there until the plane makes a full loop back around to level 
flight , then release it. This should be a fairly tight loop and . 
probably not too round. As you practice and become more 
confident, you can use less than full up and "play" the control 
to make the loop round. You'll have to ease off some up control 
as the plane approaches the inverted position, then add the up 
control progressively back in as you go down the back side of 
the loop. See Figure 1. 

FIGURE 1. LOOP 

If your loop is very big at full up, or the plane doesn't make it 
over the top, you may need greater elevator movement or 
more speed. Move the clevis one hole closer in on the horn 
and try it there. You may also need to dive the plane slightly to 
increase speed for the maneuver. Don't overdo it, however. 

Your next maneuver is a roll. Remember to set up for the roll 
as you did for the loop: full power, wings level, comfortable 
altitude, and parallel course. You should learn the roll as a 
three-part maneuver, with three distinct stick movements. 
Take a look at Figure 2. 



STEP 1: RAISE NOSE AND RELEASE ALL UP 

STEP 2: FULL AILERON AND HOLD 

STEP 3: APPLY UP TO LEVEL OFF 

FIGURE 2. ROLL 

In step 1 you raise the nose about 20 degrees and release 
all the up elevator. For step 2 you put in full aileron stick and 
hold it until the roll is completed and the wings are back level, 
then release the aileron. Finally step 3 is to add some up, to 
level the plane off. Notice that Figure 2 shows the plane flying 
through an arc as it performs the roll. This is because a trainer 
not being designed for inverted flight, tends to nose downward 
when inverted. As a matter of fact, all planes do to some 
extent, and pattern fliers, to keep their planes level while 
rolling, add a slight amount of down elevator as their planes 
reach the inverted position. If you had started your roll from 
level flight , at the finish your plane's nose wou ld be 
excessively low. That's the reason for starting the roll nose 
high. 

A couple of errors you can run into are holding up during the 
maneuver and not holding enough aileron. If you don't release 
a!I the up before you roll, your plane will end up in a screaming 
dive because when you get inverted the up elevator will pull 
the nose down. Be sure you do the maneuver as a 3-step one: 
(1) up, release; (2) roll, release ; (3) up to level off. The second 
error you can make is not holding enough aileron or rudder 
during the roll. You will probably put it in and then let it ease out 
ahd _tend to stop_ near inverted. If you do this and get confused, 
pull _in full up until you get back to level flight, then set up and try 
again. 

Your third maneuver is the Split-S. The Split-S is a turn 
around maneuver. It reverses your direction while keeping the 
plane's flight path the same distance from you. You'll see 
many pattern fliers using a Split-S to turn around in-between 
their maneuvers. Like the roll, the Split-S is a 3-step 
maneuver. Look at Figure 3 as you go through the maneuver. 

FIGURE 3. SPLIT-S 

(1) Pull in up to raise the nose approximately 20 degrees, 
and release all the up control. (2) Put in full aileron to roll 
inverted and release. (3) Pull in full up to bring the plane 
through a half loop to upright level flight. If you make a mistake 
and don't get exactly inverted, you'll get a crooked Split-S, but 
by holding up you'll still come back to upright flight. As you gain 
confidence with the maneuver you can use less then full up in 
step 3 to level off at the altitude you want. 

You probably noticed that the Split-Sis a combination of a 
loop and a roll, or more precisely, a half roll followed by a half 
loop. As I said earlier, many acrobatic maneuvers are 
combinations of loops and rolls. All you have to do is put them 
in the right order. Now notice that the next two maneuvers are 
also loop and roll combinations. 

The fourth maneuver, which is the reverse of a Split-S, is the 
lmmelman. It is also a turn around maneuver. The lmmelman 
differs from the Split-S in that it puts you at a higher altitude at 
the end of the maneuver. It is a 2-step maneuver, as shown in 
Figure 4. 

~ ...... --...---~ 
~ROLL 

FIGURE 4. IMMELMAN 

In step 1 you pull in up control like you are doing a loop. At 
the top of the loop, when you are inverted , release all the up. 
Step 2 is to put in full aileron to roll right side up. You will find 
that the roll is usually very slow and sloppy. This is caused by 
the plane being very slow, having lost most of its speed in the 
half loop. A higher powered plane that maintains its speed 
better as it goes through the pull up will do a nicer looking 
lmmelman. If you want to finish the lmmelman in level flight 
then you should not do a complete half loop, but release the up 
elevator slightly early, with the nose 1 O to 15 degrees high. 
See Figure 5. 

FIGURE 5. IMMELMAN 
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If you got your nose too far down before you rolled in the 
lmmelman, you probably did half of a Cuban 8 without 
realizing it. Study Figure 6 and notice how half of the Cuban 8 
is just about like an lmmelman. 

FIGURE 6. HALF OF CUBAN 8 

Like the lmmelman, half of the Cuban 8 is a 2-step 
maneuver. Step 1 is to pull in up control to start a loop. Just 
after you pass inverted with your nose about 20 degrees down, 
release all the up. Step 2: Use full aileron to roll back to upright 
flight. Your nose will now be about 45 degrees down. Pull up 
again as though you are starting a loop, and do the whole 
sequence again for a full Cuban 8. The full Cuban 8 is shown in 
Figure 7. Follow the numbers through the complete maneuver. 

RELEASE IN RELEASE UP 

ROU 

PULL UP 

FIGURE 7. CUBAN 8 

I think the Cuban 8 is a more impressive maneuver than the 
lmmelman. The rolls look nicer since they are done at a higher 
speed, and you also describe a path in the sky that looks like 
something - an 8 laying on its side. 

I am going to describe one more maneuver that some of the 
trainers will be able to perform: the spin. Many trainers are too 
nose heavy or don't have enough elevator travel to spin. Give 
this one a try, if you like, but be careful about changing the 
controls or C.G. if your plane won't spin. You may make it too 

/ 

FIGURE 8. LEFT SPIN CONTROLS 
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sensitive for your normal flying if you change things too 
radically. 

To enter the spin, climb up to a reasonably high altitude and 
throttle back. Keep adding up elevator to hold altitude as the 
plane slows. When the plane stalls and the nose drops, or you 
get to full up, put both sticks to the corners and hold them 
there. That means for a left spin you should be holding full up 
elevator, fu ll left aileron, full left rudder, and idle power. See the 
sketch in Figure 8. 

For a right spin you, of course, reverse the aileron and 
rudder. If you are using a single stick radio, you move the 
controls in the same manner. See Figure 9. 

THROTILE IS 
AT IDLE 

FIGURE 9. SINGLE STICK LEFT SPIN 

When your plane starts down, watch it closely to see if you 
are in a spin or a spiral. In a spin the plane should be rotating 
rapidly and dropping down a nearly straight line. See Figure 
10a. 

(A)SPIN (8) SPIRAL 

FIGURE 10. 

In a spiral, the plane flies around slowly in a descending 
circle. See Figure 1 Ob. If you have any question as to whether 
it is a spin or a spiral, ask an experienced flier at your field to 
watch your plane and tell you which one it is. 

To recover from a spin, you just release the controls. The 
plane will stop spinning and the nose will drop, ending up in a 
vertical dive. Use up control to level off and add power to return 
to cruise speed. 

That covers the basic acrobatics that you can do with a 
trainer. Try these until you can do them, then practice every 
chance you get. When you move up from your trainer to a 
faster, more responsive plane you'll enjoy the acrobatics even 
~re. O 



T he "Quickest 500" is a sport pylon club racer, which 
was designed by Joe Bridi, and is kitted by Bridi 
Hobby Enterprises, Inc., 1611 E. Sandison Street, 

Wilmington, Calif. 90744. Our first peek inside the kit box left 
us a little doubtful that there was enough wood and hardware 
to do the job. "How can there be enough stuff in that box to 
build the beast pictured on the front?" we thought. After taking 
a second, more thorough look, we decided there was just 
about exactly enough wood and it was obvious the hardware 
included had been chosen very carefully by the kit designer. 

The wood in our prototype was either bandsawed or hand 
cut and of very good quality. 

The hardware package includes an aluminum landing gear 
which is pre-bent and drilled for the axles but not for mounting 
to fuse, nylon elevator horn, brass rudder horn, steerable tail 
wheel assembly, aileron torque rods in brass tubes, mounting 
bolts and a Bridi glass filled nylon engine mount. 

To complete our prototype we built the kit exactly as the 
instructions said. We would, however, recommend changing 
the glass mount provided with one made of metal. There is 
nothing wrong with the mount included in the kit. It is a high 
quality nylon engine mount. We feel though, in order to extract 
the maximum from our K & B 6.5, a metal mount would be 
more rigid and transmit more power to the props, and that 
means we go faster. That also means less vibration to our 
radio and we like that idea almost as much as going faster! 

Assembling the "Quickest 500" was very straightforward 
and should be quite easy for anyone with a couple of aileron 
models to their credit. All the parts fit together extremely well. 
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SPECIFICATIONS 
Name .......................... . ................ Quickest 500 
Aircraft Type . . .. .................................. Sport Pylon 
Manufactured By ......................... Bridi Hobby Enterprises 

1611 E. Sandison Street 
Wilmington, Calif. 90744 

Mfg . Suggested Reta il Price .... ... .... . .......... . ...... S42.95 
Available From ........... ... . ... .. .. ........ Both Mfg. & Retail 
Mfg . Recommended Usage ... . .... . ......... Sport - Club Racing 
Wing Span .............. . . . .. .. ................. . .. 51 Inches 
Wing Chord ......................................... 10 Inches 
Total Wing Area ............................. 501 Square Inches 
Fuselage Length ..................... . ........... .. 351/2 Inches 
Radio Compartment Dimensions ........ (L) 9112'' x (W) 3" x (H) 2112'' 
Wing Location .......... .... . .............. . . . . . .... High Wing. 
Airfoil ..... ...... ....... . .... .. ........ . ......... Symmetrica l 
Wing Planform . . ..................... . . . ....... Constant Chord 
Dihedral (each lip) . .............. . ...... . . . ......... 3/4 Inches 

None recommended for competition racing 
Stabilizer Span ... ... .............................. 163/4 Inches 
Stabilizer Chord (incl. elev.) .......................... 63/4 Inches 
Total Stab Area .............................. . 89 Square Inches 
Stab Airfoil Section ........... .. . . ......... . ... . .......... Flat 
Stabilizer Location ............ . ............... . Top Of Fuse lage 
Vertical Fin Height ......... . ............ . ....... .... 4o/s Inches 
Vertical Fin Width (incl. rud.) ............ ............. 5112 Inches 
Mfg . Rec. Engine Range ......... . ............ . ....... . .. 29-.40 
Recommended Fuel Tank Size ............. .. .......... Not Given 
Landing Gear .......... . .......................... Conventional 
Recommended No. Of Channels . ..... . .. ..... . ................ 4 
Recommended Control Functions ........... Rud., Elev., Thro!., Ail. 
Basic Materials Used In Construction: 

Fuselage ........................... .. ........ Balsa and Ply 
Wing ...... . .... . ................ . ............ Ba lsa and Ply 
Tail Surfaces . . . ............ . ............. .. .. . ....... Balsa 

Hardware Included In Kil . . .................... . ........ See text 
Plan Size ..................... . ............ 48" x 28" (1 sheet) 
Building Instructions on Plan Sheets .............. . ... Some notes 
Instruction Manual ........... .. ..... . . . .......... Yes (7 pages) 
Construction Photos .................... . .. . . . .... . ......... No 
Kit Includes .............. . ... ................ . ... Shaped Parts 
Mfg. Rec. Flying Weight .......... . ............. ... ... 56-72 Oz. 
Wing loading based on rec. flying wt ......... . 16.1- 20.7 Oz./Sq. Ft. 

ACM PROTOTYPE 
Weight, Ready To Fly ........ . .......................... 63 Oz. 
Wing Loading .................... . ...... . . . . .. . 18.1 Oz./Sq . Ft. 
Covering & finishing materials used . .. . ................. See Text 
Engine Make & Disp. . .. .. ... . . . ..................... K & B 6.5 
Muffler Used .. .. .. . . .................. .. ................. Yes 
Radio Used . .. .... .. ......... .. ........ . . . .............. Kraft 
Tank Size Used ............... .. ............. .... . . ... .. 6 Oz. 
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T he Shockwave is an .049 
powered two channel airplane 
designed for the Ace tapered 

foam wings. The wing loading of this 
aircraft is a bit higher than your normal 
Half-A trainer so it is definitely not 
recommended as a beginner's project! 

With the sale of ultra-miniaturized 
radio gear, you can now concentrate on 
designing the cleane st possib le 
airframes around it. 

Any of the celebrated Cox engines 
can be used, of course (including the 
reeds) but the most potent combinatioin 
is the Tee-Dee .049 or .051 with the tank 
under pressure. 

The prop I ended up with, after much 
experimentation, was a 5V2/3 Tornado 
pusher (available from Sig). 

CONSTRUCTION 
First, cut out all of the parts as 

specified on the plans. Mark off the 
bulkhead locations on the inside of each 
3/32" fuselage side. Contact cement the 
triangular stock to the fuselage sides. 

Using a 90° cardboard jig to insure 
precise alignment, glue bulkheads F-2 
and F-3 to the right fuselage side. 

Now, lay the fuselage on its back on a 
flat surface. Line up the left fuselage side 
with F-2 and F-3 and glue in place. Using 
rubber bands to bow the fuselage sides 
together at both front and rear, wedge 
bulkheads F-1 and F-5 into place. After 
carefully checking for any misalignment 
or distortion of the fuselage, glue F-1 
and F-5 into place. (I used 5-Minute 
epoxy on all the bulkheads.) Carefully 
check for built-in warps here --- they are 
hard to get out once the glue has cured. 

The elevator servo is now mounted on 
1 /4" square pine beams and S-1 and S-2 
are epoxied to the beams. Line up the 
bottoms of both S-1 and S-2 with the 
bottom of the right fuselage side and 
epoxy in place. The receiver is mounted 
in the same way. 
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The nose piece is cut out of some hard 
text to page 150 

II 

I~ 

By James Prell 



The Shockwave is a 
1 /2 A po we red, two 

channel airplane 
designed for fast 

construction using the 
Ace tapered foam wing. 

Although designed for 
both sport and pattern 

flying, the Shockwave is 
definitely not for the 

beginner! 

--- --

. ---- --···· -· ...... _ 

SHOCKWAVE 
Designed By : James ~rell 

TYPE AIRCRAFT 
1 /2A Pattern/Sport 

WINGSPAN 
34% Inches 

WING CHORD 
5" (Avg.) 

TOTAL WING AREA 
176 Square Inches 
WING LOCATION 

Low Wing 
AIRFOIL 

Semi-Symmelrical 
WING PLANFORM 

Swept-Taper 
DIHEDRAL, EACH TIP 

1/4 Inch 
O.A. FUSELAGE LENGTH 

351/s Inches 
RADIO COMPARTMENT AREA 
(L) 93/4" X (W) 2" X (H) 1314" 

STABILIZER SPAN 
12 Inches 

STABILIZER CHORD (incl. elev.) 
3" (Avg.) 

STABILIZER AREA 
33 Square Inches 

STAB AIRFOIL SECTION 
Flat 

STABILIZER LOCATION 
Top of Fuselage 

VERTICAL FIN HEIGHT 
31/2 Inches 

VERTICAL FIN WIDTH (incl. rud .) 
3" (Avg.) 

REC. ENGINE SIZE 
.049-.051 Cubic Inch 

REC. FUEL TANK SIZE 
1-2 Ounces 

LANDING GEAR 
None 

REC. NO. OF CHANNELS 
2 

CONTROL FUNCTIONS 
Elevator and Ailerons 

BASIC MATERIALS USED IN CONSTRUCTION 
Fuselage .. ... ..... .. ........ Balsa and Ply 
Wing .............. Foam & Balsa (Ace Mini 

Foam Wing No. 50L 101) 
Empennage . . .. .... .... . . ....... ... Balsa 
Weight Ready-To-Fly ..... . . . ... 26 Ounces 
Wing Loading . . . . . . .. . . ... 21.3 Oz./Sq. Ft. 
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I n the last few issues we have 
dwelled on the art of keeping 
your radio equipment in good 

working order. I've had quite a few 
verbal compliments regarding the 
coverage of this subject matter but not 
too many letters. Many of the guys 
admitted the reason they liked these 
articles was because they were easy 
reading. Before we leave this subject, I'd 
like to pass on what I think is a great 
idea. I've previously d iscussed the 
problem of receiver and servo wiring 
becoming brittle and cracking. 

Almost all of the wire used in R/C 
systems has vinyl insulation. It is used 
because it is flexible when new. How do 
you keep vinyl like new? Armor-All! I'm 
sorry I don't remember who gave me this 
input, but it was one of the guys at the 
Hitachi Desert Classic in California City. 
I had to try it first thing when I got home, 
but I knew it would work based on 
previous experience on my car's vinyl. 

By the way, the Desert Classic was 
one outstanding contest again this year. 
Dick Russ, his family and the Antelope 
Valley Tailwinds can be mighty proud. 
I'd like to see about four of these biggies 
each year in different parts of the 
country. A guy could catch the one in his 
area and then pick where he wanted to 
spend his vacation. I'm not knocking 
Lake Charles, but there are other places 
I'd rather see. 

By the time this issue is out, the 1978 
flying season will be over in most parts of 
the country and many people will be 
planning their 1979 campaign. It is a 
time for a lot of dreaming and bull 
sessions. I'm sure many enjoy this part 
of the hobby as much or more than the 
frustrations that come with building, 
trimming and competing. I remember 
when I lived in Indiana, where the flying 
season was short. I couldn't wait for the 
magazines to come out so I could find 
out what the latest developments were 
in R/C. Particularly from the West Coast 
because they always seemed to be 
ahead. That was in the day of Orbit with 
their eight channel simulataneous reed 
systems, Bonner's relay-less servos, 
then Space Control and Digicon, the first 
proportional systems with position 
feedback servos. It was an exciting time. 
Things have slowed down somewhat, as 
far as the end results, but every year 
there are subtle changes introduced 

resulting in the equipment becoming 
better and yet less expensive, 
particularly when you consider inflation. 

With this in mind, I thought I'd give you 
a preview of some things I think will have 
a major impact on RIC systems probably 
as early as next year. The first I hinted at 
back in February when we talked about 
encoder circuits. 

Signetics NE5044 Encoder 
Some time ago I had a discussion with 

Gary Ke lson who had a hand in 
developing the Signetics NE544 servo 
amplifier. Gary was asking my opinion of 
an integrated circuit to perform many of 
the receiver functions such as l.F. 
amplifiers, detector, pulse amplifier and 
decoder . I suggested holding off 
because I thought FM was coming, and 
what he should do instead, is build an 
integrated circuit that does what the 
Kraft Signature Series encoder does. 
Gary went out and drummed up enough 
interest in the R/C industry to convince 
Signetics to participate. The first 
samples are off the line and if the circuit 
does what it is advertised to do, it would 
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be silly to use anything else. Therefore, I 
wouldn't be surprised if virtually all the 
manufacturers used this encoder in the 
future. I assume it will also be available 
to home builders and should make it a 
little bit easier for almost anyone to put 
together a first class transmitter. Here's 
what it is and does: 

It is a 16 pin dual inline integrated 
circuit that contains a multiplexer 
voltage regulator, linear ramp generator, 
comparator, frame oscillator, and one 
shot. It will operate on from 5 to 16 volts 
and draws 15ma. It can be used with 3 to 
7 channels operating. 

To build a seven channel encoder you 
need very few external parts. The inputs 
(3 to 7) would be connected directly to 
your control or auxiliary pots. You need a 
couple of capacitors to filter the input 
voltage and the regulated output 
voltage. Another capacitor is required 
for the ramp generator. One pot and 
resistor adjusts the neutral pulse width 
of all channels. Another resistor network 
allows adjustment of the pulse width 
range, typically 1.0 to 2.0 milliseconds. 



An R-C network allows setting the output 
pulse width typically 350 microseconds 
and another R-C network sets the frame 
period, typically 15 to 20 msec. In its 
simplest form an encoder would look like 
Figure 1. 

External circuits can be added to have 
a variable frame with a fixed sync pause. 
External circuitry can easily be added to 
give dual rates, variable trim, mixing, 
exponential, reversing, etc. . 

Pulse width stability is .01 %/°C. 
Crosstalk is less than 2µ.sec. Gary ~ays , 
it uses a dlJal linear ramp technique 
similar to Sid Kaufman's Omega design. 
This results in excellent linearity. 

All the electronics you would need to 
build your own transmitter would be an 
RF section like the Kraft. plug-in module 
or the little RF board in the Proline and 
Ace equipment and the circuit shown in 
Figure 1. I would think that would be 
exciting even to a few guys in 
Mishawaka, Indiana. 

Signetics NE5045 Decoder 
Just because Gary went to work on an 

encoder doesn't mean he gave up on the 
decoder idea. He .did leave the l.F. 
amplifier and detector out so you can 
use it with AM or FM receivers. It 
provides a voltage regulator to run your 
rec~iver, a high gain op amp amplifies 
and shapes the incoming pulse train 
before it goes to a counter/decoder. A 
sync separator detects the sync pause 
generated in the transmitter and resets 
the counter. Once again very few 
external parts are required. Three 
capacitors are used for filtering the input 
and regulated voltages. An RIC network 
is used to set the sync pause detector to 
the desired time, and another R/C 
network allows you to set the minimum 
pulse you want to go through the circuit. 
Then if a noise spike comes in it will be 
rejected. Other than that all you need Is. 
some type of coupling frc;>mthe receiver 
detector or discriminator. The NE5045 
can be used for, up to seven channels 
and will work on voltages from 3.6 to 8.0 
volts. It draws about 1 Oma and its 
regulator will supply 25ma. It is 
packaged in a sixteen pin ·dual in-line 
package. There is also a two channel 
version coming called the NE5046. It is 
basically the same except for the fewer 
number· of channels with the advantage 
that it is packaged in an 8 pin minidip. All 
this neat stuff almost makes me want to 
get back in the radio business in earnest. 
I can picture an FM receiver with three 
integrated circuits and no transistors. It 
ought to be very produceable. 

Kraft KPT 7C/FM 
Received a nice package in the mail 

the other day for evaluation. It is the new 
Kraft FM System which will be 
compatible with many systems now in 
circulation. A new plug in module is 
compatible with earlier Kraft seven 
channel and Signature Series 
transmitters. The receiver is all new and 
is compatible with the servos for the 
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systems ·mentioned above. Previously, 
Kraft only offered the FM in a six channel 
sport type system. Now you can have 
the best of both worlds. Good pots, 
linear encoder, and all the things that go 
with the seven channel and Signature 
systems and the advantages of FM. The 
transmitter module is a little bigger than 
the AM module and sticks up about 1 /2", 
but this causes no .problem. The 
frequency is displayed on a big sticker 
staring you right in the face so there is no 
excuse to not know what frequency you 
are on. The circuitry is similar to what is 
in the six channel set only more 
compact. RF output power is very good. 
The receiver has· super sensitivity. We 
have a standard empirical test we run in 
our. shop where we set the transmitter 
with the antenna off in the next room. 
This simulates a long range condition. 
Most of. the systems we test have an 
antenna stub sticking out on top, so 
when I saw a large signal to noise with 
the Kraft with the antenna disconnect.ad 
anCJ no stub, I was quite impressed. 
Then I discovered that I hadn't even 
uncoiled the receiver antenna. Now, 
that's impressive. But the thing I really 
liked is that there were no weak spots as 
I walked from orie room to the other. 
Normally with an AM system you can 
expect some pretty sizeable fluctuations 
in the received signal amplitude which 
occasionally cause the servos to jitter. 
What I think this means is that there 
won't be so many of those weak or dead 
spots in the sky when you fly with FM. 
Just for kicks I turned on my AM 
transmitter on the same frequency. I do 
believe you would have no trouble flying 
the FM set under this condition. So as 
long as you have the oniy FM set on your 
frequency you don't even have to worry 
about guys turning on on you. The 
receiver is still subject to blocking if you 
get a. very strong signal into it, but 
someone woul.d have to put his 
transmitter antenna right on your 
receiver antenna to cause this problem. 

The receiver is similar to the prototype 
we discussed except they have 
eliminated the last transistor. Four 
integrated circuits do all the work. The IF 
transformer that was used to tune the 
discriminator has been replaced by a 
ceramic filter. I .assume this results in 
improved stability. · 

Peter Berg who developed the system 
at Kraft reports that they are flying with 
1 OKHz separation in Europe. With that 
performance we could put forty RF 
channels where we now have five in the 
six meter band. By the way, if you 
haven't been keeping up to date, FM is 
only legal on the amateur frequencies in 
the U.S. at the present time. However, I 
believe it won't be too long and it will be 
available on all R/C frequencies. 

While we're on the subject of six 
meters, I would like to suggest that 
everyone obey the FCC rules or we may 
not have any frequencies. Don't sell a six 

meter radio ·to a llyer unless he has a 
proper license. Don't let a guy fly in your 
contest unless he has a proper license 
and most of all don't you fly without the 

. proper license. The FCC does check 
·and the pen~lty can be quite severe. 

I'm going. to put the FM set in a plane 
and give it a whirl. Peter said they 
already flew it all over with the antenna 
collapsed, but I'd like to try it myself. 

CD Plug Driver 
A number of fancy electronic gadgets 

have come along to do the seemingly 
simple job of lighting glow plugs on 
model engines. I've always been pretty 
content with my "D" size nicad battery. 
However, I must admit there have been 
times when it is cold, the battery is low, 
and the engine is flooded that I could 
have used a hotter plug. However, ·the 
thing I really have been missing is an 
indication that the plug is good before 
you get out to the starting line at the big 
contest. For awhile I was actually 
removing the plug between flights until I 
wiped out the threads in the head of the 
Rossi. 

The CD driver appears to have all the 
answers. To start with, it has its own self 
contained 4.8v battery. You don't need 
to lug your 12v battery out to the starting 
line which at Sepulveda Basin is 200' 
from the pits. By starting. with 4.8 volts, 
the temperature of the plug is not 
dependent on the state of charge of the 
battery as it is in the usual nicad or dry 
cell set-up. The 4.Bv level also lets you 
use your existing slow and/or fast 
chargers and battery testers (same as 
used for airborne pack although 
charging time .will be greater). One thing 
the CD driver has that others don't is a 
meter that allows you to check the plug 
without removing it. OneJthing it doesn't 
have is an. adjustment that allows you to 
burn up a few plugs before you get it set 
right. I watched a demonstration where it 
was used on a wide variety of plugs, 
including 2v plugs, without any 
adjustment. 

So if you are considering a new 
starting battery/plug driver for next 
season, take a look at the CD driver, it 
looks like a winner (Showcase p. 100). 

Jam Proof RC System? 
Just about everyone in this hobby has 

at one time or another thought about 
ways to prevent getting "shot down" by 
someone turning on a transmitter on the 
same frequency while you are flying. I 
mentioned that the FM system ·looked 
like it would probably fly okay if you 
turned on ~n AM on the same frequency, 
however, when the other guy gets FM 
you are right back in the same fix. With 
this in mind, read the following very 
interesting letter from France. 

Dear RIC Friend, 
I enjoy very much RCM and I find in it 

many ideas, but here is a suggestion: 
We see a lot of radios with many 

gadgets and gimmicks (and I must say 



much more in Germany than U.S.: 
narrow band, replaceable crystals, FM, 
non-linear sticks, mixers, etc.), but for 
most flyers, it is just gadgets. The main 
problem is Interference by another 
transmitter/ · . 

How many beautiful models have 
been destroyed because· another pilot · 
has just switched on his transmitter, to 
check the engine for instance/ 

Is there a radio with which you can fly, 
even if somebody switches the 
transmitter on on your frequency? Just 
imagine a superb scale model, 2 years 
of work, and a boy who has just been 
given a small Cox radio for Xmas can 
crash it in a second! Such a radio would 
sell like crazy, and I am surprised to see 
that no commercial builder .has an 
answer ... Utopia you will say ... no, I 
fly with such a radio. 

Well, it is quite a story. Here at the 
Flight Test Center (I am a. test pilot), we 
organized a small "Working Group" on 
that project.· Lo_ts of discussions, 
brainstorming and experimentation on 
very complex systems (PCM system, 
dual PCM, of course F.M., real digital 
systems with numeric coding a.s.o.). 
Why make simple when you can make 
complex? (Shaddoch Maxim number 
1). 

Leaving my fellow electronics 
specialists WQrking on PCMIF.M, I 
worked first on a two HF channel AM 
radio, with very usual material. 
Experimentation began by a study, both 
in flight and in the lab of "what happens 
when you are jammed .by another 
transmitter. " It Is too long a story, so I'll 
sum it up. Mosf receivers just go "crazy" 
with the decoder desynchronized, and 
the servos go from one stop to the other. 
Some receivers on the contrary .work 
differently, and the decoder stops 
working, nothing goes to the servos, 
which ·stays where they were. 

So, using this· type of commercial 
receiver (French build Lextronic), after 
many complicated systems, I arrived to 
this awfully crude and simple system, 
so simple that I am ashamed of 
speaking of it . . . it is like Christopher 
Columbus' egg ... 

In the transmitter, I have a second HF 
· PC board, a second crystal (27.025 and 

27. 175) with a usual coder, one antenna 
and that's all. 

In the· plane, it is even simpler. I have 
two commercial receivers and a special 

CODER 

harness putting the two wires for the 
servo in parallel, that's all - I also use a 
different power supply for the receiver 
(225 nicad) and for the servos (1 amp 
nicad), it is much better. · 

'+------

SERVO 

Operation is simple ... you fly and a 
"friend" turns his transmitter on one of 
your frequencies. This HF channel is 
blocked and nothing comes out of the 

' receiver but you go on flying, with the 
second HF channel, without even 
noticing it --- great --- wonderful! 

I think it is a very big step for reliability 
of our rc,.dios. If you are interested, I can 
send you more accurate information 
and schematics. 

I can tell you that when I came flying 
at our field with this system, everybody 
was interested and stopped flying, 
asking lots of questions. 

Of course I have to use 2 frequencies, 
but it is not a problem because we have 
split frequencies here in 27 band, and 
72 MC, and of course I will now use this 
system in FM where we have 32 
frequencies in 27 and in 72 MC. With 1 
HF on 27and1 in 72, this will solve the 

·problems of propagation "holes", 
antenna patterns, etc. 

Sincerely yours, 
Francis R. Pless/er 

Bveligny, France 
Congratulations for some very 

innovative thinking Francis. However, I 
don't think it is utopia. The scheme might 
work better than what we have now, but 
not a whole lot unless we had many, 
many frequencies available. But even 
then you would need a computer to 
figure out if you could fly simultaneously 
with the various . combinations of other 
guys on the field. Let's examine a case 
with three flyers and three frequencies. 
See Table 1. 

FLYER FREQUENCIES 

1 AANDB 

2 
BANDC 

3 AANDC 

TABLE 1 

Any flyer can fly with any other one 
flyer but net both. If all three turn on, . 
everyof)e(is out of business. Eve.n if we 
have twenty-six frequencies available, 
Flyer 1 must make sure that he doesn't 
go up with a combination of guys that 
have A and B frequencies. Obviously 
one frequency per- flyer is a more 
efficient use of the radio spectrum and is 
easier to manage from a cornpatibility 
standpoint. Therefor.a, I don't think it is 
commercially viable. However, if you 
have a high value project where · 
frequency. control i~ a problem, I think 
the idea is great. For example, you may 
be making a cross country record 
attempt. A two frequency system would 
offer considerable protection. However, 
the best thing you can do is· not tell 
anyone else about your system, 
because if everyone else has it too, it 
has lost some of its value. Not too 
different than FM. 

I also seem to remember something 
about it being illegal to transmit on two 
frequencies simultaneously, but keep 
thinking you guys, we can always 
change the rules if we can show an 
improvement in safety. 

· Micro Processor Encoders 
Got a call from Al Irwin the other night. 

Al is the guy who designed the constant 
speed governor for helicopters. He had 
read a couple of the letters that we 
published on micro processor encoders 
and wanted to relay his efforts in this 
field. Al's approach is not one of 
pre-stored maneuvers but one of 
converting the stick motions to the pulse 
format needed to modulate the RF. It is 
going to be hard to beat the Signetics 
NE5044, but the micro processor could 
give some versatility we haven't thought 
of yet. One thing came to mind while 
talking to Al. Many of us use retractable 
landing. To activate the landing gear we 
use one channel of our radio. We use 
this channel for one or two seconds 
when we take off and again for a couple 
of seconds when we land. Yet, we are 
·continually sending information via our 
control system during the entire flight. 
Every twenty milliseconds we are telling 
the landing gear "stay retracted." This is 
very i,nefficient. This same discussion 
could be applied to flaps and even 
throttle. In fact, I can picture a system in 
which you would only transmit 
·information if you wanted to change a 
servo position. What you save could be 
used for better resolution in the channels 
where you could use it. Al had many· 
ideas on how to use the micro 
processor. Thumbwheel switches could 
be used to change modes, directions, 
gains, etc. 

I'm still not opposed to the pre-stored 
maneuvers arid I hope you guys are still 
working on it out there. Prices are still a 
little high, bu.t they are coming down. 

to·page 150 
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T he Astro 25 mechanical speed 
reducer was developed by Bob 
Boucher of As tro Flight to 

enable electr ic power to be used 
successfully on large RIC models. This 
precision-made ball bearing speed 
reducer lets you swing a big propeller for 
more thrust and aerodynamic efficiency. 
The unit utilizes a high quality timing belt 
and precis ion timing pul leys. It is 
designed to turn 3000 rpm to 4000 rpm, 
when ful l y loaded . Prope ll ers 
recommended by the manufacturer 
include 16/7, 16/10, 18/8, 18/10, and 
20/8. Top Flite, Grish, and JZ Products 
are now making large prope ll ors, 
suitable for this unit. These propellers on 
the whole should be sanded to 1 0% thick 
with a sharp LE and TE for maximum 
efficiency. Assembly of the unit to an 
Astro 25 motor is simple. The propeller 
adapter is removed from the motor shaft 
and th e speed reducer is loosely 
mounted on the motor using four 6-32 
screws which are provided with the unit. 
The mounting holes are cast into the 
motor front casing but they must be 
tapped for these 6-32 screws. After the 
small pulley is mounted on the motor 
shaft, the belt is loosely slipped onto the 
two pulleys and then the entire housing 
is moved away from the motor shaft to 
tighten the belt. (The mounting brackets 
on the gear reducer are not round; they 
are rectangular and allow the entire unit 
to be shifted for belt installation.) Finally, 
when the belt is fu lly tight (about 1/16" 
deflection of belt when pressed in the 
center), the four screws are tightened to 
secure the unit. 
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ELECTRIC 
POWERHOUSE 

By James V. Zarembski 

I received a unit early in the 1978 
flying season and spent a great deal of 
time looking for a suitable model in 
which to try it out. I looked for an old 
timer; since an old timer with a large 
wing and a long landing gear would be 
perfect for the large propeller and the 
weight of the Astro 25 unit. Bob Boucher 
has quite successffully flown a Super 
Bucaneer with this system. The Quaker 
and th e Dallaire Sports ter we re 
considered, but I finally chose the 1938 
Powerhouse by Sai Taibi. 

The Powerhouse was originally 
powered by a Forster 99. With a wing 
span of 84" and 11 00 square inches of 
area, it was felt that a decent flying test 
bed could be made for the new gear 
reducer. The result is the " Electric 
Powerhouse. " 

My model was built from a P & W 
Model Service wing rib, former, and 

outline kit. This consisted of wing ribs, 
wing tip, stabilizer, and rudder parts, cut 
out of the proper thicknesses of balsa. 
This saved a great deal of time and since 
the quality of the parts was excellent, I 
highly recommend P & W kits. 

The Electric Powerhouse was built as 
close to the original design as possible. 
However, the following changes were 
made for the electric version : 

(1) A 1/8" lite ply fuselage form was 
added from the trailing edge of the wing, 
forward. 

(2) A 1 /8" lite ply fuselage bottom was 
added from the trailing edge of the wing, 
forward. 

(3) Three 1/8" lite ply rectangular 
fuselage formers were added at the wing 
LE, TE and just behind the battery for the 
Astro 25. 

(4) The cowl/canopy was made 
removable. 

(5) The forward wing spars were 
made of 1/4" square spruce and 1/8" 
balsa shear webs were added. 

(6) Th e stablize r and fin were 
modified for R/C by adding a movable 
rudder and elevator. 

The finished model alone weighed 2 
lbs., 10 oz. , with Trexler airwheels. 
Transparent yellow MonoKote was used 
with red MonoKote trim. The motor was 

to page 144 



T 
ENGINE REVIEW 

wo new engines designed 
expressly for 1/8 R/C car use 
have just recentl y been 

released. The HB 21 PDP # 2200, 
manufactured by Helmut Bernhardt in 
West Germa ny and imported by 
Bavarian Precision Products Co., P.O. 
Box 6, New Canaan, CT 06840; and the 
HGK 21 SFC CAR, manufactured by 
HGK Products Co., Ltd ., in Tokyo, 
Japan, and imported by Exportations 
Ltd., 17835 Sky Park Circle, Suite E, 
Irvine, CA 92714. 

The HB 21 PDP #2200 engine is- very 
similar to the reliable Veco-McCoy engine, 
In that it uses an aluminum piston and 
ring. The basic porting is also similar 
except the HB also inl udes Perry 
Directional Porting. 

HB 21 PDP #2200 
The HB 21 engine looks like a 

Veco-McCoy engine, that most 1/8 scale 
racers are familiar with, but with Perry 
Directiona l Port i ng added . The 
crankcase is similar inside to the Veco 
19, except the HB engine does not have 
a removable backplate. Instead, it has a 
removable nosepiece, very similar, but 
not identical to the K & B 21 . The inside 
of the crankcase has two machined 
slots, at the upper end of the transfer 
port, extending about 5/16" towards the 
exhaust port, to feed the Perry Ports. 

The nosepiece has two ball bearings, 
identical in size to the Veco 19. The 
nosepiece has a Perry 19 carburetor 
installed . The full circle crankshaft is a 
perfect slide fit into the ball bearings. 
The crankpin is the same size as the 
Veco 19 and it appears the HB, Veco 19 
and McCoy crankshafts would be 

The HB engine has a r emovable 
nosepiece and comes standard with a 
Perry 19 carburetor. 

interchangeable in this engine. 
The fully machined aluminum piston 

looks almost identical to the McCoy 
piston, complete with a Dykes type ring. 
The piston has a .651 0 .0 ., placing it 
between the standard size McCoy 
piston and the McCoy O.S. piston. The 
piston pin floats in the piston with two 
teflon buttons on the end of the pin. The 
forged rod is a little lighter than McCoy's, 
but it is bronze bushed on both sides. 

The steel sleeve is not chromed. 
There are three square intake ports and 
four exhaust ports , similar to the 
Veco-McCoy sleeves. In addition, there 

The secret to the exceptional horsepower 
output of the HB engine is the 2 small 
Perry Ports on either side of the 3 main 
intake ports. It brings the performance of 
the HB eng i ne, up to the s ame 
performance of Schnuerl e ported 
engines. 

are two Perry Directional Ports, on either 
side of the three square intake ports. 
The Perry Ports are about .040 wide, 
and are cut on an angle, in relation to the 
outside of the ~ l eeve , so that the 
incoming fuel charge is directed in the 
"dead area", at the exhaust side of the 
piston baffle. The normal fuel charge 
comes in th rough the three intake 
windows, hits the baffle on top of the 
piston, and is directed upwards in the 
cylinder. This leaves a "dead area", right 
behind the baffle on the exhaust side. 
This is naturally not very efficient. The 
Perry Ports direct a portion of the 
incoming fuel charge to the "dead area" , 
displacing the burnt charge, making the 
engine more efficient and increasing its 
horsepower. And it works surprisingly 
we l l. Perry ported engines are 
amazingly close to Schnuerle ported 
engines in performance. 

HB also includes a special R/C car 
head/heatsink which is very similar to 
McCoy's new head. Both of these came 
out about the same time, so I don't think 
it was a question of one copying the 
other. But it does show the extent of 
specializing the engines for RIC car use, 
that HB took. Another special item, that I 
believe is one of the smartest things that 
HB did, was to include a paper air filter, 
with a foam cover and a carb adaptor 
with the engine. Somebody at HB has 
been paying attention to the needs of the 
R/C car racer. I firmly believe the paper 
air filter is an absolute must to keep any 
and all dirt out of the engine. The 
engines with paper ai r fi lters show 
absolutely no signs of abrasive wear. 
On the other hand, I've known guys who 
have worn out their engines to such an 
extreme, that they've completely lost all 
compression in one half hour's running 
time, because they ran without any air 
filter. Take your choice. 

HGK 21 SFC CAR 
The HGK 21 engine is of Schnuerle 

design but it is not an ABC type. It would 
have to be called an AAC type. The ABC 
type, meaning Aluminum piston, Brass 
sleeve, Chrome plated, is used by 
K & B, OPS, Super Tigre, and others. 
But the HGK engine uses an Aluminum 
piston, with an Aluminum cylinder that 
has been Chrome plated - hence AAC. 
Chroming aluminum is a rather new 
development that apparently HGK has 
mastered. 

The crankcase is in two pieces, similar 
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The new HGK engine has been winning a 
lot of races In Japan. It is Schnuerle ported 
with a chromed aluminum cylinder. 

The upper part of the engine, shown on 
the left, is all one piece aluminum. The 
Schnuerle Intake ports are cast in, as well 
as the cylinder bore, which is chrome 
plated. 

The HB aluminum piston, on the left, uses 
a Dykes ring, and forged rod that is double 
bushed. The HGK aluminum piston has a 
fully machined rod that Is bushed on the 
big end only. 

The HB crankshaft, LEFT, is almost 
identical to the Veco-McCoy cranks. The 
HGK crank has a smaller bore with a 
threaded end that screws Into the crank. 

to the old Taipan 21 engine, except the 
HGK does not use a sleeve as such. 
Instead, the upper case, which contains 
the fins, also contains all the Schnuerle 
ports. The port area is rather small when 
compared to the K & B 21. The upper 
case also contains the cylinder wall, 
which is chrome plated. 

The aluminum piston is conventional 
ABC or AAC type with one wire clip 
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holding the wrist pin in place. The rod is 
fully machined with a brass bushing in 
the big end. 

The crankshaft is a little different, in 
that the threaded end screws into the 
crankshaft, which requires a larger shaft 
on the small end which, in turn, also 
requires the smaller ball bearing to have 
a larger 1. 0 . The hole in the crankshaft is 
rather small, probably adequate for a 21 
size carb, but it would be useless to put a 
pumpercarb on the engine, because the 
fuel-air mixture couldn't get through the 
crank. 

The engine also comes with a very 
good one piece heatsink, and an air fi lter 
of the sponge foam type. 

HGK head, on the left, is Hemi shaped with 
squish band. The HB head has a little less 
compression and is slotted for the piston 
battle. 

This is probably the ultimate air filter for 
R/C cars. The HB unit features a paper air 
fi lter which is covered with a foam sleeve. 
Plastic adaptor attaches to carb. 

PROP TESTS 
There are nine prop tests shown in the 

accompanying chart. Test #t and #2 of 

TEST ENGINE CARB 
1 HB 21 Perry 21 
2 HGK 21 Stock 21 
3 Webra 20 Perry 40 
4 OPS 21 Perry 40 
5 ST 21 Perry 40 
6 K & 8 21 Perry 21 
7 K & 8 21 Pumper 
8 K & 8 21 Pumper 
9 K & B 21 Pumper 

, 
" .-- ' I 

..... : : -,. '·,JA-i. . ' 

l ~-;..;.. r ·- .;; -

All of the engine tests were done on this 
test stand, which Is securely fastened to 
the inside of the garage wall . All the 
exhaust fumes and noise are expelled into 
a hose, which goes through the garage 
wall, into a 5 gallon can on the other side. 
Fuel metering is done with a remote 
needle valve, right below the fuel can. An 
Accutac is used which can reliably make 
readings, within 50 rpm, in 3000 rpm 
ranges, all the way up to 30,000 rpm. The 
large drum, on the left, is removable and 
s lides over the props when testing. 

the HB & HGK engines were run on the 
same day, with the same props and with 
the same can of K & B 1 000 fuel, with 
castor oil. All nine tests used the K & B 
1000 fuel. Always use castor oil fuel in 
your R/C cars. I also used Fox R/C Long 
plugs in al l the tests. As you can see in 
the chart, the HGK engine was a little 
stronger on the bottom end, but the HB 
engine was better on the top end. I was a 
little surprised at these results, for two 
reasons. For one, I thought naturally the 
Schnuerle porting would have to be 
better than the PDP porting, and also the 
AAC piston sleeve combination should 
be better than the piston, ring sleeve · 
combination. But the prop tests called 
them very equal indeed. As a 
comparison, I included some prop tests 
# 3, # 4, #5, & #6, which were done a 
few months earlier. The HB and HGK 
compared very favorably with the Webra 
20 , OPS and Super Tigre 21 car 
engines, and these last three engines 
had Perry 40 size carbs! 

Test # 6 was of a K & B 21 with a Perry 
19 carb. This was not a stock K & B 21 , 
but a reworked one that I used for racing, 
but it does show the possible power 
which can be had with a 1 9 size carb. 

Tests #7, # 8, & #9 are ra th er 
to page 138 

TOP-FLITE PROPS 
7/4 8/4 9/4 
20,600 17,700 13,400 
20,200 17,800 13,600 
20,000 18,100 13,000 
21,000 17,800 13,000 
20,500 16,800 13,400 
21 ,600 18,800 13,800 
24,100 18,500 13,800 
22,800 16,400 
24,100 17,400 



W ow, what a kit! As supplied from your local dealer or 
direct from the manufacturer, the Stafford Twin 
Comanche is impressive. Not only is the box big, but 

it is filled with all sorts of goodies that make the job of building 
an airplane of this type quite a bit easier. 

The first thing that is evident are the accessories supplied, 
from molded cowl bowls (that's what they call them) to wing tip 
lights. Everything needed to finish the exterior of the airplane 
in a minimum of time. Stafford did not stop here. Included is a 
complete cockpit interior, also seats, arm rests, instrument 
panel and all the other items needed to finish off the cabin 
area. The molded parts all fit, tool Another plus is that they are 
very close to scale. 

The preformed hardware package contains everything 
needed except the scale specially formed retract struts for the 
landing gear. They are available direct from the manufacturer 
for $5.95, a three strut affair. Standard struts can be used, but 
the ones from Stafford add a "certain" look to the finished 
product and should be considered by anyone building the kit. 
When ordering, request either a Rhom Air or Goldberg, 
depending on what gear you intend to use. The plans show 
installation of both. Also, there is a complete shopping list for 
additional items not included in the kit. 

to page 131 

IMPRESSIONS E 

Packaging • 
Plans • 
Written Instructions • 
Ouatlty ol Hardwood 

Quali ty ol Fl berg lass 

Other Materials • 
Accessories • 
Ole·Culllng 

Jack Stafford Models 
TWIN COMANCHE 

G A F p IMPRESSIONS E G A F p 

Pre·Shaped Parts • 
Parts Mitch to Plans • 
Overall Paris Flt • 

• Ease ol Assembly • 
NA Fidelity to Scale • 

Flight Performance • 
Overall Appeal • 

NA 

E=Excelient I G• Good I A• Average I F• Falr I P• Poor 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Name .......... . ............................ TWIN COMANCHE 
Aircrall Type ............................. . Stand-Off Scale Twin 
Manufactured By ........................... Jack Stafford Models 

12111 Beatrice St. 
Culver City, California 90230 

Mfg. Suggested Retail Price ............................ S139.95 
Available From .............................. Both Mfg. & Retail 
Mfg. Recommended Usage ................... Sport & Competition 
Wing Span . .... ... ... . ........................... . . 72 Inches 
Wing Chord .... .................................... 11" (Avg.) 
Total Wing Area ............ ... ........ .. . . .. 775 Square Inches 
Fuselage Length .............. . ...................... 50 Inches 
Radio Compartment Dimensions ..... . ............ 3 Compartments 
Wing Location ...................................... Low Wing 
Airfoil ......... ...... ....... . ... . .......... . Semi-Symmetrical 
Wing Planform ................................... . . Swept T.E. 
Dihedral ..... . . . ................................... 2¥1 Inches 
Stabilizer Span ............... . ...................... 25 Inches 
Stabilizer Chord (incl. elev.) ............... . ...... . .. 5112' ' (Avg.) 
Total Stab Area .......... . .............. . . 137.50 Square Inches 
Stab Airfoil Section ....................................... Flat 
Stabilizer Location ........... . ............... . .... Mid-Fuselage 
Vertical Fin Height .................. . . . ............. 9~ Inches 
Vertical Fin Width (incl. ru d.) . .......................... 8 Inches 
Mfg. Rec. Engine Range ........ . ...... . . . ............ Two .40's 
Recommended Fuel Tank Size ........................ 8· 10 Ounce 
Landing Gear . . .. . ..................... . ............. . Tricycle 
Rec. Number of Channels ... ..... ................ . .. . ........ 6 
Recommended Control Functions ........... Rud., Elev., Thro!., Ail. 

Flaps & Retract Gear 
Basic Materials Used In Construction: 

Fuselage .............. . ............................. Balsa 
Wing ........... . ......... .. ........ . ................ Balsa 
Tail Surfaces ........ . ................................ Balsa 

Hardware Included In Kit ........... . . . ................. See text 
Plan Size .................................. 86" x 36" (1 sheet) 
Building Instructions on Plan Sheets . . ........... .. .......... Yes 
Instruction Manual ..... . ... . .................... Yes (18 pages) 
Construction Photos . . .... . ...... •......... . ............... Yes 
Kit Includes ................................. . .... Shaped Parts 
Mfg. Rec. Flying Weight ............................ 144-176 Oz. 

Wing loading based on rec. flying wt. .. . . . . . 26.7-32.7 Oz./Sq. Ft. 

RCM PROTOTYPE 
Weight, Ready To Fly ............................... 160 Ounces 
Wing Loading ........... . . ..................... 29.7 Oz./Sq. Ft. 
Covering & finishing materials used ..................... See Text 
Engine Make and Disp. . .......... . .............. . .... K & B .40 
Muffler Used . . . . .......... .. .. ..... . ......... Talone No. 29355 
Radio Used ................ .' ............... Kralt/KPS· 14 servos 
Tank Size Used ... . ... ........... . ........... 10 Ounce Sullivan 
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RC llllODEL PROTECTOR 
An On Ground In-Air Battery Tester Using 

An Auxiliary Channel and the Throttle 
By Gale Christensen Photos By Roger Hatch 

I l's a calm, beautiful spring 
morning; only a few fliers are 
out and none of them are on my 

frequency. I'll have a great day of flying, 
right? Wrong. Battery failure has just 
re-ki tted my fi rst .60 size full-house 
plane on its second flight of the day. The 
crash could have been prevented if I had 
been using my new RC Model Protector. 

This crash happened several years 
ago when I first started radio control. 
Despite many years of schooling and 
experience in electronics, I had never 
been aware of the memory and shelf-life 
discharge problems associated with 
nickel cadmium batteries. 

After talking with many people and 
researching nicad batteries, I want to 
offer a new type of tester. I highly 
recommend the use of expanded scale 
voltmeters for assessing the remaining 

charge in battery packs along with load 
resistors to cycle our batteries every 
several months. The use of the ESV and 
cycling will increase the reliability of the 
battery packs and will also show us a 
ratio of the charge capacity with respect 
to our flying time. There are also LED 
voltage monitors that show when the 
battery pack voltage is low. 

But the LED monitors and ESV's also 
have their problems. The LED's are hard 
to see in direct sunlight. The ESV's are 
too frequently left lying in the flight box or 
on the bench at home. Since LED 
monitors need to be located on the 
exterior of the model and ESV's entail 
jacks, both may detract from the beauty 
of the model or ruin its scale appearance 
if it's a scale model. Most importantly, 
LED monitors and ESV's are useful only 
during the time the model is on the 

ground. The model is most susceptible 
to battery failure or discharge when it's 
airborne. Therefore , I feel in-flight 
testing is necessary. 

My RC Model Proctector will test the 
battery pack voltage on the ground or in 
the air by using the model's throttle. It's 
so small it fits inside a Royal Electronics 
Corp. 1/2A receiver case; it's light and 
can be mounted in most RC models 
without special requirements (pack in 
foam). The Protector has no external 
jacks, lights or other components so 
even scale buffs can use it. The design, 
however, utilizes the model's throttle 
and an auxi liary channel , thereby 
restricting its use to models where these 
are available. The current drain is only 
30 milliamps and it has a voltage range 
of 3.2 to 6 volts. It can be used on any 
positive pulse, three or four wire radio 
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system. The threshold voltage of the 
Protector is adjustable. I recommend it 
be set for 4. 7 volts. The Protector will 
remember if the battery pack voltage 
drops below the threshold voltage by 
either slow discharge or by a power 
glitch, and it will be remembered until the 
model's power is turned off, then back 
on again. 

Testing and Usage - Testing is 
done by using the two extremes of the 
auxiliary channel. One extreme is the 
control position and the other extreme is 
the test position. In the control extreme, 
the modeler has full control of the throttle 
no matter what the battery voltage is 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

Gale Christensen Is 29 years old and resides 
in Orem, Utah with his wife and three children. 
As 11 teenager he tried to fly U-Control p lanes 
with no success. His Involvement In RC began 
about seven years ago when he designed and 
built his first transmitter and took his first plane 
to the Bonneville Salt Flats to crash. He later 
joined the Utah Valley Aeromodelers of which 
he Is now the secretary t reasurer. He enjoys 
designing accessories Including his own radio 
systems, battery chargers, an RC tachometer, 
and recently helped his RC Club build ESV's of 
his own design. Gale holds an Associate Degree 
In Electronic Engineeri ng Technology from 
Brigham Young Uni versi ty where he Is 
employed as a supervisor of computer systems 
maintenance, having ten years working 
experience In electronics. 

(unless radio control is lost due to the 
battery voltage being too low). 

Testing the batteries involves setting 
the throttle between mid and full. The 
auxiliary channel is then moved to the 
test extreme. If the batteries are low or 
have previously glitched low, the throttle 
stick will lose control of the throttle servo 
and the servo will cut back to idle. After 
the test, the auxiliary channel can be 
moved back into the control position and 
full control of the throttle servo will be 
restored to the throttle stick. 

Since the Protector has a memory 
capability, testing can be performed at 
random or continuously when the power 
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is on. If the continuous mode is 
preferred, !he user must be aware that 
he can immediately recover throttle stick 
operation, if the throttle cuts, by moving 
the auxiliary channel's position out of 
test. Also, whenever the Protector is 
used in a plane , testing should be 
disabled when landing to prevent losing 
control of the throttle during this Gritical 
time. 

Theory of Operation - For an 
in-depth view of how the Protector 
works, let's refer to the block diagram. 
The Voltage Monitor and Memory block 
uses the lntersil ICL8211 CPA integrated 
circuit which measures the battery 
voltage at all times. The output "Low" 
goes to zero volts if the battery voltage 
drops below the threshold voltage and 
will remain there until power is turned off 
and on. 

The "Power On Reset" circuit is used 
to eliminate switch bounce when the 
Protector is turned on ; it also clears the 
Protector's memory. The IC's threshold 
is pulled to the batteries' plus voltage 
whenever the power is turned off then 
on . The threshold rem ains at the 
batteries' plus for about .3 seconds. 
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The "Pulse Detector" is simply a 
Signetics NE544A integrated circuit 
which checks the pulse width of the 
auxiliary channel. Its output "Test" goes 
to zero volts whenever the auxiliary 
channel is at one extreme. "Test" goes 
to a voltage greater than +3 volts 
whenever the channel is in the other 
extreme. 

The " Coincidence Gate" puts a 
voltage greater than + 3 volts on its 
output "Select Throttle" whenever both 
the inputs "Low" and "Test" are at zero 
volts. If either or both of the inputs, 
"Low" or "Test' have a voltage greater 
than + 3 volts , the output " Select 
Throttle" will have zero volts on it. 

The "Channel Select Logic" works in 
conjunction with the signal "Select 
Throttl e" th at come s from th e 
"Coincidence Gate." If "Select Throttle" 
goes to zero volts, then the receiver 
throttle channel signal will be gated to 
the throttle servo by the "Channel Select 
Logic." If the "Select Throttle" signal 
voltage ever exceeds + 3 volts ("Test" 
and "Low" both equal to zero volts), the 
"Channel Select Logic" will gate the 
auxiliary channel to the throttle servo, 

causing the throttle to cut to idle. 
To further understand how the lntersil 

ICL8211 CPA and the Signetics NE544A 
integrated circuits work and how they 
accomplish the above functions, I will 
refer you to R/C Modelers October and 
November, 1977 issues. In Jim Oddino's 
feature, " Radio Spectrum," these 
integrated circuits and their operation 
are discussed in detail. 

PARTS LIST 
Capacitors : 
1 ea . - .1 µ.fd , 35 volt; Sprague 

162D104X9035BC2 or equiv. 
4 ea . - 1 µ.fd , 35 volt ; Sprague 

162D105X9035CD2 or equiv. 
ea. - 2.2 µ.fd , 35 volts; Sprague 

162D225X9035DD2 or equiv. 
ea. - 15 µ.fd , 20 volt ; Sprague 

196D156X9020JA1 or equiv. 
Resistors: 
1 ea. - 2K; red, black, red, gold. 
1 ea. - 2.7K; red, violet, red, gold. 
2 ea. - 4.7K; yellow, violet, red, gold. 
2 ea. - 1 OK ; brown, black, orange, gold. 
1 ea. -1 SK; brown, gray, orange, gold. 
2 ea. - 100K; brown, black, orange, 

gold. 
1 ea. -1 SOK; brown, gray, yellow, gold. 
1 ea . .-- 330K; orange, orange, yellow, 

gold. 
Note: all resistor values are specified 

in ohms and are 1 /4 watt , ± 5 % 
tolerance. 
Semiconductors: 
1 ea. - 2N4124 Transistor; most any 

silicone NPN general purpose. 
ea. - 2N4126 Transistor; most any 

silicone PNP general purpose. 
1 ea. - SN74COON Integrated Circuit; 

National or· Texas Instruments 
substitute: Radio Shack, RS74COO 
part # 276-2301 . 

ea. - NE544N Integrated Circuit ; 
Signetics Corp. 

1 ea. - ICL8211 CPA Integrated Circuit; 
lntersil. 

1 ea. - Light Emmitting Diode. 
Miscellaneous: 
1 ea. - SOK ohm trimpot; Bourn model 

3006P or equivalent. 
1 ea. - 1/2A receiver case; Royal 

Electronics Corp. 
1 ea. - Printed circuit board. 
1 ea. - Female connector for mating 

with servo. 
2 ea. - Male connectors for mating with 

receiver. 

Tools required. 



Parts before assembly. 

Capacitors added. 

Cable and wiring. 

Completely assembled unit. 

For those who would like a complete 
parts kit for the "RC Model Protector," 
Royal Electronics Corp., 3535 S. Irving, 
Englewood, Colo. 80110, has made one 
available. The price is $15.95 including 
P/C board and case. Connectors and 
instructions are not included. 
Assembly: 

Assembly of the Protector requires 

Drilling the P.C. Board. 

Transistors added. 

Cable and wiri ng attached to unit. 

Completed unit atta c hed t o RC 
system. 

very few tool s. They include wire 
strippers, small diagnols, small needle 
nose pliers, a small screwdriver, solder 
and a 15-60 watt soldering iron. 
(Kwik-Wick solder braid and an ESV are 
also helpful , but not necessary. 
Kwik-Wick is used to soak up solder 
from traces if a component is installed 
incorrectly or if a solder bridge must be 

Integrated circu it s, jumpers and 
trim pot. 

Resistors added 

Assembled unit without case. 

Author doing final checkout of unit. 

removed.) 
To guarantee sucess in assembling 

the Protector, the following points 
should be heeded: 

(1) All parts must be installed exactly 
as shown on the component layout. 

(2) All capacitors should be installed 
with the red ( + ) end up or laid in the 

to page 122 
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S 
Scale Spotlight 

everal times in recent years, 
modelers attending the Toledo 
Show have been intrigued by 

the big Mustang and other large models 
displayed in the booth of Byron 
Originals. If you've wondered what 
became of them, your curiosity will soon 
be satisfied. Byron Originals is the 
creation of Byron Godbersen, founder 
and president of Midwest Industries of 
Ida Grove, Iowa, a large manufacturing 
concern. The story begins many years 
ago when farmer Godbersen had some 
ideas for better items of farm equipment. 
He began to make and sell them. As an 
ex-farmer myself, who bought and used 
Midwest products, I can attest to their 
ingenuity and practicality, factors which 
contributed to the steady growth of the 
company . In more rece nt yea rs, 
Midwest has branched out into products 
not related to farming. 

Along th e way Byron beca me 
interested in models and R/C flying as a 
relaxing hobby. About 5 years ago he 
decided to produce some big R/C kits of 
the large type of model he found most 
interesting. At that time, he was well 
ahead of the current "mammoth scale" 
phenomenon. In retrospect, some will 
ask why it has taken so long for the idea 
to reach the market. The explanation is 
contained in his statement about the 
project: " I decided that I'd do it right or 
not do it all all." So when he was not 
satisfied with something, it was re-done 
or a new approach tried. In fact, the 
Mustang is still under development, 
though proceeding, and another model, 
a 1/3 Scale version of the Pitts Special, 
wi ll be available first , poss ibly in 
December. 

The major parts of the kit. A very 
complete kit i s planned , with 
everything furnished except radio, 
engine and covering. 
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Dean Copeland and Dwayne Zimmer 
check out the yellow Pitts prior to the 
demonstration. 

As can be seen in the accompanying 
photo, it is mainly composed of molded 
foam parts. In itself enough to classify 
the Pitts as a quick-building ARF, the 
ready-made components theme is 
carried further with injection molded 
nylon cabane struts and outer wi ng 
struts, a stamped metal landing gear 
and fiberglass cowl and wheel pants. 
These features were accomplished by 
making a large investment in tools, 
molds and dies. The pay-off to the kit 
buyer is in work time saved. it can be 
assembled in one day! 

The top of the wings and the f.uselage 
have molded-in rib and stringer effects. 
The factory recommends covering the 
model with Top Flite's EconoKote, which 
can be ironed on at a low enough 
temperature that the foam is not melted. 
Upon fi rst examination, the finished 
model looks like a built-up type and it's 
hard for viewers to believe it actually is 
an all-foam model. It could be flown 
unfini s hed , though i t would b e 
unattractive that way. Presumably it 
could also be painted with finishes that 
are compatible with foam. 

... ~· 

.,,. 

Byron Original 's prop unit, equipped 
with an O.S . . 60 FSA. In the Pitts it 
turns a 20/8 prop. 

The factory prototype models "were 
featured during the lunch break at the 
Annual All-Sig Kit Fun Fly in Council 
Bluffs at the Cobra's field on Sept. 24th. 
Spectator's jaws dropped as Dean 
Copeland, District IX's AMA Scale 
Contest Board representative, put on a 
sparkling demonstration of the flying 
qualities of the foam bipe. Here, another 
advantage of the construction method 
became evident. The flying weight is just 
over 13 lbs. On 1440 sq. inches of wing 
area and with a power unit producing 
more static thrust than the weight of the 
model, not only are aerobatic qualities 
top drawer but the low speed stabi lity 
and handling characteristics appear to 
be outstanding. Since an ARF model like 
this will attract purchasers who have 
little RIC flying experience, it had best be 
a forgiving design. The Pitts admirably 
fills the bill in this respect. It gets airborne 
with only a short run. On landings, Dean 
would slow it down to a walk and almost 
stop in mid-air before setting down 
gently on the runway --- another 
confirmation that in modeling, the way to 
turn a tiger into a pussycat is to get the 
wing loading down. 

The Pitts is so light in the rear fuselage 
area that it qualifies as an almost 
unheard of rarity --- an exact scale 
model that is not tail heavy. The receiver 
batteries were placed behind the wing in 
order to arrive at the desired C.G. ! The 
weight reduction program carried out 



during development cut about 10 
pounds off the original test beds. This 
reduced the load on the structure and, 
coupled with the naturally s trong 
configuration of two wings tied together 
in a box-like assembly, the result seems 
to be an airframe with plenty of reserve 
strength. 

After testing many chain saw and 
similar industrial engines, Byron is 
convinced that the better power/weight 
ratio and low vibration of standard model 
airplane engines make them the best 
choice of power unit. So, he will be 
producing a prop reduction unit suited 
for the Pitts and it will be available soon 
also. 

Real innovations in the hobby are 
rare. My observation is that the Pitts 
qualifies for this category. 

Angelo Tosti flew this blue and yellow 
Nosen Gere Sport to demonstrate the 
Jenkins V-Power unit. 

The Jenkins V-Power unit. 

A Krafty Arrangement 
Another performer at the Annual Sig 

Fun Fly was Angelo Tosti, who brought 
up a Nosen Gere Sport from Kansas City 
to show off the potential of a new belt 
drive unit called Jenkins V-Power. Two 
Kraft .61 's have been harne sse d 
together to produce a formidable power 
plant that makes the big bipe, with all its 
bui lt-in drag, a lively stunter. The engine 
(or do we call it engines?) loops the 27 
lbs. of monster model from level flight 
with ease, repeatedly. There is little 
vibration and the 24/10 Grish Tornado 
prop turns at 6,000 rpm. 

The drive belts run in toothed pulleys 
with a lot of surface. Very long belt life is 
claimed. Construction is rugged and it 
looks very strong. 

With a displacement of 1.2 cu. in., the 

unit is legal for competition under AMA 
rules if it were put in a 15 lb. airplane. 
(Though a number of proposals have 
been submitted to the AMA Scale 
Contest Board for higher engine and 
weight limits, these will not take effect, if 
passed , until 1980 .) For further 
information on Jenkins V-Power, write: 
Jenkins RC Aircraft, Inc. , 1127 Swift, N. 
Kansas City MO 64116, or call : {816) 
474-9919. 

Got A Screw Loose? 
Quadra owners sometimes Have 

trouble keeping their jittery hunk of 
vibrating engine on the firewall. To 
prevent mounting screws from 
loosening, they've resorted to welding 
nuts to metal straps or to a backplate. 
For those without welding equipment 
there is an easier way. It involves use of 
the familiar blind nut technique. You 
can't get them at hobby shops as yet, but 
just about every hardware store carries 
larger sizes of bl ind nuts than modelers 
use. Generally they are called Tee-Nuts, 
but there may be other brands. The 
photo shows a Quadra mounted with 
1/4" cap screws (with Allen head), 1/4" 
lock washers and 1/4" Tee-Nuts. To get 
into the tight places behind the 
carburetor, etc., the Allen wrench has 
been shortened by cutting it off with a 
motor tool sil icone wheel. This combo 
can be cinched down tight enough to 
stay. 

Tougher Tail Wheel 
CB Enterprises make a shock 

absorbing steerable tail wheel assembly 
that many builders have used on scale 
biplanes and lightplanes. It works fine on 
the usual 5 or 6 foot span jobs but really 
wasn't intended for the heavy pounding 
provided by a 20 lb. Quarter Scale. Mike 
Gretz made up a heavy duty tail wheel 
by using the leaf springs from two CB tail 
wheel packages. This gives 8 leaves 
instead of 4 and doubles the carrying 
capacity. To prevent end play, a small 

guide bracket was bent around ahd 
soldered to the leaves at the bottom near 
the tail wheel bracket. This is quite 
similar to the b racket seen on 
automobile leaf springs. Note that it is 
only fastened to the bottom leaf of those 
it goes around and the rest are left free to 
flex back and forth inside the bracket. 
Instead of using the tail wheel fork 
supplied by CB, Mike bent up a similar 
one sized for a larger wheel. The nylon 
horns for the rudder and tailwheel 
supplied in the CB package were used 
and are strong enough. The springs 
supplied, though, are too light so he 
replaced them with heavier springs. 
Various sizes of springs can be found at 
hardware stores and machinist's supply 
houses. 

I I 

•••• 
Big Dummy 

Span Aero, one of the pioneers of 
Mammoth Scale with their Cubs, have 
introduced a dummy engine in Quarter 
Scale size. This is suitable for Cubs of 
course, but will also work out for other 
airplanes with exposed flat four engines. 
Cast in black plastic, additional details 
can be added for a fine scale effect. Cost 
is $16.95 from Span Aero, 4 Beverly 
Place, Norwalk CT 06850, phone (203) 
847-7861. 

An ABS sheet plastic cooling shroud 
and a carved balsa exhaust pipe add 
the finishing touch to this Span Aero 
dummy cylinder installation on a 1/4 
Scale version of Hazel Sig' s Clipped 
Wing Club. 

Footnotes 
If someone is looking for a good 

specialty item, my suggestion would be 
dummy engine cylinders for exposed flat 
fours in sizes smaller than Quarter 
Scale. It is one of the most asked "where 
can I get ... " questions that come in the 
mail. D 
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RUN 
WHATCHA 
BR UNG! 
By Walt Wilson 
Photos by Duane Blow 

A couple of years ago many 
Spirit of St. Louis R/C Flying 
Club members wanted very 

much to do some pylon racing. The 
problem was that the members couldn't 
agree on what to race. Most agreed·that 
we weren't ready for Formula I. Some 
wanted to race Quarter Midgets, ~ome 
wanted to have one-airplane events like 
Spirit of St. Louis Quarter Midget racing. 
Others wanted to race Skootel' l l's and 
15-500 types, while still others.wanted to 
race Quickie 500's. Some members just 
wanted to race whatever they had. We 
established a Spirit of St. Louis Quarter 
Midget event, and interest is still running 
high in that area. 

I was a new contest director at that 
time and, to please as many people as 
possible and encourage as much 
participation as possible, I worked out a 
handicapping formula to equalize the 
various sizes and types of planes and 
engines so that people cou ld race 
whatever they had. 

Using the AMA open pylon wing area 
and airfoil thickness rules as a base, I 
handicapped p lanes with up to 50 
square inches less area than specified 
one-half lap ; planes with 51 to 100 
square inches less area were 
handicapped one lap. Planes with wings 
more than 100 square inches undersize 
were not allowed. Planes with more than 
50 square inches too much wing area 
got one-half lap head start. Planes with 
more than 100 square inches too much 
area were given one lap head start. 
Planes with less tha n 15% airfoi l 
thickness were handicapped one-half 
lap. One lap was the maximum handicap 
or head start. Only front rotary valve 
engines were allowed, with the 
exception of the K & B .15, and engines 
were required to idle slowly enough so 
that the plane wouldn't roll at the starting 
line. 

At the first race we found that Quarter 
Midgets didn't have a chance under 
these rules. They were handicapped a 
full lap, and most .60 powered pattern 
ships were given a one-lap head start. 
Art Biehl, flying a pattern ship, won the 
fi rst race , followed by .40 powered 
15-500 planes. These were fast enough 
to have won, but had various problems 
in the heats they flew against Art. 

Joe Naber was contest director for the 
second "Run Whatcha Brung," and we 
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Walt Wilson with typical Run Watcha 
Brung racer. O.S .. 40 FSA powered 
Skooter II with wingtips extended to 
comply w i th 500 square inch 
requirement. 

A pa ir of Spiri ts in foreground 
patiently wait for third Sp irit with 
balky engine as starting time runs 
out. 

Al Poole's winning Mach 1 with piped 
Webra .60. 

collaborated to correct some of the 
obvious deficiencies. We eliminated the 
handicap for legal Quarter Midgets and 
started them heads up with the 15-500 
types. Ray Sargent, flying a K & B .40 
powered Skooter 11 with the wing 

Author Walt Wilson and son Larry 
with Cox and Rossi powered Spirit of 
St. Louis Quarter Midgets. 

Dick Teneau' s Spirit Quarter Midget 
rounding Pylon No. 1. 

extended to 500 square inches won the 
second race. Quarter Midgets fared 
much better than previously, with one 
placing third. 

I was contest director for the third 
" Run Whatcha Brung. " Quickie 500 
racing was gaining popularity, and some 
of the other clubs in the area had Quickie 
races scheduled. I eliminated the 
handicap for airfoils thinner than 15% to 
encourage building of Quickie airplanes 
that would be competitive elsewhere. 
Some strange looking wings appeared, 
but the third race was won by Al Poole, 
flying another large pattern ship with a 
piped Webra .60. Nobody could 
overcome the one lap head start. Times 
recorded indicated that some Quickies 
and Quarter Midgets could have caught 
Al, but they had so many problems in the 
heats they flew against him that they 
couldn't win. 

Joe Naber was contest director for the 
fourth "Run Whatcha Brung," and again 
we evolved the rules to make the 
underdog more competitive. Pumpers, 
pressure, and pipes were not allowed. 
Quickie 500 and other planes with 
airfoils thin ner than 15% were 

to page 118 



A pril, 1978. It's been one year 
since I started building my first 
R/C model , and six months 

since my husband started nagging me 
about writing this article. We had been 
talking about the fact that I am the only 
woman flier in our club, and he insisted 
that 1. write an article to share my 
experiences in learning to fly R/C. 

First of all , let me say that I think R/C 
modeling is more difficult for most 
women than for men. Now before I'm 
stoned to death by women wearing 
"ERA-Now," T-shirts, let me explain. 

The reason I say that R/C flying is 
more difficult for a woman is that most of 
us women start out w ithout the 
mechanical and modeling background 
most of you guys have built-up from 
boyhood. Very few of us girls spent our 
time building U-control models, plastic 
ones or, for that matter, doing much of 
anything in the building line. Very few of 
us tinkered with engines like our 
boyfriends did. Very few of us know even 
the basic fundamentals of how airplanes 
fly. And again, very few of us know 
enough electronics to be ab le to 
understand the functions of our R/C 
systems. All these factors go together to 
make m os t wome n enter with a 
handicap; a lack of some of the basic 
understandings most men start out with. 

The main reason I mentioned this at 
all is to give some of you guys who tried 
to teach the wife, but gave up , 
something to think about - - she might 
not understand the uses of a blind nut, 
let alone a differential aileron connector 
... or even an aileron. And that's not 
from lack of intelligence, but from lack of 
experience and knowledge. It's like a 
man not knowing how to sew. Imagine 
that! 

When I started building my first R/C 
plane, an RCM Trainer .40, it was the 
first model kit I'd ever laid my hands on. I 
couldn 't read the symbols on the plans, I 
didn't know the names of some of the 
parts (vertical stabilizer?!?), and I didn't 
know the basic techniques involved in 
building a straight, strong, light airplane. 
Luckily, the RCM Trainer .40 came with 
a complete and relatively basic set of 
plans and instructions, and I had a good 
friend to help me. I finished the plane 

LOGBOOK: 
A Woman's First 
Year in R/C 

By Phyllis Moorman 

and my instructor tested and trimmed it 
in mid-April, 1977. Great. I flew it for 
short parts of five flights, then lack of 
experience told. Seems that, on the 
plans, way up in the corner, in smallish 
print, was a little note: Reinforce the 
center section of the wing with fiberglass 
cloth and epoxy. Whoops!! As I recall it 
was a split-S that snapped the wing in 
half and turned the Trainer .40 into 
chips. The guys called it the best crash 
of the year. 

Okay, pick it up, send off the radio, buy 

parts for the OS .40 and get a new RCM 
Trainer .40 kit. The old wing was fine; I 
just glued it back together - - - with . 
fiberglass cloth and epoxy this time. 

Working night and day - literally - I 
had the new plane ready to fly the next 
weekend, and I settled down to learn 
how to fly . As I learned to steer the plane 
round the sky, I also picked up, from the 
great bunch of conversationalists out at 
the field , as well as from the model 
magazines and my instructor, some of 
those fundamentals of flight, building, 
and electronics I'd started without 
initially. 

I learned my Figure S's, and started 
take-offs. At this time I was, as I guess 
most beginners are, amazed at the 
number of things you must think about at 
once; rate of climb, power setting, roll 
control, elevator. It's a lot to keep on top 
of, all at one time. Finally, with a lot of 
practice and a very patient instructor, 
who managed to hide his surprise when I 
made some amazingly naive errors, I 
went on to low approaches and then, in 
early August, he coaxed me into my first 
solo landing. I kept practicing, making 2 
or 3 landings in a day's flying, until the 
end of August. By that time, the old 
Trainer .40 was getting pretty banged 
up. Just too many hard landings. 

to page 116 
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THE 
AUDIO 
FLIGHT 
TIMER 
By Alfred I. Anderson 

I really enjoy flying model 
planes. I mean I enjoy it to the 
extent I seem to forget exactly 

how long I've been boring holes in the 
sky. The other day was a perfect 
example ... I was several hundred feet 
out and less than "one mistake" high. In 
the prior minutes I had been looping and 
rolling in preparation for a smooth 
inverted low pass. Now the time had 
come. secretly hoping that all my 
buddies were watching , I double 
checked my position. Perfect! Now just a 
.tad of ai leron for a nice 180° roll 
(remember the down elevator) -
Whoops! What was that sputter? Gosh 
darn it, I must be out of gas. Those 
remaining seconds (seeming like hours) 

2 Al 
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resu lted in a m ost undigni fied 
three-point landing (that is wingtip, tail, 
and one gear) in the tall weeds that 
surround our field. In retrospect, I am 
truly grateful that I didn't start that roll five 
seconds earlier - upside down landings 
are rather rough on tails and cockpits! 

Back in the shop that evening , I 
concluded I needed some sort of 
indicator to let me know how long I have 
been flying. I have seen electronic fuel 
gauges before and gave serious thought 
to building one. However, they have one 
serious disadvantage. You have to look 
at them! Since I usually watch my 
undulating plane, I figured I would just 
forget to look at the meter after the 
novelty wore off. The next idea was the 

FIGURE 1 
AUDIO FLIGHT TIMER SCHEMATIC 

pre-settable timer. This device will 
produce one tone so many minutes after 
it is turned on. Clever idea but it really 
wasn't what I wanted. I can just see 
myself in another inverted low pass with 
my engine sputtering and a timer that 
has just begun to buzz incessantly. 

Being an electrical engineer by 
profession, I thought it would be a fine 
idea to combine the fuel gauge concept 
with the audio timer idea. In this manner 
the Audio Flight Timer (or AFT for short) 
was born. The specifications were 
simple. Every minute, the AFT should 
tell me the elapsed flight time. That is, 
after one minute the AFT should beep 
once. One minute later it should beep 
twice indicating two elapsed minutes. 
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Eight beeps would mean gight minutes 
and so forth. These one minute updates 
will act as a constant in-flight reminder. 
Also, because it would specify the 
elapsed time every minute, I won't have 
to remember how many times it has 
beeped before. The final specification 
may well be the most important. I never 
want to adjust it, look at it, or even turn it 
on. I just want to use it. Since the AFT is 
powered by the transmitter batteries, 
whenever I'm transmitting I am also 
timing. By the way, this side benefit has 
eliminated by infamous " left on 
transmitter no batteries left" syndrome. 

Th is AFT is simple and 
straight-forward to build. It is all made 
possible by a small Audio Indicator that 
is manufactured by Projects Unlimited. 
This transistorized buzzer does not have 
contacts that will arc and interfere with 
your transmitter. The buzzer works by 
causing a small reed to vibrate against a 
plastic diaphram resulting in a loud 
(80 db) 400 Hertz tone. In actual 
operation, with the AFT hidden deep 
inside of the transmitter, the tone is 
easily heard (and felt) over the roar of a 
nearby engine. The AFT is also fairly 
inexpensive. I built the prototype back in 
1976 at a total cost of $13.37. Since 
then, it has more than paid for itself in 
convenience alone, not counting the 
elimination of damage from inopportune 
deadstick landings. 

THEORY OF OPERATION 
Before building (or designing) a 

circuit, it is best to understand what it is 
supposed to do . The AFT is no 
exception. It consists of four separate 
sec t ions : time base , counter , 
sequencer, and audio output. Each of 
these sections is independent, which 
simplifies the design and maintenance. 
The circuit makes use of three 
inexpensive CMOS digital integrated 
circuits. This results in very low power 
consumption (a negligible 0.5 milliamps) 
and can run directly off the transmitter 
batteries. 

The time base is generated by two 
NANO gates inside a CD4011. The 
output is a square wave whose 
frequency can be adjusted by R3 (see 
the schematic in Figure 1 ). The 
particular component values were 
chosen to reduce sensitivity to 
temperature changes. These square 
waves are fed to a CD4020 ripple carry 
register (binary counter). This IC divides 
the input frequency by multiples of two. 
We will make use of the four outputs that 
toggle at 1, 2, 4, and 8 minute intervals. 
Each time the 1 minute output changes 
(indicated by a high-to-low transition on 
the 30 second output), we transfer these 
minute outputs into an up/down counter 
(CD4029). This counter is then used to 
drive the tone generator by making the 
IC count down with a one-second 
square wave (also from the CD4020). 

Audio T lmerj 
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FIGURE 2 
AUDIO FLIGHT TIMER 
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FIGURE 3 
AUDIO FLIGHT TIMER 
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on the potientometer (R3) until the tones 
are one minute apart! If you have access 
to an osci lloscope or a frequency 
counter, adjust the pot for a frequency of 
17.07 Hertz (58 milliseconds) at the 
input to the CD4020 (pin 10). This will 
properly calibrate the time base so that 
tones will be generated at one minute 
intervals. 
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INSTALLATION 

FIGURE 4 
AUDIO FLIGHT TIMER 
PARTS PLACEMENT 

The finished unit is so small it can 
usual ly be inserted ins ide your 
transmitter. This is really the best place 
as it is shielded from dirt and the 
outsides of your box aren't disfigured. 
The exact mounting technique depends 
upon your transmitter, but I have 
successfully used tape to hold it against 
the back cover in one box and miniature 
L brackets in another. After mounting, 
run wires from your power switch (or 
encoder board, whichever is more 
convenient) to the power pins of the 
AFT. That completes the installation. The counter drives a transistor which, in 

turn, supplies current to the 
transistorized buzzer thus producing a 
tone that lasts about 1 second. When the 
counter has counted down to zero, it 
inhibits itself until the next 1 minute 
update comes along. Whenever power 
is applied to the circuit, a reset pulse 
passes through C2 insuring the timer 
starts counting from zero. 

CONSTRUCTION 
I usually build small circuits like this 

directly on a printed circuit board. The 
artwork is included (a positive in Figure 2 
and a negative in Figure 3) for those who 
would like to make their own boards. 
Although this is a double sided board it is 
no more difficult to make one of these 
than a single sided board if you are 
careful. If you would rather not make a 
PC board, the circuit can be assembled 
on Vector board or any other medium 
you are familiar with. Remember to keep 
it sma l l so it wil l fit inside your 
transmitter. With the exception of the 
buzzer, all components are standard 
and can be purchased from many 
sources. For reference, I have included 
the names of the vendors I purchased 
my parts from (see Table 1 ). These . 
people have always served me well and 
I take pride in recommending them to 
you. The prices do vary from time to 
time. A quick check in the back pages of 
an electronics magazine or a letter to the 
vendor will provide accurate data. 

The general rule to foll ow when 
assembling a circuit is to mount the 
smallest components first. This allows 
them to be pushed down tight against 
the PC board when they are soldered. 
Following the parts placement diagram 
(Figure 4), mount and solder all of the 
fixed resistors and the Zener diode. 
These should be followed by the Molex 
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pins that will hold the integrated circuits. 
Install the capacitors, the transistor, and 
the variable resistor next. Complete the 
construction by soldering the red and 
green wires from the Al-105 to the PC 
board and inserting the integrated 
circuits into the Molex pins. I mounted 
the transistorized buzzer with a piece of 
double-sided carpet tape. I wouldn't 
recommend servo tape or si l icone 
because these wi ll act as a sound 
insulator and reduce the volume of the 
buzzer. We want the darned thing to be 
as noisy as possible so give it a solid 
mounting. 

ADJUSTMENT 
The calibration of the AFT is real 

tough - apply power and turn the screw 

USE 
After two years of use, it is hard to 

imagine what it is like to fly without the 
aid of this device. Unl ike other 
ind icators , it doesn ' t require any 
intervention for proper use. After starting 
the engine and taxiing to the runway I 
may 'blip' the transmitter power switch 
briefly to re-set the AFT back to zero. I 
then proceed to take-off and chase any 
unwary sparrow that comes too close. 
A f ter 5 to 12 minutes of flyi ng 
(depending upon the plane I've got up) I 
simply circle and land. The whole flight 
was monitored by the AFT and every 
minute I was reminded of my elapsed 
time. What could be simpler? 0 

TABLE 1 
PARTS LIST 

Qty. Type 

1 56 ohm, 114w, 5% resistor 
1 10K ohm 
2 100K ohm 
1 150K ohm 
1 390K ohm 
1 1 OOK, 1 O turn trim pot 
3 0.1 mid tantalum caps 
1 1N914 (1N4148) diode 
1 1N5231B, 5.1v Zener 
1 2N3906 transistor 
1 CD401 1 
1 CD4020 
1 CD4029 

46 Molex pins 
1 Al-105 
1 PC Board 

Source 

Digi-Key 
Digi-Key 
Digi-Key 
Digi-Key 
Digi-Key 
James 
James 
Digi-Key 
Digi-Key 
Digi-Key 
Digi-Key 
Digi-Key 
Digi-Key 
Digi-Key 
Projects U. 
on hand 

Digi-Key, P.O. Box 677, Thief River Falls, Mn. 56701. 
James Electronics, 1021-A Howard Ave., San Carlos, Ca. 94070 
Projects Unlimted, 3680 Wyse Road, Dayton, Ohio 45414 

Cost Total 

.05 .05 

.05 .05 

.05 .10 

.05 .05 

.05 .05 
1.35 1.35 

.28 .84 

.05 .05 

.15 .15 

.16 .16 

.23 .23 
1.14 1.14 
1.14 . 1.14 

.009 .41 
5.95 5.95 
1.00 1.00 



T he Littlest Stick is a sport model for the advanced 
rudder only flier. As an added distinction, with a 19W ' 
wingspan and 53/4 oz. weight, it probably qualifies as 

one of the smallest models. I know, at $3.95, that it must be the 
cheapest RIC model. The kit comes packaged in a clear 
plastic bag about 1/2" x 3" x 15" . Unbelievably, the kit includes 
all of the accessories necessary to build the model except 
wheels --- wire for the torque rod and gear, nylon bearing, 
shrink tubing, and hinge thread. 

The instructions are simple as is the model construction. 
With the exception of the firewall and one other former of 1/16" 
ply, the fuselage is built exclusively of 1/16" balsa. The only 
modification that I made while constructing the kit was the 
replacement of the 1/16" ply firewall with one of 3/32" ply. I 
wanted more bite for the wood screws used to mount the 
engine. Rather than build in the trike gear as shown, I bent the 
supplied wire into a two wheel configuration and mounted it to 
the firewall with thread and epoxy. Ace 1/2" nylon wheels (35¢ 
pair) were used. This not only made construction easier, but it 
also saved the cost of a pair of wheels. The wing is all balsa 
with two 1/8" square balsa spars and a 1/8" square leading 
edge. There is no sheeting. A 1/16" ply brace is used to set the 
dihedral. 

My Littlest Stick was covered with clear Topcote on the 
horizontal and vertical stabilizers and the wing. The fuselage 
was covered with orange MonoKote. The firewall was brushed 
with epoxy and the Pee Wee .020 was screwed into place. 
Total building time was two evenings using Titebond and 
Ambroid. Hot Stuff was used to tack the glued parts so work 
could proceed. With the radio installed as per the plans, only a 
few lead BB's were needed in the nose to balance the model 
exactly on the spar. If you can believe it, my model weighed 
5314 oz. Exactly the manufacturer's recommended weight. 

Because of its fragile appearance and no deep grass to test 
glide it, I decided to jump right into flight tests. My technique for 
test flying is to hold the model until only about 15 seconds of 
fuel remain. That way, if it is seriously out of trim, I won't have 
to fight it too long. As it turned out, one washer under each 
upper motor mounting screw was all that was necessary to 
trim it. 

My first impression was that it climbed like a rocket 
compared to other pulse rudder models that I have flown. This 
means that precious fuel isn 't wasted in a c limb to 
maneuvering altitude. Speaking .of maneuvering, this model 
responds to rudder commands right now. This is the only 
pulse rudder model that I have flown that will do a roll from level 
flight - and it is a fast roll , not a sluggish wallow. 

All is not roses, however. When the engine quits, the glide is 
to page 116 

IMPRESSIONS E G 

Packaging • 
Plans • 
WrlHen tns~uctions • 
Quality ol Hardwood 

- -
Quality ol Fiberglass 

Other Materials • 
Accessor ies • -
Ole·Cuttlng • 

Ace RIC 
LITTLEST STICK 

A F p IMPRESSIONS E G A F 

Pre-Shaped Parts NA 

Parts Match to Plans • - - --
Overall Parts Fil • - - - -

NA Ease ol Assembly • -
NA Fidelity to Seate NA 

Flight Performance • 
Overall Appeal • - -- - -· ·- -

-

p 

-

E =Excellent I G ~Good I A ~ Average I F=Fair I P=Poor 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Name ........................................ LITTLEST STICK 
Aircraft Type .............................. Sport - Rudder Only 
Manufactured By ........ . ............................. Ace RIC 

116 W. 19th St. 
Higginsville, Missouri 64037 

Mfg. Suggested Retail Price ............... . .............. S3.95 
Available From ........................... . . . Both Mfg. & Retail 
Mfg. Recommended Usage .. . ..................... General Sport 
Wing Span ............................ . ........... 19¥2 Inches 
Wing Chard . .............................•....... . . 4V2 Inches 
Total Wing Area .......... . ......... . . . . . ..... 83 Square Inches 
Fuselage Length .................................. . 15V2 Inches 
Radio Compartment Dimensions ...... (L) 4112' ' x (W) 13/4" x (H) 1W' 
Wing Location ..... . . .. .............. . .......... Shoulder Wing 
Airfoil .. . ......................... . ............... Flat Bottom 
Wing Planform ................................. Constant Chord 
Dihedral (each tip) ...... .. ............... .... .... ... 1314 Inches 
Stabi lizer Span . . ........... .. ........................ 7 Inches 
Stabilizer Chord (incl. elev.) .... . ............ . ........ 2V2 Inches 
Total Stab Area ............. . ......... .. . . ..... . .. 16V2 Sq. In. 
Stab Airfoil Section ............... . . .... .. ......... . ...... Flat 
Stabilizer Location .... . ... . .............. . . . . Bottom of Fuselage . 
Vertical Fin Height .................................. 2% Inches 
Vertical Fin Width (inc l. rud.) ............. . ... ... .. . .... 3 Inches 
Mfg . Rec . Engine Range .... . ...... . ...•... TO .010-Pee Wee .020 
Recommended Fuel Tank Size ........ . ................ On Engine 
Landing Gear .............. . .......................... Tricycle 
Recommended No. of Channels .. . ......... .. ... . ............. 1 
Recommended Control Functions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rudder 
Basic Materials Used In Construction: 

Fuselage .... . ....... . .................. . ....... Balsa & Ply 
Wing ........... . . . . ...................... . . . ...... . . Balsa 
Tail Surfaces ... . ... . ..... . . . ........... ....... ... ... . Balsa 

Hardware Incl. In Kit .... . . . .............. . . . .......... See Text 
Plan Size . ....................... . . ... .. . 8112'' x 11" (3 sheeta) 
Building Instructions on Plan Sheets ..................... . ... Yes 
Instruction Manual ................. . ... . . . . . ............... No 
Construction Photos ... . .................. .. .. . ............ Yes 
Kil Includes .......... . .... . ....... . ..... . ........ Oie-Cut Parts 
Mfg. Rec. Flying Weight ... . .. ... ...................... . 53/4 Oz. 
Wing loading ba sed on rec. flying wt. . . ............ . 10 Oz./Sq. Fl. 

RCM PROTOTYPE 
Weight, Ready To Fly ...... . . . ......... .. ........... 53/4 Ounces 
Wing Loading ..................... •............. 10 Oz./Sq. Ft. 
Covering & finishing materials used . . ... .. .............. See Text 
Engine Make & Oisp. . ... ...... ....... ........ Cox Pee Wee .020 
Muffler Used ............................................. No 
Radio Used ............... . .............. Ace RIC Pu lse Rudder 
Tank Size Used .. . .................................. Not Given 
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ARIZONA FLY·IN 
L uke AFB Auxiliary Field #2, 

Phoenix, Arizona. The early 
morning sun ricocheted off the 

bubble canopy of the P-5 1 as it 
zig-zagged down the taxi stri p and 
turned into the light breeze blowing 
across the desert. After a short hold to 
check for landing aircraft, the trim fighter 
accelerated rapidly down the runway, 
made a tight 180 and roared back across 
the field for a high speed pass. March 
18, 1943? Nope. It's 1978 and the start 
of the 3rd Bi-annual RC Fly-in for 
Biplanes and Sport Scale. 

Sponsored by the 1/8 Air Force (more 
about that later), the Fly-In was the kind 
of meet you dream about but seldom 
find. For instance, no entry fee, awards 
for both static and flying skil ls, air show 
aerobatics and flying demonstrations 
(all RC), plenty of open and fun flying, 
over $1000 worth of donated prizes, 
distinctive trophies and lots of nice, 
friendly southwestern hospitality. 

The fun started about 9 a.m. Saturday 
with Kent Walters, Contest Director, 
"Big Al" Casey on the P.A. system, Kathi 
Casey and Lorna Linne handling the 
registration chores, Mike Rust in charge 
of frequency control, and with Bob 
Sortor as flight co-ordinator, it wasn't 
long before the first plane was airborne. 
And before the weekend was over, 67 
pilots and 95 aircraft of assorted vintage 
and configurations were· signed up to 
take part in the festivities. 

By 1 O a.m. the sky over the field 
looked like O'Hare International at high 
noon. Fokkers, Corsairs, Cessnas , Fan 
Jets, Twins, Aeromasters, and even a 
miniature parachutist competed for air 
space. But it wasn't as chaotic as you 
might imagine. Actually, it all went pretty 
smooth, and here are some of the 
reasons. 

The 1/8 Air Force (whose insignia is 
the famed 8th Air Force emblem of 
WW II, with the word one placed at the 
top of the emblem) is a ten man 
committee made up of members from 
the Sun Valley Flyers, Miniature Aircraft 
Pilots Assn., and the Arizona Radio 
Control Society, all based in the Phoenix 
area. The committee's main function is 
to promote all RC Scale aircraft 
activities. Hard working members Kent 
Walters, Bob Frey, Dave Linne, Bob 
Sortor, Jack O'Dell, Frank Bigelow, Walt 
Pribble, Al Casey, Larry Lemons, and 
Dan Parsons, from Albuquerque, came 
up with a neat concept for running a 
fly-in. 

For example, selecting judges for the 
flying competition was simplicity itself. 
You merely told the chief judge that you 
were ready to fly off your required nine 

By Bill Laskar 
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LEFT: Walt Pribble, Arizona, made the 
Outstanding Flight Award trophy 
presented to Gerald Martin and Ted White, 
Texas. 

Trophy Winners, Phoenix Biplane & 
Sports Scale Fly-in 
March 18-19, 1978 

Flight award winners for Biplanes 
1st. Ted White, Texas. Pitts S-1S biplane 
2nd. Gerald Martin, Texas. Aeromaster 
3rd. Art Marshall, Arizona. Sky Bolt 

Flight awards for Military aircraft 
1st. Kent Walters, Arizona. FG-U Corsair 
2nd. Hank Hansmann, Arizona. P-51 
Mustang 
3rd. Bert Baker, Calif. SN-J2 
(Bert is the Sqdn. CO of the Scale Squadron 
in Calif.) 

Flight awards for General aviation 
1st. Jack O'Dell, Arizona. Fairchild F-27 twin 
2nd Bob Frey, Arizona. 1 /4 Scale Mr. 
Mulligan • 
3rd. Art Marshall, Arizona. Pietenpol 

Static Display winners 
1st. Dave Linne, Arizona. Pitts S-2A 
(Also the Peoples Choice winner) 
2nd. Allen Arnold, Calif. FW-190 
3rd. Dan Watkins, Calif. T-28 Trainer 

Outstanding Flight Achievement Award 
won jointly by Ted White and Gerald Martin, 
both from Texas. 

maneuvers (and you could choose the 
ones you liked the best), and he picked, 
at random, two other pilots who were not 
flying and available to judge you. Then, 
when you were not busy flying, you 
would be called upon to judge your 
fellow pilot while he did his bag of tricks. 
The plan worked great and there were 
no protests. Ever been to a fly-in like 
that? 

The static judging was equally unique. 
Each registered pilot was given a 
judging form for one of three categories: 
Military, Biplane, and General Aviation. 
Each aircraft had an assigned number 
displayed on its wing, and the judge 
could award up to 30 points to each 

plane in his category sheet, including his 
own plane if it was on his sheet. The 
judges were encouraged to judge the 
plane on overall impression as well as 
scale detailing. This made for fair and 
objective judging and everyone seemed 
happy with the system. Even the 
spectators became active participants 
by being allowed to vote on the plane of 
their choice. 

The static display area, located aw~y 
from the flight line and the hazards of 
prop blast and blowing oil spray, was 
arranged to afford maximum viewing 
and photo angles for the spectators. 
There was plenty of room to walk around 
the planes, with plenty of room for the 
photo fans, and they loved it. 

Meanwhile, back at the flight line, the 
pilots were assembled for a briefing by 
Kent to explain the few necessary rules 
and to put special emphasis on strict 
safety regulations. 

After a last sip of free, fresh Arizona 
orange juice, the pilots rushed to the 
impound area to get their transmitters 
and frequency clips - - - then back to 
their planes for qualifying fl ights or just 
plain fun flying. Again, their choice. No 
pressure, no hassle. Great. 

And such fun flying! Like Marty Moad 
from Las Vegas, Nevada, flying his all 
red ME 210 twin through a series of 
maneuvers that would have gladdened 
the heart of Oberst Adolph Gal land 
himself. Or Dan Parsons with his brand 
new scratch-built Martin -Baker 5, a 
beautifu l flying replica of a little known 
British fighter of WW 11. He flew it for the 
first time at the meet, and it performed 
like a winner. Then, there was Bob Frey 
from Phoenix, doing slow rolls and loops 
at scale speed with his 9' wingspan Mr. 
Mulligan. And Larry Wolfe making high 
speed rolls and passes with his fantastic 
Mirage fan jet. Larry Lemons flew an 
Aeromaster in front of the crowd, towing 
a 12' banner proclaiming to all that this 
was an RC fly-in, in case anyone might 
be in doubt. And, mingled in with all the 
sound and fu ry, was the soothing voice 
of Casey at the mike, giving the folks a fly 
by fly description of all the action. Cool 
pilot skill and the watchful eye of that 
great pilot above prevented any mid-air 
collisions in a scene right out of a 1930's 
air epic movie. 

There was more to come, but there 
was also a big Saturday night party at 
Bob Frey's house which everyone was 
l ook in g forward t o w i t h much 
anticipation. So along about sunset (and 
they are glorious in Arizona) the pilots 
and crews packed up, wiped the castor 
oil off their hands and headed for Bob's. 

text to page 112 
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Rick Westlake, Calif. , checks his Albatros 
B-1 , a modified Proctor Antic Bipe. 

Photo fan takes close-up of tail pipe on 
Larry Wolfe's Fan Jet Mirage. 

Charles Beverson adjusts wing strut on 
1/4 Scale Mr. Mulligan. Charles is from 
Phoenix. 

Pit area. 

,,t 
Alan Arnold & son Greg, California, work 
on nose gear of A-4 Skyhawk for jet. 

Al Casey's P-51 being photographed by 
camera fan (Oscar Medina). 

Dan Watkins and his trophy winning T-28. 

11 

Fred Foster, Arizona, with Is scratch built 
Fleet Blpe & Parachutist. 



T he Lucky Lady is a basic trainer and general sport 
aircraft designed by Chuck Cunningham and 
produced by Skym aster Industries. The ki t is 

available direct from the manufacturer. Kit packaging is 
excellent with a compartmented box suitable for shipping. 
Wood parts are good quality, straight, and match the plans 
closely. Shaped parts are machined cut. A minimum amount 
of trimming is required during construction. Parts are grouped 
into fuselage pack, tail pack, etc., for easy identification. The 
hardware pack consists of pre-bent landing gear, control 
horns, hinges, nylon nose gear bracket and wire, nylon 
tailwheel bracket, nylon tank hatch screw and aileron 
bellcranks. 

Construction of the fuselage sides is straightforward and 
done on the plan. Three shaped pieces of 1 /4" balsa sheet are 
joined to form the section forward of the wing trailing edge. The 
aft section is balsa truss construction with spruce lower 
longerons for strength. The forward sections are reinforced 
internally with 1/4" x 1/2" balsa diagonal bracing in the cabin 
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Skymaster Ind. 
LUCKY LADY 

IMPRESSIONS E G A F p IMPRESSIONS E G A F p 

Packaging • Pre-Shaped Paris • - - -- - -- - ,_ 
Plans • Parts Mitch to Plans • --- - - - - -
Wrinen tns~uctlons • Overall Parts Flt • -- -
Quali ty ot Hardwood • Ease of Assembly • 
Quality of Fi berg lass NA Fidelity to Scale NA 
-- - -
Other Materials • Fllghl Pertormance • -- f- · - -
Accessories • Overall Appeal • - - -- - -
Die-Cutting NA 

E ~EJcett ent I G=Good / A• Avmge I F• Falr I P• Poor 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Name ........ .. ......... . . .. .. , ........ . .. . . . . .. LUCKY LADY 
Aircraft Type ........... .. ...... . .............. . .. Sport Trainer 
Manufactured By ............................... . Skymaster Ind. 

• 2440 Colonial Parkway 
Fort Worth , Texas 76109 

Mfg. Suggested Retail Price ... . ....... . ...... . . ......... S80.00 
Available From ............... . ........ .. ...... Direct from Mfg. 
Mfg. Recommended Usage ........................ General Sport 
Wing Span ... . .... .. .................... . . . .. .. . . . . 72 Inches 
Wing Chord . ..... . .. . . .... . . .... . . . ..... . ........... 12 Inches 
Total Wing Area .......... .. ................. 860 Square Inches 
Fuselage Length . ........ . .. . . . .. . ....... . ........... 49 Inches 
Radio Compartment Dimensions ....... (L) 11 " x (W) 3112'' x (H) 7112'' 
Wing Location ....... . ...... . ............ . .......... High Wing 
Airfoi l ............................................ Flat Bottom 
Wing Planform .................. .. ............. Constant Chord 
Dihedral (each tip) ...... . ................ . ...... . . . . . . 3 Inches 
Stabilizer Span .................. . ............ . ...... 24 Inches 
Stabi lizer Chord (incl. elev.) . . . ........... . ... . ... .. .. 81/2 Inches 
Total Stab Area ..... . . . . . . ........... . ...... . 204 Square Inches 
Stab Airfoil Section .................... . ....... .. . .. Flat Bottom 
Stabilizer Location ........... . ............. . . . . Top Of Fuselage 
Verti cal Fin Height· ............................. .. ... . . 8 Inches 
Vertical Fin Width (incl. rud .) .. . : ..................... 91/z Inches 
Mfg. Rec. Engine Range .. . ........ . ..................... 45-.61 
Recommended Fuel Tank Size ........... .. . . ........ 12-16 Ounce 
Landin'g Gear .......... . ................ Tricycle or Conventional 
Recommended No. Of Channels ............... . .. . . .... ....... 4 
Recommended Control Functions ..... . ..... Rud. , Elev., Thro! ., All. 
Basic Materials Used In Construction: 

Fuselage ........ .. ... . ............... . ... Balsa, Spruce, Ply 
Wing .. . ....... . .... . .................. . .. Balsa, Spruce, Ply 
Tail Surfaces ..... . . . ........ . ................ Balsa & Spruce 

Hardware Included In Kit ............ . .............. . ... See text 
Plan Size .................... . ............. 34" x 62" (1 sheet) 
Bui ld ing Instructions on Plan Sheets ............... . . . . . . ..... No 
Instruction Manual . . ....................... . ..... Yes (4 pages) 
Construction Photos ...... .. .............. .. . . ............. . No 
Kit Includes .... . .... ...... ................... . ... Shaped Parts 
Mfg. Rec. Flying Weight . .. . .... ... ... .. ... . . . . . ... . .... 104 Oz. 
Wing loading based on rec . flying wt. ... . .. . . . . . ... 17 .3 Oz./Sq. Ft. 

RCM PROTOTYPE 
Weight, Ready To Fly . . . ................... . ........... 119 Oz. 
Wing L.pading ....... . .............. . .• .. . .. .... 19.8 Oz.ISq. Ft. 
Covering & finishing materials used .................... . See Text 
Engine Make & Disp. . ...... .. ............. O.S. 45FSR Schnuerle 
Muffler Used .. .. . ... . ... . ..... . ....... ......... .. . .... Closed 
Radio Used .. ...... .. . .... . .......... ... . . . . . . . ...... ... Kraft 
Tank Size Used . . . ... . . ..... .................... . ... . .. 12 Oz. 
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All items appearing in Showcase '79 are 
press releases supplied by t he 
manufacturer of the product and for their 
advertising agency unless otherwise 
specified. Note: Th e review or 
discussion of any product by Radio 
Control Modeler Magazine does not 
consititute an endorsement of that 
product nor any assurance as to its 
safety or performance by RCM. 

PRO-CISION'S 
RACEABLE QUARTET 

Pro-Cision 's eagerly awaited 400 
series of radio controlled raceable cars 
are now on retailer's shelves. Two 
Maserati Boras and two BMW 3.5 CSL's 
make up the 400 series. Each is an 
incredibly detailed 1/16th scale model of 
the original full-sized car and, since each 
car has its own frequency, they can be 
raced together. All have variable speed 
control, and true proportional steering is 
made easy by a steering wheel control 
on the transmitter. Trim adjustments on 
the transmitter assure exacting wheel 
alignment. All cars have a reverse 
function. Pro-Cision recommends nicad 
batteries for long life and low cost 
operation. A Pro-Cision charge r is 
available which plugs into the car so you 
can charge nicad batteries for more than 
a thousand times without removing them 
from the car. Pro-Cision president, Joe 
Baer, reports that hi s famous 18 
Whee ler truck which hitches and 
unhitches its trailer on radio controlled 
commanq has made such a hit with 
truckers that It is being sold in truck stops 
across the country. 

K & B 7.Scc READY-TO-RUN 
DUCTED FAN ENGINE 

This engine was s p ec ifically 
developed and engineered for ducted 
fan operation. Equipped with Perry 
pump/carb., it features the ABC combo 
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- chromed brass sleeve and low 
expansion aluminum piston; con-rod -
machined from 7075-T 56 so l id 
aluminum bar stock - bushed both 
ends; ball bearing; high performance 
head - machined from solid aluminum 
bar stock; K & B's quintuple porting. 
Manufactured by K & B Mfg ., Co., 12152 
Woodruff Ave., Downey, Calif. 90241 . 

1/2A STEERABLE NOSE GEAR 
The Du-Bro Products 1/2A Steerable 

Nose Gear is the finishing touch for your 
1/2A model. Small, lightweight and easy 
to install, it features an adjustable 
steering arm and straigtit 3/32" nose 
gear wire which can be bent to your 
specifications. Complete with mounting 
screws. Pri ce $2 .25 from Du-Bro 
Products, 480 Bonner Road , 
Wauconda, Ill. 60084. 

SERVO GARD 
A new fail safe device has been 

introduced by R.F. Enterprises. It is an 
electronic device to help promote safety 
for R/C enthusiasts. The device called a 
Servo Gard is encased in a KPS 14 
servo case and is connected between 
the receiver and the throttle servo. It 
constantly monitors the battery voltage 
and the radio frequency signal. If the 
battery reaches a critical pre-set voltage 
where there is a 10% to 15% reserve, 
the Servo Gard automatically returns the 
throttle to an idle position. The aircraft 
can then be glided to a safe landing with 
all the controls except the throttle. If the 
radio signal is lost in the transmitter or 
the receiver, the Servo Gard will bring 

the throttle to an idle position. Since all 
control is lost during radio failure, then 
the aircraft will still crash but it will be at 
an idle instead of a high throttle setting. 
The Servo Gard is ideal for spoilers on 
gliders and is a must for radio controlled 
cars and boats. Price $49.95. Servo 
Gard is avai lable direct from R.F. 
Enterprises, 106 N. Main, Arlington, 
Ohio 45814. 

ENGINE CYLINDER 
Wil l iam Bros. un iversal dummy 

engine cylinder is molded of high-impact 
styrene and is intended to ease the task 
of duplicating in miniature, air-cooled 
engin~s. For many years, models have 
either avoided such scale subjects, or 
resorted to such crude methods as 
wrapping thread around dowels in an 
effort to simulate cylinders. These 1" 
scale items are ~µitable for "Schoolyard 
Scale" R/C models, and are marketed in 
packs of five, with a retail price of $1.30 
per pack. Also available are similar 
cylincjers in smaller scales, including 
3/8", 1/2", and 3/4" . Available from 
Williams Bros., 181 Pawnee St., San 
Marcos, Calif. 92069. 

40-60 SCALE HYDRO 
Futuraglass Design, One Cannon Dr., 

Nashua, N.H. 03060, presents their 
40-60 Scale Hydro. This boat features a 
fiberglass hull, stringers, and forward 
bulkheads installed, fiberglass cowl, 
stringers dri lled for motor mount 
location ; and brilliant white Gelcoat 
finish on the hull and cowl. The hull 
design is suitable for many scale hydros. 
Length of the hull is 36Ve". A hardware 
kit is available for the Hydro. 

MINIATURE MOTOR CONTROL 
Astro Fl ight, Inc., 13377 Beach Ave., 

Venice, Calif. 90291 , introduces their 
miniature motor control. This new 

to page 82 



Hobby Shack. 

aero sport two 
2 CHANNEL, 2 SERVO 

Instead Of Giving Up Your Dream 
To Fly Radio Control . . . . . .. 
Perhaps You Should 
Give Up The Expensive Radio! 

Offered to y ou in the highly popular s ingle s t ic k con figurat ion, this system 
has alread y proven itself t o thousands of mode lers as being a n ou ts tandi ng 
syste m worth mu ch more than $75.00! Th is sys tem includes a two chan nel 
transmitter with ratchet t r im, a two channel , tr iple tu ned fron t encl receiver 
(on ly o ne other manufacturer o ffe rs this), two NS-ICR servos, a dry airborne 
battery pack which on ly needs fou r pencell batteries, switch harness and 
the 18 0 day Hobby Shack warranty . 

Hobby Shack. 

aero sport tour 
4 CHANNEL, 4 SERVO, 
ALL NI-CADS (WITH DUAL CHARGER) 
The Aero Sport Fou r is the lowest priced fu lly deluxe fo ur cha nnel syste m in 
Ameri ca - Bu t it is not cheap, and will s tand up to com parison with other 
sys te ms cos ting t wice as much . You get the same ty pe of trip le tuned fron t 
encl receiver fo r high image rejectio n, whi ch has made our Cirrus brand a 
leade r in America. You get the same stick asse mbly as in Cirrus, without the 
chro me plating. You will get a first class radio system that is reliable and de· 
pe nd ab le , and one that you trust fligh t afte r fligh t, year after year! Aero 
Sport Four wil l become the buy of the year - get yours today at this very 
special low Hobby S hack price. 

•t• There's only one pla<e to get• . 

CHARGE .1T Habby 
-~ ® BA~ER•CARD Shacll 
MA~~:: ~:ARCE 18480 BAND I LIER CIRCLE 

CARDS FOUNTAIN VALLEY, 
CALIF. 92708 

ORDER BY MAIL 
OR CALL US 

Area 714 
963-9881 



BUD NOSEN MODELS 
INCORPORATED 

BOX 105, TWO HARBORS, MINNESOTA 55616 
All kits feature all wood construction, fast assembly, huge rolled plans, assem
bly instructions, machine and die cut parts, all necessary hardware and much, 
much more. Designed for .60 engines on up. Write for our illustrated catalog-50¢. 

AUSTRALIA 
EK Logictroi Australia 

44 Macquarie Road 
Earlwood 2206 

Sydney, Australia 

SWITZERLAND 

Standoff Scale 

~ 
Formed ABS 
cowl Kit -

$119.95 
3 or 4 Channels ~ 
Flys like a 
trainer Kit -

$99.95 

~ 
1/ 4 size Standoff 
scale 3 or 4 

Channels Kit -

$99.95 
3 or 4 Channels ~ 
No foam or 
plastic Kit -

$79.95 

1 /3 size Standoff ~ 
scale 4 Channels 
required Kit -

$129.95 

1/4 size Standoff ~ 
scale Molded 
cowls Kit -

$169.95 
Blue Max OVERSEAS 

Modellflug-Technik AG DISTRIBUTORS 
Alie Landstrasse 12.2 

SOUTH AFRICA 
Radio Control World 
202 / 4 Oceana House 

Lower Burg St. 
CH-8800 Thalwll Switzerland Capetown 8001 So. Africa 

CANADA 
John Klassen Hobby Central 

400 Cuyler Street 
Thunder Bay, Ontario 
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ELECTR0NtC ~Q 
CONTAO<. 

ASTRO FtluHT. lllC .JI 
ytl'ol(l C,.UllOlllllM 1C'l"U r1N60lt. 

electronic miniature motor control 
provides on-off operation of the electric 
motors in your plane, boat, or car. The 
unit is controlled directly from your radio 
receiver eliminating the need for an 
extra bulky and expensive servo. A 
deluxe version is avai lable which also 
contains a voltage regu lator which 
powers the radio receiver from the 
motive battery. This is especially useful 
in smaller planes since it allows you to 
e liminate the weigh\ of the heavy 
receiver battery. A special electronic 
circuit automatically turns the motor off 
when the battery gets low so that control 
of the model is always maintained. 
Priced at $29.95 for the standard model 
and $39.95 for the deluxe model. 

GLIDER SKID 
DJ's Multistripe, Box 9382, Glendale, 

Calif. 91206, introduces their new Glider 
Skid - - - a vinyl skid with adhesive 
backing. It is used to protect the 
underside of the fuselage or wing tips to 
prevent scuffing and abrasion on 
landings. Available from your dealer and 
priced at $1.59. 

.90 MOTOR MOUNTS 
The new CB .90 motor mount is made 

especially for the Webra .91 and other 
large size engines, with retail price of 
$9.95. Also available are their new 1/2A 
mounts - - - the short mount retails at 
$2.45, with $2 .55 for the long one. 
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Available from C.B. Associates, Inc., 
21658 Cloud Way, Hayward, Calif. 
94545. 

(cATALOli OF mooELS) 

!MERrn!'h~b~ .. 

CATALOG OF MODELS 
America's Hobby Center, 146 W. 

22nd St., New York, N.Y. 10011, is 
offering their new catalog of everything 
in the model field a real modeler could 
want. It has 176 pages and is $1.50. For 
this catalog showing thousands of 
pictures of their items in stock, write to 
America's Hobby Center. 

TUNED PIPES AND 
ADAPTER KITS 

Now available from Bavarian 
Precis ion Products Co. , the U.S. 
distributors of H.B. Engines, are tuned 
pipes and Adapter Kits to fi t the HB .40, 
HB .50 and HB .61 engines. The Pipes 
and Adapters are supplied with a 

distinctive black finish. This finish not 
only looks good but the black color gives 
a more effective heat dissipation quality 
that conventionally finished pipes lack. 
The pipes and adapters come complete · 
with all necessary hardware and a more 
than adequate amount of si l icone 
tubing. The H.B. Tuned Pipes may be 
adapted to any engine with appropriate 
displacement and porting and should 
give a significant increase in power and 
performance. For additional information, 
write, Bavarian Precision Products Co., 
P.O. Box 6, 22 East Avenue, New 
Canaan, Conn. 06840. 

•' ' • •. • ''' •' '•'I'•'• 

SELF ADHESIVE 
BALANCING WEIGHTS 

Techni-Models, 6130 Roy St., Los 
Angeles, Calif. 90042, introduces their 
self-adhesive balancing weight&.._that 
contain 6 convenient 1 ounce blocks, 
scored into 1/4 ounce segments. Makes 
balancing an airplane simple. Sticks to 
any clean surface. Conveniently sized 
for the modeler, conveniently packaged 
for the dealer. Price: $1.98 per 6 ounce 
package. 

MAGNIFIER LAMP 
A new eye-saving 22-watt portable 

fluorescent magnifier lamp with a 3 
Dioptor magnifying lens 45" pivotable 
steel arms reach with 360 degrees 
rotation, is being introduced by Dremel 
Mfg. Co. The Dremelite@> Model 1320 
provides extra il l umination and 
magnification for do-it-yourselfe rs, 
model makers, etc., ... lots of light and 
magnification for anyone who does 
close and exacting work. A 22-watt 
fluorescent circline lamp surrounds the 
magnifying lens. The overall diameter of 
the lamp reflector is 1 O" . A lifetime 
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tension adjustment at all pivot points is 
provided on the 45" reach, 360 degrees 
rotatable pivot arms. A high quality 
re flector directs the light for easy 
viewing. No fluorescent lamp starters 
are needed with the Dremelite 1320. A 
touch switch is built in the shade which 
accommodates a 22-watt fluorescent 
circl ine lamp. It has a suggested retail 
price of $79.95 and is available from 
stock at local hardware, hobby and 
crafts stores. For further information, 
write to Dremel, Division of Emerson 
Electric Company, 491 5 - 21st St., 
Racine, Wisc. 53406. · 

l R TA\'lOA & CO 

MULTI CHARGER .... 
"\ 

MUL Tl CHARGER 

1 •.• 
~ .... , 

Multi Charger, a new nicad charger 
provides a safe, convenient method of 
charging up to two R/C transmitters and 
receivers individually or simultaneously, 
thus eliminating the inconvenience of 
finding sufficient outlets to plug in 
individual chargers for each of your R/C 
systems, or buying extra chargers for 
additional receiver packs. L.A. Taylor & 
Co. , the manufacturers , who also 
manufacture Power Pacer, recommend 
a full 14 to 16 hour charge, pointing out 
that the low 45 to 55 ma charge rates are 
sa fe ra te s th at could be left on 
considerably longer with no damage to 
your batteries. Multi Charger is compact 
and has long leads, permitting charging 
your battery packs in your RIC aircraft or 
boats. Red LED's monitor charging 
action and show you when the unit is 
operating, or if a battery has failed and 
refuses to take a charge. Multi Charger 
works with nearly all R/C radio systems 
on the market. At $24.95, Multi Charger 

is an economical , convenient, and safe 
source for charging your R/C systems. 
Each Multi Charger is shipped with 
operati ng instructions and carries 
manufacturer's warranties for 90 days. 
Ask for Multi Charger at your favorite 
hobby dealer or write or call L.A. Taylor 
& Co. , 20831 1/2 Roscoe Blvd., Canoga 
Park, Calif. 91306. (213) 360-1 178. 

HAWKER HURRICANE 
The 1/6th scale Hawker Hurricane kit 

manufactured by Mick Reeves Models is 
now being imported from England. The 
kit goes together quickly and while not 
quite in the "monster scale" category, 
it's a large bird at 80" span. Designed 
primarily for Stand-Off Scale, the model, 
with minor changes can be a contender 
in AMA scale. The kit includes plenty of 
goodies and accessories not usup.lly 
found in kits. Those nice extras include a 
full set of fittings for linkages, metal 
engine mount, fuel tank, molded plastic 
parts for cowl, spinner, tank hatch , 
cariopy, radiator, wing fillets, landing 
lights and pilot. Also included is a 
complete set of decals, a copy of 
"Camouflage and Markings'" to aid color 
schemes and an eight page , clearly 
detailed construction book, and scale 
wheels. Construction-wise, foam wings 
are pre-covered with hardwood veneer 
and require only joining and cutting out 
ailerons and landing gear bolts. The 
fuselage is built up of die-cut plywood, 
shaped balsa parts and stringers. 
Finished out at 1 OV2 pounds, the 
Hurricane needs a .60. Available for 
$145.00 through dealers or direct from 
Pontchartrain Dist., lno., 901 Veterans 
Blvd., Metairie, La. 70005. Dealer 
inquiries are invited. 

--· 13;1EGfE 

WILLIAMS BROS. 
ACCESSORIES 

Williams Bros., Inc., 181 Pawnee St., 
San Marcos, Calif. 92069, introduces 

the "Mam moth Scale ' " model 
accessories which were produced in 
answer to many requests from "Quarter 
Scale" aircraft enthusiasts. The Vintage 
Wheels represent the type employed 
during World War I and on through the 
mid-1930's. They fea tu re 
semi-pneumatic tires and brass-bushed 
wheel hubs. Measuring 65/s" diameter, 
they are priced at $17.95 per pair. The 
Golden Age Wheels are the type used 
on aircraft of the 1920-1930 period , and 
also feature semi-pneumatic tires and 
brass-bushed wheel hubs. These are 
6V2" diameter and sell for $17.95 per 
pair. The Giant Pilo t , measuring 
approximately 4" tall, is molded from 
easily paintable high-impact styrene. 
Furnished are separate goggles. Note 
that the torso is large enough to 
accommodate a receiver or servo, for 
applications requiring such an 
installation. Price: $2.95. 

I 

BALLBEARING AXLE KIT 
Bolink's Ballbearing Axle Kit to fit hex 

axle cars. (BoLi nk , JoMac , 
Electro-Craft, Leisure, Workrite, etc.) 
Includes ballbearings and two piece axle 
with Bolink's exclusive quick change 
feature. For further information, write 
Bolink, P.O. Box 80653, Atlanta, 
Georgia 30366. to page 94 
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Ranno frq,ffae-r 
~;,:,,....--... 

...._ .. -. . ( .. ~. ,. . 

17627 

!-15. 000. 00 

A happy Hanno Prettner wins the 1st Place prize money for the 5th consecutive year. Mr. Wm. G. Bennett, Miss 
Sue Kepler, and Mr. Walt Schroder, presented the largest prize ever awarded in model aviation competition. 

1978 INTERNATIONAL 
TOURNAMENT OF CHAMPIONS 

FIFTH CONSECUTIVE WIN FOR HANNO PRETTNER 

H anno Prettner, from Austria, wins the 1978 Tournament of Champions at Las Vegas, Nevada, by a large margin. This 
year's victory by the talented Prettner captured the $15,000 First Place cash award to bring his total winnings for the five 
Tournaments to $50,500. 

Dave Brown from Cincinnati, Ohio, placed Second with Ivan Kristensen, Ontario, Canada, taking Third Place. 
The Las Vegas Tournament of Champions is sponsored by the Circus Circus Hotel and Model Airplane News, and is an 

invitational competition of RIC pattern champions from nation's around the world. The 1978 Tournament was an entirely new and 
exciting departure from conventional RIC contests. The planes were larger semi-scale models of famous full size aerobatic aircraft. 
New model designs were required, with more powerful engines, to perform the continuous schedule of maneuvers within a 
prescribed window. 

Prettner selected the Dalotel DM-165 aircraft as his subject and the completed model weighed 20 pounds with 2700 square 
inches of wing area. His ingenious power plant consisted of two We bra .61 engines coupled through a clutch gear reduction (2 to 1) 
drive system to a single shaft mounting a 20/11 Zinger propeller. The realistic flight performance was enhanced by a sound usually 
associated with twin engine models. 

Complementing the august international panel of aeromodelling judges were five world famous fu ll size aerobatic pilots. The 
prescribed maneuvers were basically those flown in full size aerobatic competition which combined the judging expertise of both 
worlds. 

The number of spectators attending the Tournament is increasing yearly. Accommodations for spectators at the model airport is 
first class, as is all aspects of the event. It is one nice place for a winter vacation. 

Recognition must be extended to the superb talent who plan, organize, and conduct the most professionally managed model 
contest ever conceived. These are Mel Larson, Jerry Nelson, Jim Edwards, Sam Crawford, and Alan Bennett. Naturally, a big 
thanks to Bill Bennett and Walt Schroder. D 

LEFT: Dave Brown 
captured 
Second Place 
and $7,000. 
RIGHT: Ivan Kristensen 
took Third 
Place honors 
worth $5,000. 



Hanno Prettner and his championship Dalotel 
DM-165. 

Ivan Kristensen flew his CAP 10 to Third Place. 

Dean Koger had a pair of Laser 200's. 

A neat Spinks Akromaster by Fred Kugel. 

The famous team of Dave and Sally Brown. 

Harold Neckar's Zlin Z-50-L, a total of five Z-50-L's 
were entered including one by Dave Brown. 

This beautiful Zlin 526 AFS belongs to Benito 
Bertolani. 

Gunter Hoppe's Cranfield A1 has a jazzy pilot. 
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# Piiot 

21 Bertolani, B. (Italy) 

19 Bonetti, T. (USA) 

8 Brand, A. (Rhodesia) 

28 Bridi, J. (USA) 

25 Brink, J. (S. Africa) 

26 Brooke, A. (USA) 

2 Brown, D. (USA) 

23 Cassella, N. (USA) 

18 Chidgey, A. (USA) 

20 Donohue, D. (USA) 

17 Giezendanner, B. 
(Switzerland) 

7 Helms, S. (USA) 

6 Hoppe, G. (W. Ger.) 

24 Keck, E. (USA) 

4 Koger, D. (USA) 

9 Kraft, P. (USA) 

3 Kristensen, I. 
(Canada) 

12 Kugel, F. (USA) 

27 Lockwood, J. (USA) 

14 Lowe, D. (USA) 

15 Matsui, I. (Japan) 

5 Matt, W. 
(Liechtenstein) 

10 Naruke, G. (Japan) 

22 Neckar, H. (W. Ger.) 

Prettner, H. 
(Austria) 

11 Radcliff, M. (USA) 

13 Tracy, J. 
(Australia) 

16 Weitz, D. (USA) 

1978 TOURNAMENT OF CHAMPIONS 
WHAT THEY WERE FLYING 

Aircraft Radio 

Zlin 526-AFS Simprop 

Super Fli Kraft 
Signature 

Zlin Z-526 Kraft 
Signature 

Spinks Kraft 
Akromaster Signature 

Stephens Pro Line 
Aero Custom 

Hiperbipe Kraft 
Signature 

Zlin Z-50-L World 

Sky bolt 

Expert 

Kraft 
Signature 

Spinks Futaba AB 
Akromaster Pro Line Tx 

Stephens 
Akro 

Zlin Z-50-L 

Kraft 
Signature 

Pro Line 

Spinks Futaba 
Akromaster Competition 

Cranfield 
A-1 

Micro Prop 

Spinks Kraft 
Akromaster Signature 

Laser 200 Pro Line 

Super Fli Kraft 
Signature 

Cap 10 Pro Line 

Spinks Pro Line/ 
Akromaster Futaba 

Sportmaster Futaba 
150 Competition 

Zlin 526-AS Futaba 
Competition 

Zlin Z-50-L Futaba 
Competition 

Zlin Z-50-L Simprop 
SSM 

Chipmunk Futaba 

Zlin Z-SO·L 

Dalotel 
DM-165 

Super Fli 

Cap 20 L 

FP-8-TN 

Vari Prop/ 
Graupner 

Simprop 
SSM 

Kraft 
Signature 

Kraft 
Signature 

Spinks Kraft 
Akromaster Signature 

Engine 

OPS 

Webra .91 

Webra .91 
Robart 

OS .90 

Webra .91 
Perry 

Quadra 

OS .90 FSA 
Perry 

Webra .91 

Webra .91 
Perry 

Webre .91 
Robert 

Webre .91 
Perry 

Webra .91 
Perry 

Webra .91 
Perry 

OS .90 
Perry 

Webra .91 
Robart 

Webra .91 

Webra .91 
Perry 

Webra .91 
Robart 

Webra .91 
Robart 

Webra .91 0 

OS .90 

Webra .91 
Perry 

YS 1.2 

Webra .91 

Webra 
Perry 

Webra .91 

Cuadra 

Webra .91 
Perry 

Prop Fuselage Wing Tall Finish 

Mantua Balsa Foam/Balsa Foam/Balsa Polyurethane 

Modified Balsa Foam/Balsa Wood K & B 
TF 11/5 

Top Flite Balsa Foam/Balsa Foam/Balsa Polyurethane 
12/8 

Zinger Balsa Foam/Balsa Foam/Balsa K & B 
14/4 

M&D Handcraft Balsa Balsa Balsa K & B 
13/7 

Zinger Wood Wood Wood MonoKote 
18/8 

Top Flite Balsa Foam/Balsa Foam/Balsa MonoKote 
14/6 

M&D Handcraft Fiberglass Foam/Balsa Balsa Acrylic 
15/5 

M&D Handcraft Wood Foam/Balsa Wood Aero-Gloss 
14/6 

Top Flite 
14/6 

Fiberglass Foam/Balsa Foam/Balsa Curathane 

14/6 Fiberglass Foam/Balsa Foam/Balsa MonoKote 

M&D Handcraft Wood Foam/Balsa Foam/Balsa Lacquer 
14/6 

Poxyglas 
13/7 

Fiberglass Foam/Balsa Foam/Balsa Sikkens 
Autocryl 

M&D Handcraft Balsa Balsa Balsa K & B 
14/6 

Kolbo Balsa Balsa Balsa MonoKote 
16/ 13 

Modified Wood Foam/Balsa Wood K & B 
TF 11/5 

M&D Handcraft Wood Wood Wood Cove rite 

Top Flite Wood Foam/Balsa Foam/Balsa MonoKote 
14/6 

Top Flite Balsa Balsa Balsa K & B 
14/6 

M&D Handcraft Balsa Balsa Foam/Balsa MonoKote 
14/7 

MS Balsa Balsa Balsa Dope 
15V2'5V2 

We bra Wood Wood Wood Cove rite 

MS Balsa Balsa Balsa D"ope 
14/6.5 

Top Flite 
14/6 . 

Polyester Styropor Styropor MonoKote 

Zinger 

Top Flite 
14/6 

Zinger 

Top Aita 
12/8 

Balsa Foam/Balsa Balsa MonoKote 

Wood Foam/Balsa Balsa K&B 

Fiberglass Foam/Balsa Foam/Balsa Acrylic 

Wood Foam/Balsa Foam/Balsa K & B 

* Number In first column denotes final place position 



' 

Giichi Naruke entered a Chipmunk. Richard Brand brought his Zlin 500-26 Akrobat from 
Rhodesia. 

Ralph Brooke's Quadra powered Hiperbipe was a John Brink's entry was a Stephens Akre. 
change of pace. 

Don Lowe and his Zlin 526-AS take a refueling John Lockwood's Quarter Scale Sportmaster was 
break. smallest entry. 

Super Fli by Mark Radcliff was one of three entered. Ron Chidgey flew this Spin k's Akromaster. 
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See Your Hometown Here? We Nee~ Your Help I 
ALABAMA 

Alexander Ci ty, Andalusia, At· 
more, Brent. Brewton, Dee1tur, 
Drmopolis, En terprise, Eufaula, 
Ft. Payne, Gadsdt n, Greenville, 
H1nselle, Jasper. Lanen, Opel· 
lka, Opp, Phenix City, Selma, 
Sylacauga, Talladega, Thomes· 
ville, Troy, Tusulooso,Tuskt'jet 
and Union SpringL 

ALASKA 
Bethel, Eaglr River, Pettrsburg. 

ARIZONA 
Cesa Grande, Nogales, Page, 
Prescott and Sun City. 

ARKANSAS 
Benton, Blytheville, Camdrn, 
Conway, El Dorado, Forrest 
City, Helrn1, Ho pr, Jackson· 
ville, Jonesboro, Magnolia, Mal· 
ve rn, Paragould, Pine Bluff, Aus· 
sellville, and Stuttgart 

CALIFORNIA 
Dt lano, Enterprise, Grover City, 
Hillcrest Centtr, Lompoc, Palm 
Springs, Paradise, Rtd Bluff, 
and Susonvillt. 

CO LORADO 
Alamoso, Aurora, Gunnison, 
Lakewood, Linleton, Longmont, 
Manitou Springs, Sterling, and 
Walsenburv. 

CONNECTICUT 
Enfield, Lakeville, Middletown, 
New London, Sht lton, Slim· 
ford, Torrington, Westpon, and 
Windsor Locks. 

DELAWARE 
Bridgeville, Claymont, Dover, 
Elsmrre, Laurel, Lewes, Milton. 

FLORIDA 
Carol City, Gainewille, Jackson· 
ville Beach, Lake City, Leesburg, 
Palatka, Pinellas Park, St. 
Augustine, Sanford, and Stuart. 

GE ORGIA 
Americus, Athens, B1inbridg1, 
Brunswick, Cerio, Carrollton, 
Cordele, Fitzgerald, Jesup, La 
Grange, Milledgeville, Monro•, 
Newnan, Perry, Thomasville, and 
Waycross. 

HAWAII 
Wahiawa, Aieo, Hilo and Pu· 
unene. 

IOAHO 
Blackfoot, Burley, Caldwell, 
Gooding, Grangeville, Lewiston, 
Montpelier, Moscow, Mountain 
Home, Orofino, Payene, Preston, 
Rexburg, Rupen, Sandpoint, 
and Wallace. 

ILLINOIS 
Carbondale, Central ia, Charles· 
ton, De Kalb, Freepon, Harr is· 
burg, Jacksonville, Kankakee, 
Lincoln, Manoon, Moline, Mon· 
mouth, Normal, Orland Park, 
Pekin, Rock Falls, W. Frankton 
ind Route 55 from Springf ield 
down 10 East St. Louis. 

IN DIANA 
Brazil, Connersv ille, Crawfords
ville, Frankton, Franklin, Grren· 
castle, Hunhn1burg, Lebanon, 
Richmond, Wabash, Washington 
and all along Route 64. 

IOWA 
Centerville, Charles City, Cher· 
okee, Creston, Estherville, Fair· 
freld, Marshall town, Newton, 
Oelwein, Onumwa, Red Oak, 
Shenandoah, Spencer, Storm 
Lake, Washington and Webster 
City. 

KANSAS 
Arkansos City, Atchison, Cha· 
nu te, Dodge City, Emporia, Great 
Bend, Independence, Junction 
City, Lawrence, McPherson, 011· 
the, Parsons, Wellington, and 
Winfield. 

KENTUCKY 
Beaver Oam, Columbia, Elin· 
belhtown, Danville, Dawson 
Springs, Franklon, Glesgow, 
Henderson, Hockman, Hopkins
ville, Leitchfre ld, Madisonville, 
Mayfield, Murray, Okolona, 
Paducah, Richmond, St. Mat· 
thews, Scon svllle, Somerset, and 
Winchester. 

LOUISIANA 
Abbeville, Bogaluso, Eunice, 
Franklin, Hammond, Monroe, 
Natchitoches, Opelousos and 
Thibadaux. 

MAINE 
Augusta, Belfast. Biddeford, 
Brunswick, Cuibou, Houlton, 
Millinocket, Old Town, Rum· 
ford, Saco, Sanford, and Water· 
ville. 

MARY LANO 
Catonsville, Columbia, Damas· 
cus. Dundalk, Edgewood, Fred· 
erick, Joppatowne, Lexington 
Park, Parkville, Randallstown, 
and Reirurstown. 

MASSACHUSETIS 
Adams, Athol, FitchbullJ, Leo· 
minster. Lowell, Marlboro, New 
Bedford, Nonh1mp1on, Nonh 
Adams, and Plymouth. 

MICHIGAN 
Adrain, Alma, Bunon, Cadillac, 
Charlone, Coldwater, Fenton, 
Hillsdale, Ludington, Midland, 
Monroe, Owosso, Tawas City, 
and ThrH RivtrL 

MINNESOTA 
Bemidji, Brainerd, Cloquet, Hib· 
bing, St Cloud, Virginia and 
Rt. 94 from MoorhHd 10 
MinnHpOliL All along Rt. 90. 

MISSISSIPPI 
Baldwyn, Brookhaven, Calhoun 
City, Cl11ksd1le, Clevtland, Cor· 
inth, De Kalb, Greenville, Green
wood, Grenada, Indianola, New 
Albany, Pearl, Verona, Vicks· 
bullJ, Water Valley, Winona, 
and Yazoo City. 

MISSOURI 
Canhage, Chill ico the, Columbia, 
Excelsior Springs, Fulton, In· 
dependence, Kansas City, Kirks· 
ville, Maryv ille, Mexico, Moberly, 
Rolla , and Rt. 70 from Kansas 
City 10 St. Louis i nd all along 
Rt. 55. 

MONTANA 
Baker, Bozoman, Bum, Gies· 
gow, Havre, Kalispell, Lewis· 
town, Livingston, Miles City, 
Red Lodge, Sidney, and White· 
fish. 

NEBRASKA 
Alliance, Holdreve. Lexington, 
Nonh Platte, and Plattsmouth. 

NEVADA 
Reno, Winchester, and all along 
Rt. 80 from Reno 10 Elko. 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Berlin, Concord, Franklin, U · 
conia, Ponsmouth ind Roches
ter. 

NEW JERSEY 
Atl1n1oc City, Bridgeton, Cam· 
den, Freehold, Hammonton, Ir· 
vington, Lakewood, Morristown, 
Phill ipsburg, Pleasantville, Pr ince
ton, Ringwood and Sayreville. 

NEW MEXICO 
Artosia, Carlsbad, Farmington, 
Gallup, Grants, Las Vevu. Los 
Alamos, Portales, and Tucum· 
cari. 

NEW YORK 
Endicott, Greece, Johnson City, 
Kingston, Niagara Falls, Olean, 
ind Troy. 

NORTH CAROLINA 
Ashtboro, Burlington, Durham, 
Elirabeth City, Gastonia, Mon
roe, Morehead City, Reidsville, 
Roanoke Rapids, Sanford, Wash· 
ington and Wilson. 

NORTH DAKOTA 
Bismarck, Devis Lake, Dickin
son, Grah on, Mandan, V1lley 
City, and Williston. 

OHIO 
Ashland, Ashtabula, Barbenon, 
Bell1ire, Bellefontaine, Burd· 
man, Bowling Green, Chillicothe, 
Circleville, Coshocton, Cuyahoga 
Fills, Delaware, Dover, E. Lover· 
pool, Fostoria, Fremont, Galli · 
polis, Georgetown, Girard, Lo· 
gan, MariettJ, Marion, McCon· 
nelsville, New Philadelphia, Niles, 
Norwalk, Oberlin, Ravenna, Shel· 
by, Toronto, Tro y, Van Wen, 
Wadswonh, Washington Coun 
House, Waverly, Wellston, Wells
ville, and Whitehall. 

OKLAHOMA 
Ardmore, Bl1ckwell, Chnton, 
Duncan, El Reno, Elk City, 
Enid, Henryetta, Miami, Musko· 
gee, Norman, Okmulgee, Ponca 
City, Sapulpa, Saminole, and 
Stillwater. 

OREGON 
Ashland, Baker, Coos B1y, La 
Grande, On11rio, Oregon City, 
and Pendleton. 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Beaver Falls, Bradford, Cham
bersburg, Connellsville, Ellwood 
City, Johnsonburg, Meadville, 
Mercer, New Castle, Oil City, 
Sme College, and Washington. 

RHODE ISLAND 
Cranston, Providence, and Woon· 
socket. 

SOUTH CARO LI NA 
Aiken, Anderson, Charleston, 
Conway, Georgetown, Green· 
wood, Mynle Beach, Newberry, 
Orangeburg, Rock Hill, Sumter, 
1nd Union. 

SOUTH DAKOTA 
Hot Springs, Mitchell, Pierre, 
Sioux F1llsand Yankton. 

TENNESSEE 
Athens, Clarksville, Cleveland, 
Columbi1, Cookeville, Dyers· 
burg, F1yet1eville, Gallatin, Hum· 
boldt, Jackson, Lebanon, Milan, 
Shelbyville i nd Tullahoma. 

TEXAS 
Beeville, Big Spring, Childress, 
Denton, G1inesville, Galveston, 
Greenville, Huntsville, Kingsville, 
Lamesa, Laredo, Marshall, Mc 
Kinney, Paris, Sulphur Springs. 
Temple, Tyler, Vernon, and 
Victoria. 

UTAH 
Bountiful, Cedar City, Green 
River, Nephi, o .. m, Richfield, 
St. George 1nd Tooele. 

VERMONT 
Barre, Essex Junction, Mont· 
pelier, R1ndolph, Rutland, St. 
Albans, and St. Johnsbury. 

VIRGINIA 
Chesapeake, Colonial Hts. , Hope· 
well, Martinsville. Newpon News, 
Petersburg, Pulaski, R1dlord, 
Salem, S. Boston, and Williams
burg. 

WASHINGTON 
Aberdeen, Burien, Ellensburg, 
Ephrata, Kelso, Kennewick, La
cey, Medical Like, Olympia, 
Opportunity, Pukland, Pon An· 
geles, Pullman, Richland, and 
Wenatchee. 

WEST VIRGINIA 
Charleston, Dunbar. Elkins, Mor
gantown, Moundsville, Princeton, 
and Weston. 

WISCONSIN 
Antigo, Ashland, Chippewi Falls, 
Fond du Lac, Janesv ille, Min· 
itowoc, Marinene, Merrill, Rh in .. 
lander, Sheboygan and Rt. 94 
from Eau Claire 10 Milwaukee. 

WYOMING 
Buffalo, Douglas, Gillem , Land· 
er, Lovell, Rawlins. Rivenon, 
Sherid1 n, Thermopolis, and Wor
l1nd. 

world Engines 
8960 ROSSASH AVE .. CINCINNATI, OHIO 45236 TELEPHONE (5 13) 793·5900 TELEX 214 557 

If you live in or near one of the cities or towns listed 
on the left, it may be more convenient for you if a 
World Engines dealer was in that location. If you 
know of a hobby d,oaler or a hardware and paint store 
1ha1 sells model airplane products. we would like 10 
have their name and address. Given this, we will send 
said dealer the World Engines catalog, price lists and 
a World Engines dealer application. 

Where did we got this list of towns and ci t ies? Our 
Madge Patrick carefully spotted all or our dealers on 
a Rand McNally Road Atlas. To the left is a list or 
towns and cities in which World Engines does not 
have an active hobby dealer. Actually, World Engines 
is servicing about 3500 dealers scattered all over the 
United States. Most of the major urban areas in the 
United States do not appear in the list on the left, 
which says something for the continuing growth of 
the World Engines distribution system. 

World Engines is the exclusive distributor in the 
United States for the OS engines, R/C systems and 
live steam trains, Supertigre engines, and World 
Engines Expert R/C systems and World Engines kits. 
We have pride in those products; but, we are not 100 
proud to ask you, the customer, for some help in 
locating some good hobby dealers in an area where 
we do not have one. Also, we hope that our dealers 
will know that we are not soliciting new dealers in 
areas where wo are being served by our present 
organization. 

John Maloney 

Pictured above are some of the exclusWe products 
available from World Engines. The Expert Dual 
Stick is a successful competition radio. Mr. Mulligan, 
manufactured by World Engines, is a sport, 3-channel 
airplane. The OS 45 Marine is a popular engine among 
racing boat enthusia$ts. Shown immediately above. is 
Supertigre's latest entry into the Schnuerle ported, 
large pattern type engine - the ST X-60 side exhaust. 



HERE IS A LIST OF FINE MODEL 
DEALERS . . . MANY HAVE SOLD 
WORLD'S PRODUCTS FOR YEARS 

-="' On the lacing left hand page 
,{;;;r is a list of towns and cit ies 
~ where we do not have 

dealers. Most of the major urban 
areas of any size presently have one 
or more World Engines' dealers. 

ARKANSAS 
Sherrill's House of Hobbies 
3904 West 13th St. 
Little Rock, AR. 72204 

CALIFORNIA 

Covina Hobby Center 
140 N. Citrus Ave. 
Covina, CA. 91722 

Even's Model Shop 
1636 Ocean Park Blvd. 
Santa Monica, CA. 90405 

Franciscan Hobbies 
1935 Ocean Ave. 
San Francisco, CA. 91 127 

The Hby. Co. of San Francisco 
5150 Geary Blvd. 
San Francisco, CA. 94118 

The Hby. Co. of San Francisco 
217 Sutter St. 
San Francisco, CA. 94108 

Smith Bros. Hobby Center 
8941 Reseda Blvd. 
Northridge, CA. 91324 

Smith Bros. Hobby Center 
1542 Los Angeles Ave. 
Simi Valley, CA. 93065 

Smith Bros. Hobby Center 
16217 Victory Blvd. 
Van Nuys, CA. 91406 

T & A Hobby Lobby 
3512 W. Victory 
Burbank, CA. 91505 

COLORADO 
Custom Hobbies 
2408 E. Plane Ave. 
Colorado Sprgs .. CO. 80909 

Tom Thumb Hobby Center 
7020 E. Colfax Ave. 
Denver. CO. 80220 

CONNECTICUT 
Al's Hobbies 
54 Chestnut Hill Rd. 
Norwalk, CT. 06854 

Bristol Hobby Center 
641 Farmington 
Bristol Plaza 
Bristol, CT. 06010 

FLORIDA 

Action Hobbies 
4301 N. Dixie Hwy. 
Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33334 

Art's Hobby Shop 
103·34 Atlantic Blvd. 
Jacksonville, Fl. 32211 

Farmers Sundries & Hobbies 
4926 E. Broadway 
Tampa, FL. 33605 

Field's Hobby Shop 
602 S. Edgewood 
Jacksonville. FL. 32205 

Garand Hobbies 
605Wood Rd. 
Seffner. Fl. 33584 

The Hobby House 
360 Hwy. 17-92 
Maitland, Fl. 32751 

HAWAII 

The Hobbietat 
1423 Tenth Ave. 
Honolulu, HI. 96816 

ILLINOIS 

Al's Hobby Shop 
121-123 Addison St. 
Elmhurst, IL. 601 26 

Slot & Wing Hobbies 
611 S. Century Blvd. 
Rantoul, IL. 61866 

Slot & Wing South 
1914 Round Barn Rd. 
Champaign, I l. 61820 

Stanton Hobby Shop 
4736 Milwaukee Ave. 
Chicago, I l. 60630 

West Side Hobby 
2629 W. Main St. 
Belleville, IL. 62221 

INOIANA 
Heuberger's Hobby Shop 
3 Blks. N. US 6 on Ind. 331 
Bremen, IN. 46506 

Mutchler's Hobby 
4620 Crandell·Lanesville Rd. 
Corydon, IN. 47112 
PH: 812-366-3141 

Spencer's Craft & Hobby 
2015 Ewing St. Rd. 
Seymour. IN. 47274 

Westside Hobby Shop 
Old US 30 West 
(at city limits) 
Plymouth, IN. 46563 

IOWA 
Reiland Craft & Hobbies 
1626 E. 7th St 
Atlantic, la. 50022 
PH: 712-243-3137 

KANSAS 

Campbell Electric & Hobby 
1003 E.11thSt. 
Concordia, KA. 66901 

Modeler Hobby Shop 
1726 S. Hillside 
Wichita, KS. 67211 

LOUISIANA 
Hub Hobby Shop 
2618 S. Broad Ave. 
New Orleans, LA. 70125 

MASSACHUSETTS 

Fisher R/C 
17 Salmi Rd. 
Framingham, MA. 01701 

Ray's R/C Specialties 
12 Sherman St. 
Worcester. MA. 01610 

MICHIGAN 
Hobby World 
1049 28th St SW 
Grand Rapids, Ml. 49509 

Joe's Hobby Center 
17900 E. 10 Mile Rd. 
E. Oeuoit, Ml. 48021 

MICHIGAN (cont'd) 

Joe's Hobby Center 
33419 Grand River Ave. 
Farmington, Ml. 48024 

Joe's Hobby Center 
7845 Wyoming Ave. 
Dearborn, Ml. 48126 

MICHIGAN (cont'd) 

Rider's Hobby Shop 
115 W. Liberty St. 
Ann Arbor, Ml. 581 08 

Rider's Hobby Shop 
920 Trowbridge Rd. 
E. Lansing, Mi. 4B823 

WORLD ENGINES' CHAMP 

CATALOG NO. 13265 
The Champ is 1 popular 3-chi nnel, sport airplane. Features 
include a vacuum formed cowl, dovetailed plywood sides 
and bulkheads, lhaped balsa sheet uil group, and sturdy 
aluminum landing gears. Power requirements: from a .25 
to an easy running .40. In stock and ready to ship from 
WOR LD ENG INES. 

RETAIL - S39.95 

S ERVICE EXPERTS 
ARIZONA 
R/C Engin~ring 
P.O. Bx. 1451 
Scottsdale, AZ. 85252 

CA LI FORN IA 
Authorized Radio Control Ser. 
915 N. Main St. 
Orange, CA. 92667 

LR. Taylor & Co. 
2083rn Roscoe Ave. 
Canoga Park, CA. 91306 

GEORGIA 
Hobby Distributors 
P.O. Bx. 102 
Avondale Est., GA. 30002 

ILLINO IS 
Stanton Hobby Shop 
4734 Milwaukee 
Chicago, IL. 60630 

MASSACHUSETTS 
N.E. R/C Service 
497 Contro l Ave. 
Seekonk, MA. 02771 
PH : 617·761-6268 

MICH IGAN 
Pete Waters 
R/C Service Midwest 
41B89 Joy Rd. 
Canton, Ml. 481B7 
PH: 313-455·1380 

MISSO URI 
C.W. Reed 
540B Woodson Rd. 
Raytown, MO. 64133 

NEW JERSEY 
J.A. Deneke 
526 Doremus Ave. 
Glen Rock, NJ 07452 

OHIO 
Country R/C 
12450 Amity Rd. 
Brookville, OH. 45309 

Mr. G's Hobby Shop 
4409 Mahoning Ave. 
Warren, 0 H. 444B3 

PENNSYLVANIA 

Warren Hobby Shop 
1027 Pleasant Drive 
Warren, PA. 16365 

TEXAS 
Wilson's Hobby Shop 
2205 W. Beauregard 
San Angelo, TX. 76901 

CAN AO A 
Charles Law 
Dundas Hobby Supply 
16 Sleepy Hollow 
Dundas, Ontario 

ENG LAND 
World Engines, Ltd. 
Unit 10, Paramount Est. 
Sandown Rd. 
Watford, Herts 

ITALY 
G 2 Models 
Via A DA Mestre, 31 
Mestre, Venice 

GERMANY 
World Engines of Germany 
Helmut Noll 
4690 Herne 2 
Hauptstr 6, West Germany 

- Below is a list of excel· 
,~r lent World Engines' dealers. 
~ Most of them have been 

with us for years. Also listed are 
experts who service our Expert Series 
and other W.E. R/C systems. 

MICHIGAN (cont'd) 

Trackside Hobbies 
41B Main St. 
Rochester, Ml. 4B063 

MINNESOTA 

Medical Center Cycle 
5640 W. Broadway 
Minneapolis, MN. 55428 

Moon's Hobby Shop 
Miracle Mile Mall 
Rochester. MN. 55901 

MISSISSIPPI 

H & B Models 
319 W. Main 
Tupelo, MS. 3sBe1 

NEBRASKA 
Chick Bartlett's Hobby Town 
134 N. 13th St. 
Lincoln, NB. 6850B 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 

Fins Photo & Hobby Shop 
Kings Hwy. Plan 
Stratham, NH 03B85 

NEW JERSEY 

Hobby Hut 
567 Rt. 23 
Pompton Plains, NJ 07444 

Paul's Hobby Sport & Marine 
540·546 Peterson Ave. 
E. Rutherford, NJ 07073 

NEW YORK 
Brown's Hobby Center 
6031 Broadway 
Bronx, NY 10471 

Mardel Hobbies 
351 Altamont Ave. 
Schenectady, NY 12303 

NORTH CARO LI NA 
The Hobby House 
1617 Ashville Hwy. 
Hendersonville, NC 2B739 

NORTH DAKOTA 

Mc Gillins 
122B 9th Ave. S. 
Grand Forks, ND 5B201 
PH: 701·772·5311 

772-5380 

OHIO 
Airport Hobby Shop 
1BB9 Triplett Blvd. 
Akron, OH. 44312 

Hobby Stop 
4907 Summit St. 
Toledo, OH. 43611 

National Hobby Inc. 
523B Ridge Rd. 
Cleveland, 0 H 44129 

Mark Riha Cabinets 
32094 Detroit Rd. 
Avon, OH. 44011 

W·K Hobbies 
19 N. Main St. 
Centerville, OH. 45459 

Wile's Hobby Shop 
712 Bristol 
Lima, 0 H. 45804 

- We still have a little room 
,~r on this page for more hobby 
~ dealers. If you are a new 

hobby dealer. or if you are one of 
our older eccounts, you can have 
your hobby shop listed on this page. 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Graff's Hobby Shop 
115 E. State St. 
Quarryville, PA. 17566 

J.C. R/C Hobbies 
23 Easton Rd. 
Willow Grove, PA. 19090 

Skelly Sporting Goods 
2227 W. Market St. 
York, PA. 17404 

TEXAS 

H. Hobbs 
4615 Banister Le. 
Austin, TX. 7B745 

VERMONT 

The Hobby Shop 
RFD No. 1, Rt. 7 
Swanton, VT. 054BB 

The Hobby Shop 
Burlington Square Mall 
Burlington, VT. 05401 

Midd·Way Shop 
57 Main St. 
Middlebury, VT. 05753 

VIRGINIA 
Bob's Hobby Center 
3002 W. Cary St. 
Richmond, VA. 23221 

WASHINGTO N 
B & B Hobbies (Bruce Batch) 
9D7 E. Francis 
Spokane, WA. 99207 

Firgrove Model Supply 
10611-136th St .. E. 
Puyallup, WA. 9B371 

Stewart Enterprises 
429 W. Chelan St. 
Wenatchee, WA. 98B01 

WISCONSIN 
Pope's Hobby Land 
640 S. 3rd. St. 
Wausau, WI 54401 

CANADA 
B & B Wholesale Alberta, Ltd. 
190Z.Z7 St .. SW 
Calgary 

Calgary Hobby Supply 
3920 Edmonton Trail NE 
Calgary, Alberta 

Can- Air Hobbies 
2363 Beaubien St., E. 
Montreal, Quebec 

LeModele Reduit Enr. 
265, Larouche 
Arvida, Ouebec 
PH: 54B·2136 

Marcoux Hobbies 
5 Duchesnay 
Beauport, Quebec 

ITALY 

G 2 Models 
Via A DA Mestre, 31 
Mestre, Venice 

----'ta1t.~ ,;.;;;, 
~ 

world Enaines ----~a1t.1' 
,~;;;, 
~ 

8960 ROSSASH AVE., CINCINNATI, OH IO 45236 TELEPHONE (513) 793-5900 TE LEX 2 14 557 



P rotecting our servos from . 
engine vibration is something 
many of us don't think about. 

After all , the radio manufacturer has 
provided us with rubber mounted servo 
trays and rubber grommets for mounting 
the servos. However, the amount of 
vibration dampening these grommets 
afford depends largely on you and how 
much torque is applied to the screws that 
retain them. Unfortunately, many of us 
have a heavy grip on the screwdriver 
and the poor little grommets get 
squashed to death. Kraft, in guidelines 
for installation of their system, makes it 
very clear. In fact, it- is printed in red 
letters so you won't miss it. "Do not 
overtighten mounting screws or use 
servo tape when installing servos. This 
tends to increase vibration which is a 
major cause of intermittent loss of 
control in flying." Phil Kraft has spent 
considerable time and money 
developing his radio system and would 
certainly not give us bum advice. He is in 
business to sell radios and they had 
better work or we'll move along to 
another manufacturer. It's as simple as 
that. 

Dr . Joe Beckner , a dentist in 
Loveland, Colorado, has come up with 
an idea that is a step in the right direction 
for those who insist on using servo tape 
to mount their servos. I'll let him tell you 
about it. 

"After reading 'The Servo Mounting 
Myth' by Al Alman in R/C Modeler, 
September 1977, the flexibility of 
mounting the servos on the sides of the 
fuselage appealed to me. So, in spite of 
the dire warnings in my Radio Control 
Instruction Manual and my Flight 
Training Course, I decided to give this 
type of mounting a try! 

" Instead of 1/16" ply and balsa sheet 
for the Stand-Offs (neither of which I had 
in supply at the time), I elected to build 
up my mounts with 1/8" corrugated 
paper board from a large soap container 
that held my wife's washing machine 
soap. I put the layers together with 
contact glue and covered the mounting 
surface with 5-minute epoxy per Al 
Alman. 

"When completed, the mounts looked 
good. But I was still worrying about the 
vibrations that would be coming through 
to my servos. The corrugated paper 
board has a little give, but not that much! 
Suddenly, it occurred to me, why not put 
a layer of 1 /8" foam rubber in this 
build-up to dampen the vibrations? So I 
did my mounts over, putting a layer of 
foam rubber under the corrugated paper 
board plate on which the servo mounts. 
This foam rubber came as packing 
around some denture teeth I'd ordered 
and seems to be rather common." 

to page 92 



....................................................................... --BYJIRRYSMITH 

SERVO ISOLATOR MOUNT 

THIN CARDBOARD, l/l6
11

PLY OR BALSA 
TOP AND BOTTOM . 

1/8
11 

FOAM 

SERVO VIBRATION 
ISOLATOR 

BOND TOGETHER WITH CONTACT 
CEMENT. 

ENGINE ISOLATOR MOUNT 

WING MOUNT 

MOUNT TO FUSE 
SIDE WITH SERVO 
TAPE . 

FUSELAGE SIDE 

QUADRA 
ENG.MOUNT 

3/8
11

TO 1/2
11 

PLY FIREWALL 

5/16
11 

HEX HD BOLT 
LENGTH TO SU IT 

NOTE: THIS LENGTH MAY VARY TO 
OBTAIN DESIRED RIGHT AND 
DOWN THRUST. 

. ·.· 
.... 
.. · .. 
:·· : . 
<. ;: 

SERVO 

. . · .. . · .: .· : : . ... · 

ISOLATOR ASSY 
4 REQD 

HAND TIGHTEN NUT 
AND SAFETY WIRE 
(LOCTITE OR HOTSTUFF-
SAFETY WIRE NOT REOD) 

FIREWALL 

CASTLE OR 
DRILLED NUT 

FLAT WASHER (2) 

5/8
11

1.D. RADIATOR 
HOSE(2) 

5/16
11

X 5/8
11

0.D . 
AIRHOSE . 



The heat warning 
;' '"'i"""o indicator! 
HOT Hot-Hed takes the guesswork 

HED out of engine settings and 
cowling air flow- A visible 
heal indicator applied in dots, 
Hot-Hed changes color when 
engine gets too hot. 

$3.00 per half oz. bottle 
(Comes with instructions) 

FORMICA TOR 

Vacuum former for plastics- E asy to make your 
own cowls, wheel pants, canopies, elc.- Works 
with home oven a nd hose type vacuum cleaner. 

$89-(Includes A sst. Pack of ABS) 
(l nstructio11s for assembly and use included) 

PLASTIC- Bulk Packs 
ABS Plasti~ Sheets for the Formicator

All sheets 8 1/2" x 17"- Packs Only 

PCS. PACK 
THICKNESS PER PACK PRICE 
.020 (1/50") ........ 30.. . ..... $13.00 
.030 (1/32") . . ...... 20........ 13.00 
.045 (3/64") ...... . . 13 ........ 13.00 
. 060 (1/16") ........ 10 ........ 13.00 
.090 (3/32") ........ 6 ........ 13.00 
Assortment Pack (see below) .. 13.00 
Assortment Pack contains: 6·.020/ 4·.030/ 3·.045 
2·.060/ and l ·.090 sheets. Any pack $12.00 when 
ordered with the Formicator. ALL ABS is white only. 

Over 3 .J.1 lbs. p er pack 

*ALL U.S. ORDERS S HIPPED 
POSTPAID SAME DAY RECEIVED 

QUALIFIED DEALER 

INQUIRIES INVITED 

Trouble getting 
it together? 

Stik-it! is a n ad hesive that's 
moldable, reusable, fuelproof
a million a nd one uses for fi eld 
and bench. Won't let go until 
you wa nt it to. Residue easily 
removable with lighter fluid. 

$2.00 per two foot roll 
(A lifetime supply/ ) 

HYDRALOCKS 
Hydraulic unit converts air 
d riven retracts to hydraulic 
operation. Adjustable lo give 
realistic retract speeds-stops 
gear "sag-out" and landing 
collapse. Use one for two wheel 
ships, two for three wheel 
type planes. 

$8.00 per unit 
(Complete instructions included) 

Now ..• A PVA 
you can 
obtain! 

One of the hardest things for 
the hobbyist to find is PV A
(Polyvinyl Alcohol)-lhe only 
suitable mold release for fibre
glass and epoxy. A dry PVA 
that is mixed with water, 
Kant-Stik is a superior mold 
release of highest qua lity. 

$4.00 per one pint m ix 
(Complete instructions 
for mixing and use) 

A t Your Dealers, or 
Order Direct From 

Se11d self addressed stamped envelope 
for further info on prcducts P.O. Box 7399 I D 

/dsa Osvslopmsnt, Inc. 

..,. ___________ ... Newark, Os/aware 19711 

LENGTH 
SPAN 
WING AREA 
EMPTYWf. 
GROSS wr. 
ENGINE 
FUEL CAP. 
TOP SPEED 
CRUISE SPEED 
STALL SPEED 
SEATS 

KR-2 
14'6" 
20'8" 
80 sq. ft. 
480 lb. 
900 lb. 
vw 2100 
12-60 gal. 
200 mph 
180 mph 
45 mph 
2 side-by-side 

KR-1 
12'9" 
17'0" 
62 sq. ft . 
375 lb. 
750 lb. 
vw 1700 
8-50 gal. 
200 mph 
180 mph 
45 mph 
1 

Info pack is $1 .00 and self-addressed 
stamped envelope. 

RAND KR-1 & KR-2 
Retractable gear 
Wood and foam construction 
Lowest cost airframe kit on 
market 

Detailed plans and instructions for either $55.00 . 

Rand/Robinson Engineering, Inc. 
5842 ~ McFadden Ave., Huntington Beach, Ca 92649 
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HERE'S HOW 

from page 90 

Joe sent along some samples of his 
idea which demonstrated the different 
f i rmness o f each servo iso lator 
depending on the technique used in 
construction. For example, the layers 
are put together immediately after 
painting contact cement on the surfaces. 
The cement penetrates the foam rubber, 
diminishing the movement of the plates 
(medium). Or, allow the contact cement 
to dry on all surfaces before putting the 
mount togeth er. More movement 
between the plates results (soft). Finally, 
instead of foam rubber, use 5 mm 
neoprene rubber from a scuba diver's 
wet suit. This, of course, will give you a 
much firmer mount. Wet suits come in 
thicknesses from 3 mm to 6 mm. 

Of course, the servo isolator mounting 
plates could be made of 1/16" ply or 
even balsa, however, the thin cardboard 
looked very usable - - - at least cheap 
and plentiful. Joe's servo isolator is an 
excellent idea. You might do a little 
experimenting on your own and decide 
for yourse lf whic h of the three 
firmnesses suit your taste. As for me? I 
found putting the surfaces together with 
wet contact cement made an excellent 
medium isolator. I would never think of 
mounting my servos with servo tape 
alone. It simply isn't the way to go . 

As long as we are on the subject of 
vibration transfer, let's take a look at 
another problem plaguing those using 
converted chain saw engines. Actually, 
the problem is greatest from mid-range 
rpm down to idle. Especially idle. There 
has been much talk about what should 
be done, however, most of the ideas 
presented have been nothing more than 
a shotgun approach with no technical 
engineering brought to bear. The 
problem is not insurmountable if some 
competent mechanical engineer would 
take it on. Yes, it would take time and 
experimentation on his part, however, at 
the present these big engines are 
putting· airframes and radio gear through 
pure torture. We must find an answer. 

The idea shown was sent to me by 
Bob Constance of Scottsdale, Arizona. 
Bob has used this method of controlling 
the transfer of destructive forces from 
the engine to the airframe with the use of 
readi ly obtainable materials. He has 
personally used this method on his 
Quadra powered biplane for several 
hours of flight with not so much as a 
single adjustment or tightening of the 
mountings. 

The installation is simple. The original 
Quadra engine mount is used having 
only to enlarge the four mounting holes 
for 5/16" hex head machine bolts. The 
bolts are not welded or brazed to the 

to page 94 



IUiliCHLER'S HOBBIES 
4620 Crandell-Lanesville Road • RR3, Corydon, Ind. 47112 • Phone - 812-366-3141 
HOURS: WEEKDAYS 9-5 •SEND FOR FREE LISTINGS WITH ALL KITS. RADIOS. ACCESSORIES & PRICES• DEALERS WANTED 

·ACE R/C
Alpha 
Ace High 
Upstart 11 
All Star 
Mach None 
Shrike 
Guppy 
GLH II (balsa) 
G LH II (foam) 
Super Pacer 
Pacer 
Dick's Dream 
Whlzard 
Foam Wings 

-A.JUSTO JIG
Full House 
VzA Retracts 

-ANDREWS· 
Aeromaster Too 
Big H Ray 
Sports master 
S Ray 
H Ray 
Tralnermaster 

·BATTERY-
12v .motorcycle 
Charger for above 

·BRIDl
Super Fil 
Cosmic Wind (1/•) 
Soar Brldl 
Waco 
UFO 
AT6 Texan 
Dirty Blrdy(glass) 
Dirty Blrdy 60 
Dirty Birdy 40 
Basic Trainer 
RCM Trainer 1 O 
RCM Trainer 20 
RCM Trainer 40 
RCM Trainer 60 
Qulcklest 500 
Super Kaos 40 
Super Kaos 60 
Kaos 
Tweedy Bird 
15-500 

r~~~h~~~sslrus 
Chipmunk (glass) 
Shrike (glass) 
Quickest 200 
RCM Sportster 
Compass Cope 
Sun Fii 4-20 
Classic 40 
Tiger Cat 
T-28 
Spitfire 
Babe Corbin Ace 
AT6 

-CASS ENG.· 
Pulsar Blpe 
Steen Skybolt 

11.gs 
11 .95 
10.95 
14.95 
11.95 
17.95 

5.95 
11.95 
10.95 
19.95 
11.95 

6.95 
11.95 
2.07 

36.95 
6.95 

48.95 
29.95 
45.95 
24.95 
26.95 
36.95 

12 .g5 
6.gs 

59.95 
95.95 
12.50 
66.95 
89.95 
95.95 
84.95 
54.95 
38.95 
24.95 
19.95 
24.95 
34.95 
40.95 
29.95 
36,95 
47.95 
43.95 
29.95 
26.95 
95.95 
95.95 
82.95 

126.95 
18.95 
24.95 
32.95 
21.95 
36.95 

132.95 
92.9 5 
90.95 
89.95 
95.95 

77.95 
83.95 

-CONCEPT MODELS-
Barnstormer 49.95 
Travel Air 49 .95 
Kraft Super Fli 49.95 
Air Scout 27.95 

-COVE RITE· 
Super Coverite 
Sllkspun Coverite 
Permagloss Coverlte 
Antique Coverite 
Balsa rite 
Glaskote ( Vzpt) 
Glaskote thlnner(pt) 

·CRAFT AIR-

4.89 
4.89 
5 .89 
4.89 
1.84 
1.89 
1.75 

-D.A.E.
Single Range 
Dual Range 
Mini 
Series Iv 

·DR EMEL· 
261 Moto·tool kit 
271 Moto-tool kit 
281 Moto-tool kit 
371 Moto-tool kit 
381 Moto-tool kit 
571 Moto-shop 
572 Moto·shop del . 
21 O Drill Press 
223 Universal stand 
217 foot sp. control 
2214 D·Vise 

-FLITE LI NE· 
Skooter II 
Skooter 11 (racing) 
EZ Trainer 
EZ Sport 

- FUSITE
F ire Plug 
Fire Plug Charger 
Stinger(1h A starter) 
Stinger Charger 
1/zA racing plug 
1/zA sport plug 

-GO LDBERG
Falcon 56 MK II 
Skylark 56 MK 11 
Sr. Falcon Deluxe 
Skylane 62 
Shoestring 
Ranger 42(AR F) 

-HALLCO
B105· 1 landing gear 
Bl 05·2 landing gear 
B105-3 landing gear 
B105·4 landing gear 
Bl 05·5 landing gear 
Bl 06·3 landing gear 
B 1 06-4 landing gear 
Bl 06·5 landing gear 
Bl 06·6 landing gear 

-HOT STUFF
Blue Line 1/zoz 
Clear 1/zoz 

11.95 
14.g5 

g.57 
20.g5 

29.95 
29.95 
35_g5 
35,g5 
39,g5 
41.gs 
53.95 
12.95 

8.95 
1 J ,gs 
16.gs 

18.95 
18.95 
18.gs 
18.95 

17,g5 
5.17 

22 .95 
5. 17 
1.2 5 

.97 

31.95 
31.95 
34.95 
34.95 
28.95 
1 S,g 5 

2.63 
2.98 
3.33 
3.85 
4.38 
3.50 
4.03 
5.25 
6.83 

2.89 
1.89 

-HOUSE OF BALSA-
Pst D (40 size) 39.95 
VzAPete 17.95 
1/zA P-51 O Mustang 19.95 
1/zA ME109 19.95 
1/zA P-39 Aircobra 19.95 
1/zA P-4 7 21.95 
1/zA Bonanza 1 g ,95 
1/zA Focke Wolfe 21.95 
11z, Chipmunk 19.95 
Nomad II 14.95 
Shoestring 26.95 
Miss Dara 26.95 
Pietenpol 36.95 
Nomad 10.95 

-JENSEN· 
Das Ugly Stick 

-JEMCO-
AT6 
ME109 

·LR.TAYLO R· 
Power Pacer 

-LANIE R
Comet II 
Jester II 
Caprice 
Cessna 
Tra nsit 
Transit 
Pinto 

39.95 

39.95 
36.95 

42.95 

36.95 
44.95 
47.95 
47.95 
30.95 
28.95 
30.95 

Drifter 16.95 -MACO-
Wlndrlfter 29.95 Tiger Cat 36.95 

-MASTER KIT· 
Stinger 11 
Hiperbipe 
Peppermint Pattie 

-MEN· 
MEN Trainer 
MEN Trainer 40 
Buzza rd Bombshell 
Piper JJ 

·MIDWEST
Das Lii Stick 
Super Chipmunk 
Cessna Cardinal 
Sweet Stick 
Stri kemaster 
Silent Squire 
Attacker 

-MILLER-
2115set&15gun 
2134 set&3gun 
2129 set&2gun 
201 8 1 gun set 
2017 set&2gun 
2011 air brush set 
2016set&1 gun 
18 g un 
16 gun 
14 gun 

-NOSEN
Citabria 
Trainer 
PSI 
Citabria 
Mulligan 
Aeronca 
J-3 

-PACER· 
Econo-Pak Zap 
1/zoz Zap 
X-30 (30 seconds) 
Zap Applicators 

-PEERLESS· 
Dash 7 Pop Buggy 
.09 Peanut Bubby 

·PLATT/ PICA· 
Spitfire 
T28 
FW190 
Waco 
Duellis t 2 / 40 

-PRATHER
Little Toni 
Little Ton l( 'l•midg) 
Sport Panther 
Pole Cat 

-R & S

Skyglass Kits : 
Vertigo II 
Phoeni x 6 
Nutcracke r 
Banshee 
F8 F Bear-Cat 
P47N Thunde rbolt 
Quick fll 111 or IV 
Tiger Tall 
Twister II 
Eye-Ball 
Troublemaker 
Cutlass Supreme 
Sun Fii IV 
Sweet Emily 
Phoenix 5(60 size) 
Cutlass 40 size 
A·6 Intruder " 
Phoenix s 
ME 109 
Zero 

-R /C KITS-

41.95 
41.95 
27.95 

22.95 
36.95 
34.95 
32.95 

21.95 
18.95 
18.95 
23.95 
46,gs 
26.95 
24.95 

49.95 
50.95 
50.95 
43.95 
43.95 
40.95 
40.95 

9.57 
5.70 
4 . 50 

74.95 
55.95 

118.95 
69.95 
97.95 
69.95 
83.95 

4 . 16 
1.6g 
1.69 

.35 

97.95 
69.95 

52.98 
52.98 
52.98 
52.98 
58.95 

79.95 
59.95 
7 9.95 
20.95 

44.95 
44.95 
44.95 
44.95 
44.95 
44.95 
44.95 
44.95 
44.95 
44.95 
44.95 
44.95 
44.95 
44.95 
44.95 
36.95 
36.95 
36.95 
36.95 
36.95 

T38 T alon 62.95 
F7F Tlgercat 83.95 
Fl 00 Super Sabre 55.95 
Lockheed U·2 83.95 
Super Hunter 11!60! 45.95 
Super Hunter II 40 38.95 

SDI oo 35.95 Simple x Trainer 26.95 
J ·Blrd 39.95 Vaga 38.95 -ROYAL-
Sallalre 85.95 Pitts S2 66.95 
Viking 55.95 -MARKS MODELS· Douglas c -47 92.95 

-SIG· 
Kavalier 
Kiwi 
Colt 
Doubler 
Citabria 
Liberty Spor t 
P51 (Kwik built\ 
Cessna 150(Kw k) 
Smith mini-plane 
Piper J-3 
Clipped wing cub 
Ryan STA 
Zlln Akrobat 
Aerobipe 
Kadel 
Sky bolt 
Kou gar 
Klipper 

1~8eM~ft~~~ 
Komet Balsa skin 
Komet Ply ski n 
Komander 
S.Chlmpunk(kwik) 

27.95 
25.95 
13.g5 
17.95 
35.95 
47,g5 
40.g5 
49,g5 
36.95 
21.g5 
27.g5 
49,g5 
3g,g5 
14.95 
2J.g5 
43.95 
31.95 
13.95 
12.95 
24,g5 
32.95 
35.95 
30.95 
40.95 

-SOARCRAFT-
Centurion II 
Diamant 
Glasfugel 604 
Magnum 12 
Sky bol t 

-SO LUTION-

3g_95 
62.95 
68.gs 
89.95 
69.95 

Solo MK II 32.gs 
Saker 3g.g5 

-SONIC-TRONICS-
Side winder pump 6.27 
Fue l Pump 9 .35 

-SONIC SYSTEMS-
3 Gear with pump 38,gs 
3 Gear Syste m 31.95 
Retract Malns(pr) 12.95 
Retract nose gear 12.95 
S.C.11 Pump 8.95 

-SOUTHERN R/ C-
Bobcat 3g,95 
Alley Kat 39.95 
Gator Flea 37.95 
Southern Kite 49.gs 
B,oot1egger 59.95 
Tiger Tall 111 5g,95 

-STAFFORD
Twin Comanche 
Comanche 
8·24 liberato r 
P39 
P-51 (retract gr) 
Aircoupe 
Chipmunk 
EAA Aero Sport 
EAA (foam wing) 
Super Buckaneer 
Tom Kitty mk 15 
Tom Kitty mk40 
Super Minnow 

·STERUNG
Mlni Fledgling 
Fledgling 
Puddle Jumper 
Stenson Reliant 
Waco S.R.E 
Corsair 
Tri Pacer 
Rim fire 
Gazariator 
Lancer 
Lancer SL62 
Fokker D7 
PT17 
Super Cruiser 
JJ 
PT19 

-STRICK'S · 

94.95 
49.95 

128.95 
41.95 
44.95 
51.95 
41.95 
44.95 
52.95 
29.95 
27.95 
37.95 
39_g5 

14.95 
29.95 
10.95 
45.95 
51.95 
20.95 
23.95 
32.95 
44.95 
30.95 
38.95 
61.95 
62.95 
34.95 
18.95 
18.95 

Power disc san der 21.95 
Power disc sander 11 24.95 

-SURE FLITE· 
Cessna 182 (foam) 24.95 
Piper Cub (foam) 24.95 
Spitfire (foam) 24.95 
Howard dga VzA pete 16.95 
Baby Birdie 11.95 
Super Eye Soar 34.95 

Butterfly 11 34.95 wanderer 99 20.95 S t aggerwlng 75.95 
Field Boxes 18.95 Wanderer 12.95 B·25 75.95 -TOP FLITE· 
E.S.Voltmeter 1 7.95 Windward 20.95 Blerlot 45.95 Freshman Trainer 34.95 

P47 Thunderbolt 
Kwik·Fli 111 
SE5A 
Contender 

-VK MODELS· 
Nieuport 17 
Fo k ker Triplane 
Cherokee Babe 
Cherokee 
Navajo 
Corben Super-Ace 
Sopwith Camel 

·WING MFG.· 
Orone 
Love Machlng 

-ENGINES-
Quadra 
O.S.Max: 
15 R/ C 
25 R/C 
25 F SR R/ C 
30 R/ C 
35 R/C 
40 R/ C 
40 F SR R/ C 
60 F SR R/ C 
60 F SR w / pump 
K&B: 
61 R/ C 
61 R/ C W/ pump 
40 R/ C 
40 R/ C w/ pump 
40 R/ C Marine 
35 R/ C 
19 R/ C 
3.SCC si plane 
3.5 outboard 
3.5 inboard 
6. SCC R/ C 
Fox: 

53.95 
41.95 
41.95 
30.95 

45.95 
45.95 
27.95 
46.95 
46.95 
31.95 
46.~5 

29.95 
29.95 

98.95 

27.95 
31.95 
41.95 
35.95 
37.95 
51.95 
63.95 
89.95 

111.95 

52.95 
67.95 
40.95 
53.95 
44.95 
20.95 
28.95 
3g,95 
sg,95 
41.g5 
64.95 

1 5 R/C SR bush. 22.95 
15 R/ C SR 2BB 36.95 
19 R/ C bushing 24:95 
25 R/ C bushing 24.95 
29 R/ C bushing 22 .95 
36 R/ C bus h.side ex.24.95 
40 R/ C SR bush. 29.95 
40R/CSRBB 41.95 
45 R/ C SR bush. 33.95 
45 R/ C SR BB 41.95 
60 Eagle R/C 44.95 
60 Hawk R/ C 54.95 

·RADIO'S
Futaba: 
4 channel w / S 17 
4 channel W/5 16 
6 channel w/ S 17 
6 channel w/Sl ti 
7 channel 
Kraft : 
KP-JC 
KP-4A 
KP·SC 
KP· 7C 
KP-7CS 
Signature series 

174.95 
184.95 
199 .95 
229.95 
379 95 

164.95 
199.95 
279.95 
379.95 
379.95 
6 7 4.gs 

World Engines: 
7 channel dual stlck254.95 
5 channel " " 234.95 

·ZINGER PROPS-
7·4,7·5,7· 6,7-7 .84 
7 1/z·4, 7 1/z·5,71/z·6,7 '1z·7 .84 
8-4,8-5,8-6 ,8-7 .91 
8 1/z·4,8 1/z·5 ,8 1/z·6,8Vz·7 .9 1 
9-4.9-5 .9-6 ,9· 7 .9 1 
10-4, 10-5, 10-6, 10·7 .98 
11·6W,11·7W 1.12 
11-5, 11·6,11·7, 11·71/z 1.12 
11·8 1.12 
also 9·6w, 10·6w, 11 ·6w 

4TH EDITION OF RADIO 
CONTROL BUYERS 

GUIDE 4.95 

Std.HIStart 25.49 Wlndfree 25.95 Focke Wolf 190 66.95 P51 Mustang 37.95 
H.D.HIStart 29.95 Bushwacker 25 .95 Hein sr.(tony) 70.95 P40 warhawk 39.95 Mall & Phone orders only 
Delux S . D . HISta rt 37.95 Sunny 19.95 F4U·1 o Corul r(40) 62.95 P39 Alracobra 39.95 Sorry, no will calls 

POSTAGE & HANDLING 52.00. C.0.D. 85C. PERSONAL CHECKS Will DELAY ORDER 2·3 WEEKS. HEAVY. LONG DISTANCE & OVERSIZE PARCELS EXTRA. PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE. NO RETURN W/OUT AUTHORIZATION. 
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HERE'S HOW 

from page 92/90 

mount to allow a more flexible action. 
They are drilled, as are the nuts, for the 
use of safety wire. The washers are 
standard flat washers. The center piece 
of hose is standard airhose while the 
outer lengths are automotive radiator 
hose. The length of the center hose is 
equal to the sum of the two outer hoses 
plus th e firewall thickness. The 
assembly is hand tightened only, then 
safety wired. Bolt both heads and nuts. 
Mounting holes in the firewall should be 
a close fit to the O.D. of the center piece 
of airhose. 

I have not personally tried Bob's idea, 
however, it is some protection and much 
better than firmly bolting your engine to 
the firewall. Many thanks for your idea 
Bob. Maybe others will start thinking and 
we'll mutually solve this problem. D 

SHOWCASE '79 

from page 83/78 

DEEP VEE DAY CRUISER 
A new Deep Vee Day Cruiser has 

been released by Steve Muck's R/C 
Boats. The boat is designed for fun or 
competition. The hull, when completed, 
is both IMPBA and NAMBA legal for 
Deep Vee competition. The Mighty 
Dolphin kit features pre-cut frames, 
formers and sheeting made of high 
quality aircraft plywood. This boat will 

to page 100 

LIGHlWEIGHT 

SUPER 
COVE RITE'~-----

STRONGER BY FAR 
THAN ANY OTHER IRON 

ON. RED, WHITE, BLUE, ~ 
YELLOW, ORANGE, (IL ~ 
ANTIQUE FABRIC. 

'? 

Cc:>VERITE 1
' 

420 Babylon Rd., Horsham, Pa. 19044 ~ 
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BIG SAVINGS AT ORANGE COAST HOBBIES 
Reg. $99.95 

SALE 

$79.98 

RESISTOR CAR WITHOUT RADIO - 6 CELL 

Choose from Al fa, Vette or Po rsche Body Style 

Comes with painted lexan body, durable lexan chassis, speed 
control. high speed electric motor. roar legal. 

BANTAM 
MIDGET 

OUTPUTS: ROTARY WHEEL. ARM. ADJUSTABLE ARM COM· 
PATIBLE WITH ALL DIGITAL RADIO SYSTEMS. EXCEPT PRO 
LINE. SPECIFY RADIO $29.95 

TOROUE· 21 OZ. IN . TRANSIT TIME· 0.3 SECONOS/100 DEG. SIZE 
(INCHES) 1 125 H X 0 6W X 1.43L WEIGHT 24 GRAMS OR 846 
OUNCES. 

NEW ASSOCIATED ASSO c I ATE D 
ELECTRIC "ELECTRIC" · 

WANT TO BE A FAMOUS RACEDRIVER? ... JOIN 
THE ORANGE COAST HOBBIES RACING TEAM. 

1/12 SCALE ELECTRIC R/ C RACE CAR 
BY 

ASSOCIATED RGI Complete Car ... 

ASSOCIATED 
List $135 . 
OCH Reg. Low Price $119 95 

~ SPECIAL LIM.ITED OFFER 

\/(~, ~~. . ~ 198.88 
-~ _.. , , 

• 
RC100 ... $99.98 
RC200 ... $149.95 

6 CELL - TH ORPE .. $195.00 w 11H 

1 / 12th 
Ready to Run 

Scale 
- Less Radio RACING CAR 

THORPE THORPE 
Or~F[RENTIA L 4 J r-0 \lfA f·C TRANSM SS'ON 

CHOICI 01 ANY BODY 

TITAN CHASSIS... -~~;-
$149.95 ~I _ _ 

TECHNI MODELS 
0491051 GLOW PLUG 

CONVERSION 

l'P 011 BLADES /5 Pk 
0 Lisi 65c 

R/C GLIDER KIT SPECIALS 

LION FUEL 
GALLONS 

-- " 39c WANDERER 72" 
WANDERER 99" 
BRIDI SOAR BIRDI 
PIERCE PARAGON 

#1-10% NITRO $10.80 
#2-20% NITRO $12.15 
#3-30% NITRO $13.50 
#4-40% NITRO $14.85 

(Fi l X-Aclo, PO. 
Dlxun, small 

handles) CASS STEIN SKYBOL T (g lass) 

WISCO 
12V SA WET CELL 

BATTERY 
and CHARGER 

$14.95 
$22.88 
$14.88 
$39.88 
$79.88 

HB ENGINES 
HB 12 RI C-muffler 
HB 15 RI C-muffler 
HB 20 RI C-muffler 
HB 25 RI C-muffler 
HB 40 PDP 
HB61 PDP 

$29.88 
34.88 
39.88 
39.88 
59.88 
79.88 Formulated expressly for R/ C car use. Consist

ant formu lation and cool running are the reasons 
the car racing champions use th is fuel! 

s13.65 ..,. 
ONE OF THE FINEST LINES OF ENGINES 

ORANGE COAST HOBBIES 
14:S Jb BaookltuasT ST ... Wou1i1n u a , CAiif. 9268 J 

(714)819-8844 

TO ORDER: SEND MONEY ORDER OR CREDIT CARD NO. & EXP. DAT'.: 
NO CHECKS - C.O.D"s ADD $1 .00. CALIF. RESIDENTS ADD 6% TAX 

U S SHIPPING CHARGES AK. HI. APO. FPO 3 00 
ZIPS 00000 THRU 49999 2 75 

50000 THRU 79999 .2 00 
80000 THRU 99999 .. 1 50 

LARGE KITS. HEAVY BOXES. ADD ADDITIONAL $1 .00 

..... . 

MONOKOTE 

Opaques& Transparenls s4,99 
Flats & Metallics i5.99 

QUAD RA 
2 CU. IN . FOR THOSE 
BIG BIRDS - Retail 

$149.95 



FOR WHAT IT'S WORTH 
The following suggestion for 

connecting metal pushrod ends to nylon 
control rods is from L.W. Standley of Del 
Mar, Calif. As shown in the sketch, this 
method is especially useful where the 
servo is not accessible for rod removal 
and is also convenient for easy rod 
adjustment. It provides a positive 
connection when the set screw of the 
collar is tightened through the nylon 
pushrod into the metal rod. A s111all hole 
dril led through the nylon rod for the set 
screw to pass will ensure a slip-proof 
connection. 

If, after building a new aircraft and 
installing the engine, you find that there 
isn't enough spinner clearance, the 
solution is as close as your electric 
starter according to John Lusk of 
Madison, Wisconsin. Mount the engine, 
add spacers in front of the thrust washer 
if needed. Next "Hot Stuff" or "Zap" a 
piece of 80 or 120 grit sandpaper to the 
backplate of a Goldberg spinner. Cut out 
center to clear the thrust washer. Place 
spinner on motor shaft and apply electric 
starter. This will sand the nose plate to 
the proper degree of Right, Down or zero 
thrust. (See sketch.) The thrust washer 
may be removed and spacers of less 
thickness may be put on the prop shaft 
for the tightest spinner fit. 

While the plastic film coverings are 
great for getting you in the air quickly, 
eventually they start to lift due to fuel 
soaking after continuous use. 
Refinishing presents a challenge due to 
the oil residu~ and, after trying the 
known procedur_es and almost giving up, 
Dino Di Giorgio of Oakland, New Jersey, 
stumbled upon a procedure which is 
quick, inexpensive and will restore the 
balsa to its original condition . Try 
applying some Red Devil Sanding Liquid 
to the affected area, making sure that it 
penetrates deeply. After 30 minutes, 
apply direct heat from your heat gun and 
all oil residue rises to the surface, 
enabling you to wipe the oil off with a 
clean rag or paper towel. Repeat the 
procedure until all oil is removed , 
re-sand the model and recover with any 
covering material of your choice and it 
will adhere perfectly. 

If you own a Royal tach, on occasjon 
the need may arise to set the tach down, 
since two hands are required for engine 
adjustment, recessitating propping up 
the tack in some way. Ed Betancourt of 
San Diego, California, has designed and 
built a stand for his to set in. The dray;ing 
shown can be used as a guide for 
making the full size templates. Both 
templates A and B. were cut out of 1/4" 
ply using a table jig saw. Part A is 
interlocked with Part B (egg carton 
fashion). The tach is cradled across the 
two templates. If so desired, a rubber 
band can be used to hold the tach in 
place using the two notches on Part A. 
Positions I and II are to suit different 
engine installations. Parts A and B were 
not glued together; preferring that they 
be easily separated for flat stowage in 
the flight box. For the dimensions, just 
measure the overall size of your tach. 
With a little modification the Tac-Rae 
can be cut to fit any tach. 

Scale R/C aircraft need authentic 
colors. The dope/epoxy colors are 
limited, so Kevin Savage of Chicago 
Heights, Ill., is using plastic hobby kit 
paint. After sealing and filling the plane 
with polyester resin, spray the color 
coats on using military color enamels 
normally used for plastic kits. Apply the 
decals and let the model dry for 48 
hours. Then, top coat the plane with 
three thin coats of clear flat epoxy. The 
advantages are: (1) color availabi lity -
over one hundred correct shades from 

0 

WW I through Vietnam; (2) economy 
bottles range from 25¢-65¢; and 

0 (3) ease of application - almost no 
build-up , wil l not gum up spray f 
equipment, and mistakes are easy to 
correct since paint is dry in 3 to 30 
m inutes and re-coat s add no 
appreciable thickness . T h e 
disadvantage is that epoxy thinner and 
acetone eat plastic model paint alive! 
The trick when using·thinned epoxy as a 

0 



"'u1111nr111a1n 1u "'"' muua1ar 

the complete kit 
''you can build in a week of evenings." 


